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 Outdoor Exposure Guide
for the Kodak Senior Six-16 with the

Kodak Anastigmat Lens f.6.3
| ae | Stop | Sacrren |

Sumecr ; Orkxixc | Speeo

—_—_

   

Nearby landscapes saowing litthe
orn sky. Nearby subjects in fay fe ayes
open. field, park or garden,

"Street scenes,

Ordinary landscapes showing
sky, with a principal objeet fib 25 |
in the foreground.

  
  

  
 

Mirine and beach scenes. Dis-
tant landscapes. Snow scenes

 
 

 
 

|

without prominent dark ol- fiz2 | 1/23.1 24
jects in the foreground, Moun« |
tains. : : e |

; Portraits in the open shade, not r
| under trees or the toof of a Jed 1/25  

porch. Shaded nearby scenes,
 

Narrow arid slightly shaded fs Va
sirects.  

 ee onl . _

Moving objects. |
When photographing a imiv-
ing object such a8 o Funitner, |
train or an automobile. the Ger |°Tob
subject should be moving to-
wards or away from the camera |
at an angle of about 45 degrees, |

 
 

  =
 

Exposures are for the hours from one hour after sun-
rise until one hour before sunset on days when the sun
ia shining. If pictures are made earlier of later, or if it
is uw elaghtly cloudy or hazy day, use a la stop open-
ing. This table is for Kodak Verichrome, Super Sensi-

itive Panchromatie and Panatomie Films; if using
| Kodak N. C, Film. exposures can be made from 2}5
hours after qunrise until 244 hours belore sunset, , |

Kodak Super Sensitive Parehromatic Film is abiout |
fifty per cent faster with morning or afternoon light
than Kodak Verichrome Film.

The largest stop opening is 6.3. The Aigher the)

jess the smaller the opening, |
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SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

ApprriONaL ASSISTANCE FOR

Maxine Betrer Picrures

A LTHOUGH we give in this manual
4Athe essential directions for using

the camera it accompanies, there are
annuiteurs who wish for further knowl-

edge of photography.
The Service Department is at their

service, your service.

Do not hesitate to call on us for in-

formation on any photographie subject.

We are al your service, write ta uws—
there is no charge, no obligation.

Address all Communications

Service DEPARTMENT

[EaAstTMAN KopAK COMPANY

Rocuester, N. Y.
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THE CAMERA

 
l. Lock for Back 8. Optical Direct
2. Button for Open- View Finder

ing }ront %. Tripod Socket
3. Bed Serews
1. Vertical Support 10. Release for Clos-
5. Horizontal Support ing Front
6. Shutter Ll. Winding Knob
7. Lens

A—SpeedIndicator
B—stop Opening Lever
C—Exposure Lever
D—Exposure Button
E.—Focus Pointer
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IMPORTANT

EFORKEloading your Kodak with
film, and before taking anypic-

tures with it, read these instructions
carefully. Take especial care to learn
howto operate the shutter, see page 9.

While loading and unloading, be
very careful to keep the protective
paper woundtightly around the film
to preventlight striking it, The Kodak
‘an be loaded or unloaded in daylight.

This should be done in a subdued
light, not in direct sunlight.

To LOAD

Use film number: 4

V 616, SS 616, F 616, or 616 for the
Kodak Senior Six-16,

Push the but-
ton of the lock
towards the

arrow.
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7 Open the back.

Lift up the spool
holder in the recess

adjoining the hinge
of the back and

place the roll of film
in it, springing out the flanges until the
pins engage the holes in the spool.
Make sure that the word “TOP” on

the paper is on the side opposite the
winding knob.

 
4
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Remove the paper band andpass the

protective paper over the tworollers.
Thread the paper through the longer
slit in the empty reel, asfar as tt will qo.

 
Turn the winding knobonce or twice

to bind the paper on the reel, and be
sure that the paperis started straight.

5
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Close the back, pressing it so that
the spring lock snaps into place, se-
curely fastening the back.

Push back the slide that
covers the red window on
the back of the Kodak.

This slide prevents fogging
the film.

Turn the winding knob,
watching the red window.
After a few turns, a warning

hand will appear; then turn slowly
until the figure 1 is in the center of the
window.

 
 
Push the slide over the red window.

The windowshould be uncovered only
when winding the film.

The film is now in position for the
first exposure. After each exposure
wind the film to the next number.

This prevents making two pictures on
the same seetion of film.

6
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OPENING THE FRONT

Press the

button2, page
2, to open the
Kodak; then
draw down
the bed until
it locks. This

brings the
lens and shut-

ter into posi-
tion.

 
To Focus

The various distances at which the
Kodak may be focused sre engraved
on the beveled edge of the lens mount.

The seale is marked for 3,5, 4, 5, 6,
8, 10, 15, 25, 50 feet, and INF, (in-
finity).

To focus the Kodak, revolve the lens
mount by turning it to the right or
left until the figure representing the
distance from the subject to lens is
under the pointer E at the top of the
lens, see diagram, page 8,

When facing the Kodak, turn the
lens mount to the right for distant
graduations on the seale, and turn to

7
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the left when focusing on nearby or
close subjects.

 
The distance between the subject

and Kodak can be estimated without
measuring, when the subject is beyond
fifteen feel; for instance, if the focus is
set at 25 feet (the usual distance for
ordinary street scenes) the sharpest
part of the picture will be the objects
at that distance from the eamera, but
everything from about 18 to about 45
feet will be in goodfocus.

For ordinary street pictures the
focus may be kept at 25 feet, but where
the principal object is nearer or farther

a
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away, the focus should be changed
accordingly.

Por distant views turn the lens mount
to LNF. (infinity). Nothing nearer
than 31% feet can be focused without
using a Kodak Portrait Attachment,
see pages 31 and 32, or a small stop
opening, see page 14.

THE SHUTTER

 
A—Speed [Indicator (—Esxposure Lever
B—Stop Opening Lever E—Focus Pointer

Instantaneous Exposures
Move indieator A to 25, 50, or 106

(see Exposure Guide on back cover or
table on pages 12 and 13).
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Move lever B to the correct stop
opening. See lixposure Guide on back
cover or table on pages 12 and 13.

Press button D on the side of the

Kodak, This makes the exposure. The
exposure can also be made by pressing
the lever C. The use of button D,
however, is recommended for snap-
shots, as it assures a steadier holding
of the camera.

Time Exposures
Moveindicator A to the letter *T."’

Movelever B tof.6.3, 8, 11, 16, 22,
or 32, according to the time of expo-
sure and nature of the subject. See
tables on pages 12, 13, 28, 29 and 34.

Press lever C or button D. This

opens the shutter. Time the exposure
by a watch. Again press lever C or
button D, This closes the shutter.

For short time exposures from one-
half second to ten seconds, “Bulb”
Iuxposures are recommended,

“Bulb” Exposures
Move indicator A to the letter “RB,”

Move lever B to f.6.3, 8, 11, 16, 22,
or 32. See tables on pages 12, 13, 28,
29 and 34,

10
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Press lever C or button D to open
the shutter, which will remain open as
long as lever C or button D is held
down.

Time and “Bulb” Exposures must
never be made with the Kodak held in
the hands,

Important: Never oil the shutter.
In ease of accident, return the camera
to your dealer or to us for repairs.

Cable Release: A cable release
(No, 29) can be used with this Kodak
if it is desired to use the Kodak Self
Timer for self-portraiture. The cable
release should be removed before elus-
ing the camera.

To attach the cable release, remove
the screw directly behind the lever C
and replace it with the cable release,
After using the cable release, detachit
and replace the serew in the opening.
The screw may be loosened and tight-
ened with a thin coin, |

STOP OPENINGS

The stop openings regulate the
amount of light passing through the
lens. The openings are enlarged or

I]
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reduced by moving the lever B, see
page 9.

jJ.6.3—For rapidly moving objects
in bright sunlight, use speed 100, For
exposures on cloudy days and during
rain in the middle of the day, use
speed 25. For portraits outdoors, when
the sun is shining, see page 30.

Important: When using stop f.6.3
and the distance between the subject
and camera is ten feet or less, the dis-
tance must be accurately measured as
the depth of focus is limited, see table
on page 14,

f.8—Vorinstantaneous exposures on
slightly cloudy or hazy days, use speed
25. For scenes on narrow and slightly
shaded streets, use speed 25, For mov-
ing objects in very bright sunlight,
use speed 100,

f.A1l—Forall ordinary outdoor pie-
tures, such as nearby landscapes show-
ing little or no sky, groups and street
scenes, when the subject is in bright
sunlight, use speed 25.

f.16—For open views, when the sun-
light on the subject is unusually strong
and there are no heavy shadows, such

42
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as views at the seashore and on the

Water, use speed 50; for ordinary land-
scapes, in bright sunlight, with clear
sky overhead, use speed 25; also for
Interior Time Exposures, the time for
whichis given in the table on page 28.

j.22—Vor instantaneous exposures
of extremely distant landscapes, ma-
rines, snow scenes without prominent
dark objects in the foreground, and
cloude only, in bright sunlight, use
speed 25; ulso for Time Exposures.

f.32—For Time Exposures Outdoors
on cloudy days, see table on page 34.
For Interior Time Exposures, see pages
28 and 29. Never for (natantaneous
exposures,

Failure will result, if stop f.32 is
used for instantaneous exposures,

The smaller the stop opening the
greater the depth of focus or range of
sharpness, see pages 14 and 15.

All exposures given for outdoor sub-
jects are for the hours from one hour
after sunrise until one hour before
sunset, when using Kodak Verichrome,
Super Sensitive Panchromati¢e or Pan-
atomic Film. If Kodak N.C. Filmis

Olympus,

a
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TheDepthofFocusforDifferentStop.Openings By“depthoffocus”ismeantthedistance,infrontofandbehindthesubjectfocused on,withinwhichdetailsinthepicturewillbesharpanddistinet. TableforusewiththeKodakSeniorSix-16  
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 Thedepthoffocusisnotgivenfor£22.Thedepthforthisopeningcanbeestimatedbycomparigen. “Taf.”iatheabbreviationforInfinity—meaningandolimiteddistancefromthelena
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used, exposures can be made from 215
hours after sunrise until 24% hours be-
fore sunset. If earlier or later, the ex-
posures must be longer.

For a subjeet in the shade, under
the roof of a porch, or under a tree, a
time exposure must he made, see page
44, When making pictures under these
conditions, the camera must he placed
on some steady, firm support.

DEPTH OF Focus

Depth of focus is the distance from
the nearest to the farthest objects that
will appear sharp in the negative or
rint, It depends upon the distance

yet ween the subject and lens, the focal
length of the lens, and the size of the
stop opening used. The smaller the
stop opening, the greater the depth of
foeus. See the table on page 14.

THE ‘‘f."' SYSTEM
A lens is said to work at a certain

“speed ;"’ this means that the lens will
give a sharp image from corner to
corner of the film with an opening a
certain proportion of its focal length.

15
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The foeal length of a lens is the dis-
(ance between the lens and the film
when the Kodak is foeused for INF.

(infinity). It should be borne clearly
in mind that this "speed" depends nol
upon the size of the opening, but upon
the size of the opening fn prapertion to
the focal length of the lens. The lens
that will give sharp images with the
largest opening is said to have the
greatest “speed.”

The proportional size or “value”
of the stop opening is designated by
the “f." number and is the quotient
obtained by dividing the focal length
of the lens by the diameter of the
slop opemng.

How to Use Your Kodak as a

Fixed Focus Camera

SeT THE Focus at 25 reer.

Use Stor Orenina f.16,
AND SPEED 25,

When using the Kodak as a fixed
focus type, nearby subjects must be
in bright sunlight, to obtain fully
exposed negatives.

i]
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_The range of sharpness when your
Kodak is adjusted as a fixed focus
camera will be found on page 14.

Kodak Senior Six-16

(x
O
O

.

FIi

FIG

A22

“~32
COPYRIGHT 1922,

BY EASTMAN KODAK Oo,

These circles are the same size as
the stop openings of the shutter on
the Kodak Senior Six-16. Theyclearly
show the relative sizes of the stop
openings and howtheir areas differ.

7
Ii
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Making a Horizontal Picture

 
fold camera firmly againat the face.

When making instantaneous expo-
sures or snapshots, hold the Kodak
firmly against your face and press the
exposure button as shownin these two
illustrations. When pressing the ex-
posure button, hold the breath for the
instant. If the Kodak is moved during
the exposure, the picture will be
blurred,

1s
io
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Making a Vertical Picture

 
Hold camerafirmly against the face.

THE OPTIGAL DIRECT VIEWFINDER

The camera is equipped with an
optical direct viewfinder 8, page 2,
attached to theside of the Kodak. To
use this finder, raise the front frame
by the button and both parts of the
finder will spring into position. Hold
the camera with the sight or rear frame

1o
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as close to the eye as possible with the
camera held firmly against the face,
and frame the picture within the front
frame of the finder. All vertical lines
in the subject should be kept parallel
with the vertical sides of this frame,
when holding the camera either in the
vertical or horizontal position.

MAKING INSTANTANEOUS EXPo-
SURES OR SNAPSHOTS

When ordinary instantaneous ex-
posures or snapshots are made, the
subject should be in the broad, open
sunlight, but the camera must not.
The sun should be behind your back
or over the shoulder. If it shines di-

rectly into the lens, it will blur andfog
the picture. For obtaining back- or
side-lighted pictures, use a Kodak Ad-
justable Lens Hood No. 2.

Special instructions for making por-
traits are given on pages 29 to 33.

HOLD THE KODAK LEVEL

The Kodak must be held level. If

all the subject cannot be included in
the finder without tilling the lens

20
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upwards, move backwards until it is
all included with the camera held level,

 
Eeifeet produced ly lilting the Kodak,

If the subject. is below the normal
height, like a small child or a dog, the
Kodak should be held down level with

the center of the subject.

After an exposure
has been made, turn
the winding knob
slowly, a few times,
until No. 2 (or the
next number) is in
the center of the red window.

 
r
21
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CLOSING THE KODAK

Before closing the Kodak, it should
be focused for INF. (infinity); then
press the plate release 10, page 2, as
shown below, raise the bed and snap

 
it shut. The front and bellows fold
automatically. If a cable release has
been used, remove it before closing
the camera.

REMOVING THE FILM

After the last section of film has
been exposed, turn the winding knob
until the end of the paper passes the
red window.

In a subdued light, open the back
of the Kodak, see pages 3 and4.

Hold the end of the paper taut, see
illustration at top of page 23, and turn
the knob until all the paper is on the

pty
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roll. If the sticker folds under the roll,
turn the knob to bring it up.

 

 
Take hold of the ends of the paper

and sticker to prevent the paper from
loosening. Drawout the knob andre-

f

EE

 
move the film. Fold under about half-
an-inch of the protective paper, and
fasten it with the sticker.

23
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“Cinch" Marks: After removing
the film from the Kodak, do not wind
it tightly with a twisting motion, or
the film might be seratched.,

Wrap up the exposedfilm, It is now
ready for development. This may be
done by a photo finisher, or by your-
self, Our Service Department will be
glad to send you, upon request, com-
plete instructions for developing and
printing.

 
Remove the empty spool and place

it in the winding end of the camera,
Che Kodak is now readyfor reloading.

|

SS
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It is a good plan to reload the Kodak
as suon as an exposed film has been
removed, to be readyfor the next. pic-
tures. For the best results, load with
Kodak Film,

Important: Film should be de-
veloped as soon as possible after expo-
sure. The quality of the image on all
sensitized products is retained by
prompt development after exposure.

 

TIME EXPOSURES—INDOORS

 
For time exposures the camera must

always beplaced on a firm support like
a tripod, Optipod, table or chair, never
hold it in the hands. The Kodak has

two tripod sockets for use with a tri-
pod, an Optipod, or a Kodapod, with
the Kodak either in the vertical or

horizontal position. The screws in the
25
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tripod sockets can be removed and To make a horizontal picture, with-
replaced with a thin coin. out a tripod, swing out the support5,

behind the shutter, and place thePlace the Kodak in such a position
camera as shown below,that the finder will inelude the view

desired. The diagramon page 25 shows
three positions for the camera. It
should not be pointed at a windowas
the glare of light mayblur the picture,

If the Kodak is placed on a table,
for making « vertical picture, use the
vertical support 4.

———— 
Adjust the shutter for a time expo-

sure as described on page 10.
All being ready, press the exposure

buttonor lever carefully, once to open,
' time the exposure by a watch, and

again press the exposure button or
! lever to close the shutter.
| After making an exposure, turn the

winding knob until the next number
appears in the red window.

 
The camera must not be more than If no more time exposures are to be

two or three inches from the edge of made, adjust the shutter for an instan-
the table. taneous exposure, see page 9.

an aa
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TO MAKE A PORTRAIT

The subject should be seated in a
chair partly facing the light with the
body turned slightly away from, and
the face turned towards the Kodak
which should be a little higher than an
ordinary table, The subject should
look at an objectlevel with the lens or
directly at the lens. Compose the pic-
ture in the finder. For « three-quarter
fig the Kedak should be about

-eigh@feet from the subject; and for a
full-length figure, about ten feet. The
background should form a contrast

By

————— Darkcoloredwallsandfurnishings

Picture taking with the Kodak Senior Six-16

»| wlelas| oldeles a Exposure Table for Interiors
25 "e a S\eele g g The table on page 28 gives suitable
o S|leles| x |aolmee — one for varying conditions ofee light, when using stop f.16.

#2| 8/8) €/ s a é| 5 z = With stop /.6.3 give one-sixth;
Se 2|2| @] & a\8 & E _ * et . nests6 el eleeine/|s a) er “one-half;

H |& ah ans le xe 2 " ee; a] os : a) wcr Las * * jot ” Tour times

2 e |¢ : ae La e : the exposures given in the table.2 SSR|)S| SRS ee The smaller the stop opening the
3 | Aa ar areas lie greater the depth of focus or range of

| @ ¢ £ ‘ 2 |% sharpness, see page 14. Stop f.16 gives
Lie]. age ede one Uae = | < z the best average results for Interiors.|= m p- =

—
E: z
2
s

a

E

ExposureTasLerorINrertorsusineSropf.16 ingsandmorethanonewindow. beMediumeoloredwallsandfurnish- ingsandonlyonewindow. andmorethanonewindow. andonlyonewindow.
——

Theseex

skyandforhoursfromthreehoursaftersunriseuntilthreehoursbeforesun- set.Ifearlierorlatertheexposuresmustbelonger.
dow.

Whitewallsandonlyonewindow. DarkcoloredwalleandfurnishiWhitewallsandmorethanonewin- Mediumeoloredwallsandfurnish-
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with the subject; a light background
usually gives a better
effect than a dark one,

To get a good light on
the face, follow the
arrangement shown in
the diagram at the
left. A reflector helps

wat to get detail in the
banca shaded part of the

face, A white towel or

tablecloth held by an
assistant or thrown over a screen or

other high piece of furniture will make
a suitable reflector; it should be at an
angle and in the position inchcated.,

If the above suggestion for lighting
is followed, an exposure of about one
second with stop f.11 will be sufficient
on a bright day,

 
i

ms 18
=

Making Portraits Outdoors

When making portraits outdoors,
with the sun shining brightly, the sub-
ject should be in the shadowof abuild-
ing or a large tree, but with clear and
unobstructed sky overhead—use stop
f.6.3 and speed 25. By following this

a0

=<ae=al
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rule, unpleasant and distorting shad-
ows on the face will be avoided. The
best results are obtained with the sub-

ject fairly close to the enmera and the
lens adjusted accordingly. When the
distance between the subject and
Kodak is ten feet or less, measure the
distance carefully, see table on page 14.

Kodak Portrait Attachment

This Kodak ean be focused at 315
feet, which makes it possible to obtain
excellent head and shoulder portraits
without the use of the Kodak Portrait
Attachment.

By using the Kodak Portrait At-
tachment, large images of flowers and
similar “still life’ subjects ean be ob-
tained, For the best results when

making pictures of subjects at short
distances, it is advisable to use the f.8
or a smnaller stop opening.

Place the Attachment over the lens

and compose the picture in the finder.
When making vertical pictures, turn
the Kodak justa little to the right, as
the short distances at which the sub-
ject must be from the lens make it

al
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necessary to center the subject by eye
instead of by the finder.

Tue Focusine
COLLAR MUST BE

Distance BETWEEN
Sugsect anp LENs

MUST BE TURNED TO

1 foot 11 inches......... 314 fee
* 2feet lincth ...,.-... 4 .

2 feet 4dinches.._..- ye UF

a ns as c¢

ae Spe eS x '*

3 * eu *

ss” es <j teed >

ze . ‘» ao :
4 * es oO =

Zee Wy _ INF. (infinity)

The subject must be at one of the
distances from the Kodak, given in the
table above. Measure the distance
carefully from the lens to the subject,
and revolve the lens mount until the
correct figure is at the pointer F (page
8) according to the table.

The same exposure is required as
without the Attachment.

Use Kodak Portrait Attachment No.
5, with the Kodak Senior Six-16, with
the Kodak Anastigmat Lens f.6.3.

a2

————
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Kodak Diffusion Portrait

Attachment

The Kodak Diffusion Portrait At-
tachmentis a supplementary lens used
in the same manner as the regular
Kodak Portrait Attachment. It pro-
duces a true, soft-focus effect.

Use Kodak Diffusion Portrait Attach-
ment No. 5, with the Kodak Senior
Six-16, with the Kodak Anastigmat
Lens 7.6.3.

“Av Home wire Your Kopak” is a

booklet containing many diagrams and
illustrations showing various lighting
effects. It gives suggestions for making
pictures in and around the home.

“Picture Takinc at Nicur”is a
booklet that describes in detail the

methods of making pictures by electric

light, flash-light STpaezee campfirescenes, fireworks, lightning, moonlight
effects, silhouettes and other novel and
unusual pictures.

These two booklets are free, and
copies of them will be sent upon re-
quest to our Service Department.

a
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TIME EXPOSURES—OUTDOORS

When the smallest stop opening

(7-82) is used, the light passing throughthe lens is so much reduced that very
short time exposures may be made
outdoors.

For short time exposures described
below, use the “Bulb” Exposure, see
page 10.

With Light Clouds—I"romone to
three seconds will be sufficient.

With Heavy Clouds—Four seconds
to eight seconds will be required.

With Sunshine—Time Exposures
should not be made.

When making time exposures the
Kodak must be placed on some steady,
firm support, do not hold it in the
hands or the pieture will be blurred.

CLEAN LENSES

 

 
——E

Made with Dirty Lena. Made with Clean Lena,
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Kodak Senior Six-1t

The pictures on page 34 illustrate
the difference between results with a
dirty and a clean lens.

Lenses should be cleanedas follows:

Open the back of the Kodak, see
pages 3 and 4; then open the front as
deseribed on page 7, Wipe the front
and back of the lens with Lens Clean-
ing Paper or a clean handkerchief.
Never unscrew the lens.

Keep Dust Out of the Camera
Wipe the inside of the camera and

bellows, occasionally, with a slightly
damp cloth, especially if the camera
has not been used for some time.

KASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Rocnester, N. Y.
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PRICE LIST

Kopak Vericurome Fiom, V 616, for

the Kodak Senior Six-16, 214 x ‘41g, :eight exposures...
Kopak Surer SENSITIVE PANCHRO-

matic Fina, 58 616, 244 x 444, eight
eXPOSUres. .

Kopak Paxaroatic Fina, F 616, 24 x414, eight exposures...............
Kopax N, C. Frum, 616, 244 x 444,

eight exposures. .
Konak PorTrair ATTACHMENT, No. ,

for the Kodak Senior Six-16, .

Konak Dtrrusron PORRASIE Avrracn-MENT, No. 5.
KopAK Sky FinreR, ATBehe en ees
Kopak Coton Fitter, No. 5.
Kopak Picrortan Dirrcston Disk,

Oo: See
Kopak ApJusTABLE “LENS Hoop, No.2
Kopak MerauSE2No. 0.. 7No. 1. Fe cath ~ oi orls i
PTGS etcectskeel e be epeincse

Option, for. attaching camera to theedge of a table, chair, fence, ete,
Koparop, for attaching camera to a

tree, fence orsimilar rough surface. ,
CaBLEe Reiease, No, 24, for the Kodak

Senior Six-16, .
Kopak SELF Timer, fits on the cable

release and automatically presses the
push-pin, enabling the photographer
to be included in the picture. .

Konak NeGaTive ALBUM, to hold100
244 x 414 or smaller negatives jiv@ai

All prices subject to change without neticr.

L.25

1.25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Rocuesren, N. ¥

a6
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IMPORTANT

This manual should be read thoroughly,
before you make any pictures,

While loading and unloading the camera,
be very careful to keep the protective paper
wound tightly around the film to provent
light striking it.

Before making an exposure be sure that
the shutter is adjusted properly, for an in-
stantaneous or time exposure, whichever 15
required. Use the correct stop opening and
speed, The camera must be focused and un
unexposed section of film in position.

The sun must be behind your back or over
the shoulder, If the sun shines directly into
the lens it will blur and fog the picture.

Hold the camera level.

Hold the camera steady when making in-
SGaNbANCOUS Exposures of snapaliots, The
camera should be held firmly against the face,
and when pressing the exposure button or
lever, hold the breath for the instant, If the
camera is moved during the exposure, the
picture will be blurred.

Turn a new section of film into position im-
mediately after making an exposure. ‘This
prevents making two pictures on the same
section of film,

Keep the lens and inside of camera clean.
Never oil the shutter,

Instructions for making time exposures,
indoors and outdoors, are included in this
manual,

he
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rocresrer, N. Y.
4-0Hea
PRINTED iN U.S.A.
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NOMENCLATURE
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Distancescale

Facusing ring

Aperture ring

Meter coupling ridge

Exposure compensation index

Exposure compensation scale

Film rewind crank

Film rewind knob

Safety lock

Film-speed scale index

ASA film-speed scale/dial

Exposure compensation ring

Power check lever/lamp

ASA film-speed dial lack

Accessory shoe

 
APPENDIX BBB

Aperture/distance scale index

Meter coupling shoe

Depth-of-field indicators

Aperture-direct-readout scale

Hot-+shoe contact

Shutter-speed index

Shutter-speed scale

Frame counter

Multi-exposure lever

Film-advance lever

Meter ON index

Film-plane indicator

Viewfinder evepiece (w/ready-light)

Ready-light contact

3
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Forcword, ee eeoe Exnaiire meamaroment., .. 2.4.2. ae ka eee
Prepazationfor oe Se it Pie le -eubenwees Automatic shutter perd whection ,. .. ,..,

aenet,bi Manual shutter-epeei be ad oaChai Baty ENT jue oe ees& Experiute contre, . snaleeueseeee re ae ee es ae 7 Metering range .
Prior ie shaouna.wre a's Se en Higt-conmrast Nettingbustbons..

. Setting the filmspeed. , ‘eowiwens Slap-down espoiure measurement .

Mantas aide —x's00 as ke Re Exposure compensationadhstments..Operation of camera contra.ah eee“ho EW! range of the camera... . , tankSetting the shuauer gerd... ,,,-,.-++.-10 Mubtiploenpomres,,..,. 0... 655 65 ne

F ihn-advance lever. ....--..- Atte an Be f2 Flash 1$0ieSank ae bk eae a ees |
Frame courier Sr ee ¢ Read-ligta deSs we PK bathe eee Tips on camera care, .Memcey Se brsin' vests. Sao toe estd Mourting and remeveltty lentes;

‘Lind owing Film pmsed pW Ab ee peed [Ss Changing ficining sre, ...,,
Holding (he COMETS. cc eee weve NG Focusing sereen selector guile , otethemdcs i
‘Shutters pelewse operateon . 2... ee ee eee i? Lens(scrmen comoatinility chart... 2... 5... :

2aaa eater Gain wha a ned aeVI)a ae Features/cpectfications. , . es
Inlrarce photography., + ds Wes waa cee
F ikteplane Indicator... -., - ee ee ee a ee PL,

Depth field...ck
Depth-ol-hell preview lever, ..
Denth-of-fied indicators. ....--..--..-. at
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FOREWORD
The Nikon FE is a compact 35mm single-lens retlen
camera with a host of outstanding features, It offers
aperturepreanty aubomalic exposure control wrth shuit-
fer speeds from 1/1000 second down te 4 second, thus
Nbercharigeable focusing screens, andaccepts the apticn-
al MD-12 for motor-driven exposutes wp to 3.5 frees
per second. In addition, the FE incomorates automatic
favs specd setting when weed in conjunction #ith the
accessory Speedlight Unit 58-10, When the $8-10 ix
mounted on the camera's hot shoe and turned on, the
Wiuller speed is aubomatically set to Ihe proper eynchre
nitation speed af 1/90 second when the camera [6 vet to
“automatic.” The FE will wo accept virtually every
accessory in the Nikon System—the most comprehemive
ever created for photography, To get the most out of
this camera, study the instructions in this manual care
fully, and practice using the controls before loading the
camera with film, Keep the manual on hand for ready
reference until you hive mastered operation, The few
minutes you wend familiarizing ourself with the
camera will guarantee you the best results and increase
your pleasure in taking pictures many tines ower,
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OPERATIONOF CAMERA CONTROLS _
Setting the Shutter pews
The Miken FE s set for ausomatic or marwal shulier
weed whection wa the shetieranered dial positioned 10

the right of the finder, with seing apewien pombe
st any Gewe either before or aller Che Gutter is wound.
The dial is prowided with powtionfor automatic (AUTO),
ard manual speeds from @ seconds to 1/000 second. Te
eet ihe @al for automatic thw! bet eer! sehen, winpy
rotate the didl daclowise until wee green AUTO late
matic) setting clicks and bocks into place aligned with
the smutter-spesd scale indies at the Base of the dial; the
built-in locking mochaniwn crane: Gaal ihe dial carwenl
he accatently ahitted from the guicenatic powtion during
shoating
To at the dial for manual dhucter speed wleciion used
diving “matchneedle" exposure maasuremeril, simpy
held in the svutter-speed dial lnck aed rotate the dla
counberclocewiee off the “AUTOS postition: when the
dial is aligned with white sectings from 27 bo TMM, the
actual shutter speed & 2 fractional value from |)'2 9rd
tw 1/000 second, while the remaining settings indicate
the achagl values fram & aenads bo ) second. The “han”
setting indicates a mechanical shutter speed of 1!) sme
ond which operaies imeiependenth of baliory pomer. Tis
im the only satling |axcept “B™) which can be ued when
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the batteries are exhausted oF none are loaded in the
camera. The “MOOsetting ako serves as a known
Shutter speed when shooting with electronic flash. Ai
te “setting, the ehulter romwins open a bong as the
wetter release button & depresed. "B"' is ako a me
chanical Sutter speed, so there is no battery drain when
homing lime expowres To conserve battery power
when making really long time expowres, use a cable
Felease amd then push the filmvadwance lever back im
flush with the camera body after opening the shutter.
Mote thal the 125 setting is engraved in ped: this indb
cates 1/125 scond, the fastest shwtter speed available
fer synchronization with electronic flash units. (Refer to
page 37 for additional information on flash pholiogra-
phy}
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The Development of Digital Still Camera using I.3M-Pixel VT-CCD Image Sensor 
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Abstract: 
We have developed a 2/3-inch 1.3M-pixel full-frame readout VT-CCD (Vacancy Transfer 
CCD) image sensor for digital still cameras. We have also completed a portable SLR-type
digital still camera using this CCD image sensor. We can obtain as much image quality and
resolution as in conventional photoprint.

1. Introduction
In recent years, digital cameras have
gained attention as image-data input
devices in the fields of commercial
photography, news reporting, medicine
and printing along with the advent of the
age of multimedia that comprehensively
handles still images, videos, audio and
character information, along with the
higher functionality of personal
computers and networks. So to support
this multimedia generation, the single-
lens reflex (SLR) type digital camera DS-
505/515 was developed.
The concept of the DS-505/515 was to
place importance on high quality and
behavior and operability by which it can
be used with the same feeling as a
conventional single-lens reflex type
camera.
For that reason, the DS-505/515 was
developed as a new image sensor (VT-
CCD) that simultaneously reads all 1.3
million pixels in a 2/3 inch size as a
dedicated still image to attain image
quality that can be compared to LS size
prints that require high-image quality2).
The following is an overview of the
digital camera DS-505/515 system, and a

report on the main engineering and 
imaging elements.  

Fig. 1 DS-505/515, HG-15 
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2. DS-505 System Configuration 
The DS-505 is a single-shot model and 
the DS-515 is continuous shooting model. 
(DS-515 is capable of continuous 
shooting at 3 frames/second.) The 
following is a description using DS-505 
as an example.  
Fig. 2 shows the overall configuration of 
the camera system. Image data is 
interfaced with a personal computer using 
a PC card, MO device, and SCSI, as 
shown in the drawing.  
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of internal 
signal processes in the digital camera DS-
505. 

 
 
Fig. 2 Digital Still Camera System 

 
 
Fig. 3 Block Diagram of DS-505 
3. Main Specifications (Features) 
Table 1 shows the main specifications of 
the DS-505.  
The following will describe the features 
of this digital still camera. 
1) Attains high-image quality and high-
resolution by mounting a I.3M-Pixel VT-
CCD  

2) Used with the same feel as a single-
lens reflex (SLR) camera. (Adopts an 
optical reduction system, replacement 
lens, and others) 
3) More compact because of the 
development of a signal-processing LSI. 
4) Adopts a PC card (HG-15, 15 MB) 
that records at high speed.  
4) VT-CCD 
4-1) CCD Device 
This time, a method image sensor for 
independently reading all 1.3 million 
pixels (VT method: Vacancy Transfer) in 
a 2/3 inch size was developed as to be 
dedicated to still images. This device 
simultaneously reads and transfers an 
image of a full frame that includes 1,280 
(H) x 1,001 (V) effective pixels.  
A G vertical-stripe R/B complete 
checkerboard method was attained as a 
result of simulating filter arrangements. 
Table 2 shows the element performance 
in this device.  

 
Table 2. Specification and Performance 
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Table l. Specification of DS-505 
4-2) VT Method  
Ordinary inter-line type CCDs read signal 
charges from all photodiodes to a vertical 
transfer path. It is not possible to transfer 
the charge without mixing.  
There, by injecting an empty packet 
generated from a horizontal charge 
transfer path side and moving this empty 
packet in a direction reverse to the 
vertical charge transfer path, it is possible 
to read all pixels at the same time.  
Fig. 4 is a view of the potential of a 
vertical transfer path that shows the drive 
method of the device. This shows that 
four transfer electrodes in order from 
nearest to the horizontal transfer path are 
one block; sequential vertical transfer 
pulses are charged and the empty packet 
moves sequentially in the reverse 
direction. 
This injection operation of the empty 
packet is implemented in each horizontal 
period, and the empty packet is dispersed 
in 8-horizontal line increments in the 
vertical transfer route.  
Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the VT-
CCD. 
In order to attain this transfer method, a 
VT scanning circuit, a vertical-transfer 
pulse control circuit, and a charge-reading 
pulse charge circuit were disposed in an 
ordinary inter-line CCD. 
The VT scanning circuit is composed of a 
shift register that generates a pulse for 

sequentially selecting a blocked vertical 
transfer electrode. Output from the 
scanning circuit is contacted to the 
vertical transfer pulse control circuit, and 
a vertical drive pulse is charged to the 
selected block electrode. The charge-
read-out pulse charge circuit is a circuit 
that controls the read-out gate to 
transferring the signal charge 
accumulated in the photodiode to the 
accumulated packet in the vertical 
transfer path. To read-out all pixels 
simultaneously, it is acceptable to turn on 
all TG pulses simultaneously. 
4-3) Others Features 
As another feature of this device, it also 
capable of the following drive, in addition 
to simultaneous read-out of all pixels, 
described above. 
1) Movie mode (Fig. 6-1) 
Includes a motor mode for reading the 
signal charge for each four vertical lines. 
Also includes a function for interlacing 
pixels in a 1,280 x 250 pixel field every 
1/30 seconds.  
2) AE mode (Fig. 6-2) 
Drive method for reading pixels in a 
1,280 x 125 pixel field without mixing 
each color, using a drive method for 
reading at high speed of 1/60 seconds for 
each eight vertical lines.  
3) AF mode (Fig. 6-3) 
This is a drive method for reading pixels 
at the high speed of 1/60 seconds for each 
eight vertical lines similar to AE mode. 
However, to attain the information 
amount of the horizontal direction, this is 
a drive method for reading by calculating 
2 pixels in the vertical direction.  
It is possible to support the drive method 
described above so it is possible to 
implement pre-processes such as 
exporting images to an electronic 
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viewfinder or AE/AF and others, with the 
same speed as a conventional still camera. 
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Optical Reduction System 
Conventional single-lens reflex type 
digital still cameras could only record a 
portion of the image that can be seen 
from the finder, but with the DS-505/515, 
an optical reduction system was mounted 
to guide the image angle of the lends as it 
is to the CCD.  
With this, the entire range in the finder 
visual field can be image-recorded, so 
imaging is possible with the same feeling 
as a single-lens reflex camera. 3) 
6. Signal-processing LSI
Four types of signal processing LSI (YC
processor, memory controller, DCT
processor, card controller) shown in the
block diagram of Fig. 2 were developed.
4)
Brightness/color-difference signal
processing for VT-CCD signal output,
JPEG-standard DCT compression and
decompression, memory control, and
card-interfacing of PC cards as recording
media are possible with this LSI.
Also included are the low-power
consumption features such as
compactness, and support for 3.3 V drive
and others. It is possible to constitute the
most optimum circuit for the compact
digital camera, and dramatically improve
compatibility with PCs by adopting JPEG
compression and PC card recording.
7. Recording Behavior and PC Cards

For the recording media, PC cards (ATA 
flash memory) which comply with 
PCMCIA have been adopted.  When 
recording to ATA, compressed and 
uncompressed data is recorded at high 
speed to the card by buffering in sector 
units. For ATA, PC cards with a capacity 
of 15 M and that can record at the high 
speed of approximately 1 second/image is 
used. 
8. Summary
It has become possible to obtain image
quality comparable to L size (5 x 4
inches) prints by installing the 1.3
million-pixel VT CCD. Also, a size and
weight equivalent to a single-lens reflex
camera has been attained by making a
majority of the electrical circuits ICs.
These have gained favorable reviews in
the commercial photography, and medical
fields.
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A4M-Pixel CMD Image Sensor 

A4M-Pixel CMD Image Sensor 

Shigeru Hosokai,Tetsuo Nomoto,Toshihiko lsokawa 
Ryouji Hyuga,*Shinichi Nakajima and ''Toshiyuki Terada 

OLYMPUS Optical Co., Ltd. 
Microcomponent Engineering Dept. 
Microcomponent Engineering Dept. 

*Imaging System Dept.
OLYMPUS Optical Co., Ltd. 

A 4M-pixel Charge Modulation Device (CMD) image sensor with pixel size of 7.5 ×7.5 
μm2 has been developed. The sensor has three readout modes that are a full, a skip and a 
block modes. A4 M-Pixel image is obtained in the full modes, while an arbitrary window-
of-interest can be read out in the block modes. The skip mode reads every 4th pixel in both 
horizontal and vertical directions. The frame rate can be raised in the skip and the block 
modes. The sensor also has a capability of lowering the dark current generation during the 
integration time. 

1. Introduction
In recent years, the demand for higher 
resolutions of electronic images has 
become extremely high. For that reason, a 
breakthrough has been required in 
problems relating to embedding in 
conventional, standard television format. 
The biggest of these problems, relating to 
ease-of-use for image quality and image-
inputting devices, is the frame rate.  
In this paper, the authors report on a 4 
million-pixel CMD imaging element that 
they developed, with a focus on this 
viewpoint.1）  
Several items that use CCD as high-
resolution imaging elements that exceed 
high-vision (2-million pixels) have been 
reported.2 ）  However, most of these 
imaging elements substantially support 
still images, and it can take several 

seconds to load the image of one frame. 
For that reason, there are a variety of 
restrictions in the demand for industrial 
and consumer use. For example, using the 
example of a digital still camera, the fact 
that it is not possible to attain framing or 
focusing which are indispensable camera 
functions in real-time are major 
disadvantages of these kinds of cameras 
with high-resolution imaging elements. 
Also, because the frame rate is low, it 
takes a long time to accumulate a signal 
charge so there is a problem in that image 
quality degrades because of a dark charge 
that is accumulated along with the signal 
charge. A method has also been adopted 
in some to cool the elements in order to 
suppress the generation of the dark charge, 
but this introduces a new problem of 
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increased power consumption of the 
overall system.  
Still further, a variety of exposure times 
are used in electronic still cameras which 
are different from TV cameras. As the 
exposure time increases, a dark charge for 
that amount is accumulated. This invites 
serious image degradation along with the 
accumulation of a dark current caused by 
the low frame rate.  
1-1. Countermeasure for Solving the 
Frame-rate Problem in High-resolution 
Imaging Elements 
The basic countermeasure for solving the 
problem described above which is caused 
by a low frame-rate is to raise the data 
rate of the signal. For that reason, there is 
a method for making the drive block itself 
high-speed, and a method for improving 
the effective data rate by using multiple 
signal output lines. However, in the case 
of the 4 million pixel imaging elements, 
for example, the clock frequency required 
to attain a frame-rate of 30 fps with the 
former method is 150 MHz or higher. In 
such a case, major difficulties are 
expected considering an increase in the 
signal band and additional processing 
circuits.  
Also, with ordinary CCDs, the 
temperature of the element rises because 
of the increased power consumption in 
line with the higher clock speed; there is a 
high danger that that will cause image 
degradation caused by the dark current. 
Conversely, the latter method for reading 
out using multiple lines is often used with 
high-speed cameras, but there is a 
tendency for images to degrade when 
processing circuits becoming more 
complex, and variations in each output 
line and processing circuit return to the 
low-frequency side of video signals.  

For that reason, the authors developed a 
new scanning method that solves the bugs 
in functionality and performance to 
circumvent a situation that directly faces 
new problems caused by making data 
rates high-speed as they are. For that 
reason, firstly, the authors organized the 
problems caused by a low frame-rate, 
namely the three points already 
mentioned. They are:  
(1) Maintaining framing an overall image 
observation in real time;  
(2) Maintaining focusing and detailed 
observation in real time; and  
(3) Preventing image degradation cause 
by accumulation of a dark charge. 
The authors undertook development with 
a view to solving each of these problems 
using the following methods.  
(1) Thinned readout: Spatial resolution 
degrades, but functional requirements are 
matched and real-time is maintained. 
(2) Any region readout: Viewability of 
the entire image angle is lost, but 
functional requirements are matched and 
real-time is maintained. 
(3) Low-dark current drive: Alleviates 
pixel bias during exposure of the read-out 
of all pixels and prevents image 
degradation by reducing the dark current.  
The following reports on the overall 
design and the results of evaluations of 
prototype imaging elements. 
1-2. Design  
When designing this image sensor, 
functions for freely switching the three 
read-out methods (all pixels, 
thinning/random range) were installed in 
the scanning circuit, in order to solve the 
problem of frame-rate. Also, a function 
for implementing low-dark current drive 
was installed to suppress the generation 
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of the dark charge when a charge is 
accumulated.  
1-3. Sensor Configuration 
Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram for the CMD 
imaging elements. CMD is a 4-terminal 
MOS device. Three terminals other than 
the gate are biased to DC.  

 
Fig.1 Block diagram of the CMD image 

sensor. 
CMD behavior control is implemented by 
changing the gate potential; the CMD 
source current is handled as an output 
signal. Each row of CMD source 
terminals is commonly connected to the 
source line in the vertical direction. This 
source line is connected to the output 
signal line via a MOS switch driven by a 
horizontal scan circuit. The gate for 
CMDs in each line is commonly 
connected to the horizontal direction gate 
line. The CMD of each line is controlled 
for read-out behavior and reset behavior 
by a pulse charged to each gate line from 
the vertical scan circuit.  
Pixel selection of CMD imaging elements 
as described above is implemented by an 
X-Y address method.  
2. New Development Item 1 (Each Type 
of Read-out Method) 
Fig. 2 shows the general concepts newly 
developed for Full mode, Skip mode, and 
Block mode with these imaging elements. 

 
Fig.2 Schematic diagram of three readout 

modes. 

 
Fig.3 Configuration of the shift register. 

 
Generally, a decoder is used for read-out 
of any pixel. However, with a decoder, no 
bit is equivalent in a circuit, so there is 
concern that streak-like FPN will be 
generated. Therefore, a circuit was 
developed with all bits having the same 
configuration. Fig. 3 is a conceptual view 
of the scanning circuit developed this 
time. The shaded portion is a unit of one 
level of the scanning circuit. This unit is 
composed of a potential memory unit for 
a read-out position setting in block mode, 
a control switch for switching the clocked 
inverter when not using the potential 
memory unit, and a bypass inverter for 
transferring a transfer pulse when in skip 
mode from a next level clocked inverter 
to a destination. Behavior of the scanning 
circuit to attain each scanning mode will 
now be described below.  
2-1. Full Mode  
Fig. 4 is a timing chart when in full mode 
drive.  With full mode scanning, fix CK3 
in Fig. 3 to low level, and turn off the 
control switch at the same time to 

 

Potential memory unit 
 
Control switch 
 
Bypass inverter 
 
Clocked inverter 
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electrically separate the potential memory 
unit, and the bypass inverter from the 
clocked inverter. For that reason, in full 
mode, this has the same scan circuit 
configuration as conventional CMD 
imaging elements. The result is that the 
start pulse is transferred sequentially by 
CK 1 and CK 2 inside the clocked 
inverter, and carried to the final stage of 
the shift registers. Row and line selection 
signals appear in sequence of SR 1, SR 2 
• • •; in full mode, it is possible to attain 
an image with the resolution of 4 million 
pixels.  
2-2. Skip Mode 
Fig. 5 shows the timing chart when in 
skip mode drive. It is possible to attain 
random thinning rates by changing the 
connection of the bypass inverter, but 
with these imaging elements, it was 
designed to thin three pixels of four pixels 
in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions. This resulted in being able to 
obtain all pixels obtained in the field 
angle of the imaging elements as a rough 
image thinned at 1/16. The frame-rate is 
30 fps, and it is also possible to display 
video. 
When scanning in skip mode, by tuning 
off the control switch, the potential 
memory unit is separated in the same way 
as in full mode. Also, fixing CK2 to low 
level stops operation of the initial inverter 
of the clocked inverters at two levels that 
compose single units of the shift registers. 
The result is that the shift pulse is 
transferred to the bypass inverter and the 
last level inverter of the clocked inverters 
at two levels by CK 1, and CK 3. 

 
Fig.4 Timing diagram of the Full mode. 

 

 
Fig.5 Timing diagram of the Skip mode. 

 
2-3. Block Mode 
Block mode is a scanning method for 
reading out all image information in an 
arbitrary, specified range. A two-stage 
process is required to implement block 
mode. These are a process for setting the 
read-starting position and a process for 
actually reading out an arbitrary range.  
Fig. 6(a) is a timing charge for setting the 
read-starting position in block mode. In 
order to set the read-starting position, 
firstly, electrically separate the bypass 
inverter by fixing CK 3 to low level. Until 
the signal-reading position is set, the 
content of the clocked inverter that is two 
levels is sequentially transferred by the 
start pulse. When the transferred start 
pulse reaches the desired read-out-starting 
position, node information in clocked 
inverters at each level is transferred 
altogether to the potential memory unit a 
the corresponding position when all 
control switches are turned on. The result 
is that the low level is set for only the 
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potential memory unit at the position to 
start reading. 

 
(a) Start address set-up 

 
(b) Signal readout 

Fig.6 Timing diagram of the Block mode. 
 
Next, the scan circuit drive method for 
reading out signals in an arbitrary range 
will be described. Fig. 6(b) is a timing 
charge for reading gout signals in block 
mode. In the same way as setting the 
read-starting mode, electrically separate 
the bypass inverter by fixing CK 3 to low. 
Potential information that is retained in 
the potential memory unit is transferred 
into the shift registers when the control 
switch is turned on while driving CK 1, 
and CK 2. The result is that the selection 
signal appears at SR 2 in Fig. 3, and is 
sequentially transferred to a later stage by 
CK 1, and CK 2. The range to read can be 
randomly specified, but if the pixel count 
to read is not different from skip mode, 
the frame-rate will be 30 fps, and video 
display will be possible. 

3. New Development Item 2 (Low-dark 
Current Drive) 
Details of the mechanism that generates 
CMD dark current is being analyzed, but 
the authors have understood that 
dependency on the gate drain electrical 
field is one major factor3）. The low-dark 
current drive that was adopted for these 
imaging elements will be described after 
the conventional CMD drive is described. 
The low-dark current drive adopted for 
these imaging elements will be described 
after describing the conventional CMD 
drive below.  
3-1. Low-dark Current Drive 
Fig. 7(a) is a drive method for 
conventional CMD imaging elements. A 
positive DC bias is charged to a drain 
electrode, and is fixed to approximately a 
normal 3V. In this state, CMD behavior is 
controlled by changing the gate voltage 
VG. The charge accumulation status is 
maintained while a voltage; VAC is 
charged to the CMD gate electrode to 
accumulate a charge. The CMD is cut-off 
and the source current does not flow. 
Here, when a potential; VRD for reading 
the signal is charged to the gate electrode, 
the source current is started to be read. 
Also, an overflow potential; VOF for 
sweeping away an excess charge is 
supplied to non-selected pixels during the 
horizontal blanking period. Normally, a 
voltage of approximately -6V is charged 
to VAC in the potential accumulation 
state, so the potential difference; VGD 
between the gate and drain is a maximum 
of 9V. 
Fig. 7(b) is a drive method for the newly 
developed CMD imaging elements. By 
lowering the drain voltage; VD for the 
exposure time in full mode, generation of 
the dark charge is suppressed by 
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mitigating the electrical field between the 
gate and drain. For that reason, VD is 
supplied via a VD switch. Therefore, 
when the VD switch is turned on, the 
terminal supplying VD is switched to 
GND. With these imaging elements, the 
potential difference ΔVGD between the 
gate and drain is mitigated from a 
maximum of 9V to 6 V. 
 

 
(a) Conventional driving of the CMD 
image sensor  

 
(b) New driving of the CMD image 
sensor. 
 
4. Evaluation Results 
4-1. Each Read-out Method 
(Full/Skip/Block) 
Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show imaging 
examples in a resolution chart. Fig. 8(a) is 
an imaging example of a resolution chart 
for the skip mode. Here, an entire image 
of a target object is obtained within an 
angle of view that can capture with an 
image area of these imaging elements. 
Pixels are thinned to 1/16 in line with the 
horizontal and vertical directions. Fig. 
8(b) is an imaging example of a 
resolution chart for the block mode. Fig. 
8(b) is a view of reading a region 
indicated by the white frame in Fig. 8(a). 
The drive frequency of these imaging 
elements is approximately 12 MHz; these 
imaging examples are displayed on an 

NTSC monitor. The frame-rate for both 
skip and block modes is 30 fps, and it is 
also possible to display video. Also, in 
full mode, resolution of 2,000 TVs is 
implemented for both horizontal and 
vertical directions.  
4-2. Low-dark Current Drive 
Fig. 9 is a graph showing results when 
implementing low-dark current drive 
while accumulating a charge. The 
horizontal axis represents the time for 
accumulating a charge; the vertical axis 
represents the amount of increase of 
signal currents caused by accumulating a 
dark charge. The incline in the graph is 
equivalent to the rate of generation of the 
charge for each. As a result of 
implementing low-dark current drive with 
the prototype elements this time,  
generation of a dark charge compared to 
the conventional method was suppressed 
30%. With this, it is possible to reduce 
the amount accumulated during exposure 
of the dark-current charge accumulated in 
full mode.  
 

Low-dark current drive period 
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Fig.8 Reproduced images 

 
Fig.9 Dark current generation. 
 
4-3. Element Characteristics 
Table 1 shows the design characteristics 
and features of these imaging elements. 
Of the characteristics in the table, the 
saturation signal current and sensitivity 
were measured in skip mode 
(accumulation time tint = 1/60s). The 

saturation signal current was 24 μA, and 
the sensitivity was 440 nA/lx. Power 
consumption was measured in block 
mode and had low power consumption of 
90 mW. This indicates a value 
substantially equivalent to skip mode. 
The dynamic range in full mode is 
determined by dark-current shot noise of 
the pixels. In full mode, the results of 
signal accumulation time of 0.4 s and 70 
dB were obtained.  
5. Summary 
A 4 million-pixel CMD imaging element 
was developed. Fig. 10 shows a photo of 
the chip. Not only is drive frequency 
increased, but also a design was 
implemented for the purpose of solving 
the problems of frame rate in high-
definition images without multi-line read-
outs. Development of imaging elements 
that have three read-out methods was 
successful. The result was that by dual 
use of both skip mode and block mode, 
the overall rough image of high-definition 
images and a portion of the image can be 
confirmed in a video.  
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Fig. 10 CMD image sensor micrograph. 

 
Also, to avoid a drop in image quality that 
accompanies the generation of a dark 
charge during exposure in full mode, a 
low-dark current drive was developed. By 
adopting this drive method, an amount of 
suppression of 30% of a dark charge 
compared to the same accumulation time 
was confirmed.  
The functionality above was satisfied, and 
despite multiple pixels, low power 
consumption of 90 mW was attained.  
A scanning system for observing in high 
resolution a large target object on an 
electronic still camera or a liquid-crystal 
panel that can confirm in real-time on a 
monitor focal adjustments and framing 
can be implemented without using a 
mechanical scanning mechanism, by 
utilizing these features using these 
imaging elements. These imaging 
elements can implement the complex 
image cropping processes like those 
conventionally implemented outside of 
the imaging elements and it is thought 
that this is extremely useful as an input 
device for electronic still cameras and 
scanning systems.  
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5,668,597 
1 

ELECTRONIC CAMERA WITH RAPID 
AUTOMATIC FOCUS OF AN IMAGE UPON A 

PROGRESSIVE SCAN IMAGE SENSOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention pertains to apparatus for automatically 
focusing an image upon an electronic image sensor and 
more particularly. for rapidly focusing an image upon a 
progressive scan image sensor based upon signals from a 
partial area of the sensor. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

An image sensor for an electronic camera ordinarily 
contains a two-dimensional array of light sensitive photo 
sites. In an interline transfer sensor. the image charge is 
transferred from the photosites to light-protected vertical 
registers. through which the image charge is moved to a 
horizontal readout register. On the other hand. in a full frame 
image sensor the image charge is incremented line-by-line 
through the photosites themselves to a horizontal readout 
register. from which the image signal is obtained Since the 
full frame image sensor does not contain a separate light 
protected storage area. a shutter is normally used to block 
the light and prevent vertical smearing when reading out the 
image. 
An example of an electronic still camera is the model 

DCS 200c camera. marketed by Eastman Kodak Company. 
Rochester. NY. This camera uses a high resolution full 
frame image sensor in an electronic camera back which 
attaches to a conventional 35 mm ?lm camera body. The 
camera body includes a normal focal plane shutter for 
blocking image light. In this type of electronic camera. a 
separate focus sensor is used in the camera body to auto 
matically focus the camera lens. This extra sensor increases 
the camera cost. It may also result in a less than optimally 
focused image on the sensor. if the tolerances of the camera 
lens focusing mechanism, and the tolerances of the focus 
detector. are not tightly controlled Therefore, by using the 
high resolution image sensor itself to focus the camera lens. 
the camera cost may be reduced, and the camera focusing 
accuracy may be increased. 

Focusing a camera lens by using the sensor output signal 
is an iterative process which requires capturing a sequence 
of images while varying the focus. until a focus-related 
parameter of the image. such as the “average contrast”. is 
maximized. Prior art camcorders typically use NTSC format 
interline image sensors. which do not require a mechanical 
shutter. to perform this type of automatic lens focusing. In 
these camcorders. the same image that is recorded is also 
analyzed to provide the focus information. Focusing is done 
by spatially bandpass ?ltering a subsection of the video 
image read out from the sensor. The lens focus position is 
adjusted to obtain the highest average magnitude output 
signal (highest average contrast) from the bandpass ?lter. 
Note that the camcorder’s image sensor is ordinarily read 
out at the video ?eld rate (1/60 second) so that the same sensor 
operating mode is used to provide both the focus informa 
tion and the ?nal images. In such camcorders. many images 
may need to be read out before the lens is properly focused. 
Since the image readout time is relatively rapid 
(approximately 1/60 second), acceptable focus can typically 
be achieved in less than a second. 

Focus time can be further improved by application of the 
technique shown in US. Pat. No. 5.051.833 (Tsuji). This 
patent describes an electronic still camera in which focus is 
based on a rectangular subset of the pixels on an interline 
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2 
charge coupled device (CCD) sensor. During the focusing 
operation. the image lines within the rectangle are read out 
at the regular NTSC video rates. while the lines outside the 
rectangle are read out more rapidly to a charge drain on the 
CCD sensor. Tsuji thus describes a focusing mode which 
takes less time for reading out an image for the purpose of 
focusing than is taken for reading out an image for normal 
image capture. This focusing mode is employed with an 
interline transfer sensor. which has light-protected storage 
areas (vertical registers) and consequently does not require 
a mechanical shutter. Because the focusing image frames are 
not usable as captured images. this technique is not useful 
with camcorders. Moreover. focusing time can remain a 
problem if rapid utilization of the camera is desired or if 
longer readout times are required. such as for de?nitions 
higher than NTSC resolution. 

Progressive scan image sensors having a noninterlaced 
architecture. such as the Kodak model KAI-0310CM 
imager. have been developed for high quality color elec 
tronic cameras. This sensor has approximately 480 active 
lines. and approximately 640 active pixels per line. A 
progressive scan sensor provides a higher quality still image 
than an interlaced sensor. since all lines are captured during 
the same interval of time. Unlike an interlace sensor. the 
progressive scan sensor allows the entire image to be read 
out in a single scan. albeit through light protected vertical 
registers as in the interline sensor. Mechanical shuttering. 
therefore. is unnecessary for exposure control (and to pre 
vent vertical smear) as the function can be performed 
electronically. 

For a high quality still mode. the progressive scan sensor 
can be read out at slower than video rates without sacri?cing 
performance. since real-time operation is not required. If. 
however. the image is read out in the same period of time as 
from an interlaced image sensor. readout timing from a 
progressive scan image sensor normally requires a clock rate 
of approximately twice that used with the interlaced image 
sensor. Such timing would be required. for instance, for an 
electronic view?nder or for the rapid acquisition of image 
data. such as for autofocus determination. For example. an 
NTSC format interlaced image sensor with 480 lines and 
640 pixels per line requires a clock rate of approximately 12 
MHZ to read out the 640 lines in the 52.4 mSec NTSC 
standard active line time. which provides a ?eld rate of 1/50 
second Since a progressive scan sensor. like the model 
KAI-3 10 imager. must read out twice as many lines per ?eld 
it must use a clock rate of about 24 mHz to read out all 480 
lines in 1/60 second. This higher clock rate requires more 
expensive clock drivers. analog processing. and A/D con 
version than interlaced sensors require. Such high speed. and 
thus high cost. components are required for autofocus pro 
cessing within the focusing area even though. as in Tsuji. the 
lines above and below the focusing area are not used. 

This leads to the anomalous situation that a non-imaging 
part of the system. the autofocus processing. requires the 
higher clock rate. and thus the higher cost parts—-clock 
drivers. analog processing. A/D converters. etc.—than the 
high resolution imaging part itself. What is needed is a 
technique for reading out the image sensor data within the 
focusing area in a manner that decreases the required clock 
rate while enabling rapid focus of the lens of an electronic 
camera 

SUlVIMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In arriving at the invention. it was ?rst realized that quick 
dumping of some parts of the image. even within the 
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focusing area itself, could solve the clocking problem and 
still leave enough information in the remaining part of the 
focusing area that the remaining lines of the image could be 
used for focus evaluation. The problems noted above are 
then solved according to the invention by basing focus 
evaluation on a subset of the image lines within the focusing 
area of the image. More particularly. an electronic camera 
having an automatically focused lens that is operable to 
focus an image based on image data electronically obtained 
by the camera from a partial area of the whole image 
includes an image sensor comprising a two-dimensional 
array of photosites arranged in lines and columns to provide 
image charge. the sensor having the capacity to eliminate 
some lines of image charge and to transfer other lines of 
image charge. The camera further includes a timing and 
control section for controlling the sensor so as to eliminate 
a pattern of lines of image charge from the partial area 
utilized for autofocus and to transfer the intervening lines of 
image charge within the partial area, and a processor for 
generating a focus adjustment signal based on the interven 
ing lines of image charge transferred from the partial area. 

Unlike the application of conventional camcorder auto 
matic focusing techniques to interline sensors. which would 
take several seconds with a progressive scan architecture to 
bring the lens into focus. the advantage of the invention is 
that the entire focusing sequence occurs rapidly, taking only 
a fraction of a second. Furthermore, high speed requirements 
are avoided by dropping lines of image charge within the 
partial area that is used for autofocus evaluation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will be described in relation to the 
drawings. wherein 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic camera incor 
porating the invention in connection with a progressive scan 
image sensor; 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams of progressive scan image 
sensors useful with the camera of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram of the Bayer color ?lter geometry for 
the sensor used with the camera of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram of the imaging portion of a sensor 
showing a central focusing area; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the imaging portion of a sensor 
showing a central focusing area divided into regions; 

FIG. 6 shows the line timing for the still imaging mode of 
operation; 

FIGS. 7A and 7B show the line timing for the autofocus 
mode of operation; 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a focus determination circuit 
used in the camera of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 9 is a ?owchart showing the sequence of operations 
of the camera of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 10 shows a ?rst embodiment of a line-skipping 
pattern, especially for the central focusing area shown in 
FIG. 4; 

FIG. 11 shows a second embodiment of a line-skipping 
pattern for the central focusing area; and 

FIGS. 12A and 12B shows the line timing for the pattern 
shown in FIG. 11. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

-A block diagram of a camera using an automatic focus 
apparatus incorporated into a progressive scan architecture 
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according to the invention is shown in FIG. 1. The camera 
includes an optical view?nder 10 and a user control section 
12 having a number of user control buttons. including zoom 
buttons 14 and a capture button 16. To take a still picture, the 
user turns on the camera (using a power switch (not shown), 
which may be automatically enabled when the user 
depresses the zoom buttons 14 or partially depresses the 
capture button 16). The user composes the picture by 
depressing the “zoom in” or “zoom out” buttons 14, and by 
adjusting the position of the camera. while observing the 
view?nder image. When the user is satis?ed with the 
composition. the user depresses the capture button 16. The 
camera then captures a single still image, ?ring a ?ash 18 if 
necessary when the ambient illumination level is low. The 
still image is focused upon an image sensor 20 by a motor 
driven zoom lens 22, which is interconnected with the 
view?nder 10 by a mechanical coupling 23. The intensity of 
the image light upon the sensor 20 is regulated by a motor 
driven mechanical aperture 24 while exposure time is regu 
lated electronically by appropriate clocking of the sensor 20. 
The still image from the image sensor 20 is processed and 
digitally stored on a removable memory card 26. 

Control of the sensor 20 is provided by a timing and 
control section 27, which speci?cally includes a sensor 
timing circuit 28. The sensor timing circuit 28 provides the 
signals to enable sensor drivers 30, which provides horizon 
tal clocks (H1, H2) and vertical clocks (V1, V2), as well as 
a signal FDG for activating a drain structure on the sensor 
20. The output of the image sensor 20 is ampli?ed and 
processed in an analog gain and sampling (correlated double 
sampling (CDS)) circuit 32. and converted to digital form in 
AID converter 34. The AID output signal is provided to a 
processor section 35, which includes a digital processor 36 
which temporarily stores the still images in a DRAM 
memory 38. The digital processor 36 then perform image 
processing on the still images, and ?nally stores the pro 
cessed images on the removable memory card 26 via a 
memory card interface circuit 40, which may use the PCM 
CIA 2.0 standard interface. An EPROM memory 42 is used 
to store the ?rmware which operates the digital processor 36. 
The motor driven zoom lens 22 includes a zoom motor 44, 

a focus motor 46, and an aperture motor 48 (all controlled 
by lens motor drivers 50). The timing and control section 27 
further includes a control interface 52 connected to the lens 
motor drivers 50 and to a ?ash control circuit 55 via a 
photosystem interface block 54, which controls the opera 
tion of the zoom lens 22 and the ?ash 18. The lens zoom 
position is controlled by the photosystem interface block 54 
based on the position input from the zoom control buttons 
14. The focus is set by the control interface 52 using a focus 
adjustment signal output by a focus determination circuit 56 
within the processor section 35. The focus determination 
circuit 56 processes data from the A/D converter 34 accord 
ing to a focusing algorithm (which will be described in 
connection with FIG. 8) applied to a selected partial area of 
the image sensor 20 as the sensor is operated in the focus 
mode. An iterative algorithm in the control interface 52 
adjusts the lens focus position, depending on the output of 
the focus determination circuit 56, until the focus determi 
nation process provides a maximum contrast signal. 
Although the digital processor 36 and the control interface 
52 are shown as two separate blocks, in some implementa 
tions the same processor could be used to perform both of 
these functions. Other of the recited functions. such as focus 
determination, could also be functionally part of one of the 
processors. 
The sensor 20 is a progressive scan interline image sensor 

having a noninterlaced architecture, as shown in more detail 
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in FIG. 2A. The sensor comprises a two-dimensional array 
of photosites 58. e.g. photodiodes. arranged in rows (lines) 
and columns. a plurality of vertical registers 59 adjacent 
photosite columns for transferring rows (lines) of image 
charge from the photosites 58 to a horizontal register 60 for 
readout, and a charge drain (speci?cally. a fast dump struc 
ture 62) interposed between the output of the vertical 
registers 59 and the horizontal register 60 for eliminating 
complete rows (lines) of image charge at a time from the 
image sensor 20 by discharge to a sensor substrate 64. A 
preferred image sensor is the Kodak model KAI-03 lOCM 
CCD image sensor. which has approximately 480 active 
lines with approximately 640 active pixels per line and an 
image aspect ratio of 4:3. This sensor is described in a 
Performance Speci?cation document available from East 
man Kodak Company. Rochester. NY. Each pixel is 9 
microns “square”. since both the vertical and horizontal 
distances between the centers of adjacent pixels are 9 
microns. The sensor uses a color ?lter array pattern known 
as the “Bayer checkerboard” pattern. described in U.S. Pat. 
No. 3.971.065. which is shown in FIG. 3. Such a color ?lter 
array is characterized by a mosaic pattern in which the ?lter 
colors alternate in both line and column directions. 
The sensor 20 uses a progressive scan readout method. 

which allows the entire image to be read out in a single scan. 
In this operating mode. all of the pixels on the sensor are 
transferred to the horizontal register 60. which delivers the 
image signals to the analog gain and CD8 circuit 32 (see 
FIG. 1). More speci?cally. referring to FIG. 2A. the accu 
mulated or integrated charge for the photodiodes comprising 
the photosites 58 is transported from the photosites to light 
protected vertical (parallel) registers 59 by applying a large 
positive voltage to the phase-one vertical clock (V1). This 
reads out every row. or line. into the vertical registers 59. 
The charge is then transported from the vertical registers 59 
to the horizontal register 60 by two-phase clocln'ng of the 
vertical clocks (V1. V2). Between the vertical and horizontal 
registers is the fast dump structure 62. which is further 
described in the Performance Speci?cation document for the 
KAI-310 sensor. By setting a suitable positive potential on 
a fast dump gate line FDG. charge from the row (line) of 
pixel values currently adjacent to the fast dump structure 62 
is transferred from the CCD channel directly into the sensor 
substrate 64 rather than to the horizontal register 60. This 
dump, or line clear. is accomplished during the vertical-to 
horizontal transfer time. When'properly controlled by the 
sensor timing circuit 28, the fast dump structure 62 allows 
lines of charge to be eliminated. (A conventional use of the 
gate 62 is to eliminate stray charge in the vertical registers 
59 during especially long integration times. and just before 
transfer of image charge to the vertical registers 59. The gate 
62 may also be used to eliminate unwanted non-image lines 
above and below the 20 image.) 

FIG. 4 shows a representative portion of the image sensor 
20 which provides the data used to focus the image in the 
focusing operating mode. Only a small number of lines in a 
central focusing area 66 of the image are used to provide the 
focus determination input data. For the progressive scan 
sensor. the other lines in the outer area 68 are quickly read 
from the image by continuously holding the fast dump 
structure 62 at a high positive potential. as the vertical clocks 
are cycled high and low to transfer lines of charge to the 
substrate via the fast dump drain. Since the image charge for 
the non-used lines are quickly ?ushed from the sensor. this 
operation is referred to as a “fast ?ush” and the focus mode 
is thus described as a fast ?ush focus mode. The time 
required to read out the image in the fast ?ush focus mode 
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6 
is well under 10 mSec. Although it may take 10 iterative 
cycles for proper focus in some cases. acceptable focus can 
still be achieved in a fraction of a second. Moreover. as will 
be described. dropping lines within the central focusing area 
66 allows even more “images” to be captured per unit time 
(i.e.. more iterative cycles or image “updates”). If more 
image updates can be obtained in a given period of time. 
then autofocus can be achieved more rapidly for the same 
size central focusing area 66 as would be used in the prior 
art. Alternatively. if the existing update rate is satisfactory. 
the central focusing area 66 can be enlarged in the vertical 
direction without decreasing the update rate obtained in the 
prior art. A larger central focusing area 66 may be useful in 
focusing on a more appropriate area of the sensor 20. 

The timing and control section 27 operates the electronic 
camera shown in FIG. 1 in two modes. including a ?rst 
imaging mode wherein all rows of signal charge correspond 
ing to each line are progressively read out through the 
horizontal register 60 during a single scan. and a second 
autofocus mode wherein some of the rows of signal charge 
corresponding to some lines are eliminated through the fast 
dump structure 62 prior to readout. As applied to the 
embodiment of FIG. 1. the ?rst mode corresponds to a high 
quality still imaging mode while the second mode corre 
sponds to a focusing mode for providing central lines of 
image data to the focus determination circuit 56. In the 
autofocus mode. the timing and control section 27 controls 
the fast dump structure 62 to A) eliminate all lines of image 
charge in the outer area 68 (FIG. 4) outside the central 
focusing area 66. and B) eliminate at least one line of image 
charge from the image sensor 20 for every one or more lines 
of image charge that are transferred to the horizontal register 
60 for readout from the central focusing area 66. 
The sensor timing circuit 28 is controlled by the control 

interface 52 to provide the clock signals V1, V2. H1. H2, and 
the gate signal FDG according to the two modes of opera 
tion. The timing signals for the ?rst mode are shown in FIG. 
6; those for the second mode are shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. 
The two-phase cycling of signals V1 and V2 control the 
transfer of lines of image charge from the vertical registers 
59 to the horizontal register 60. The two-phase cycling of 
signals H1 and H2 control the transfer of pixels from the 
horizontal register 60 to subsequent circuits in the camera 
The level of the signal FDG determines whether the image 
charge is dumped to the substrate 64 or transferred to the 
horizontal register 60. When the sensor 20 is clocked using 
the ?rst timing mode shown in FIG. 6. all lines of the sensor 
are clocked out. one after the other, through the horizontal 
register 60. processed in subsequent camera circuitry. and 
stored in the removable memory 26. This timing mode 
provides ahigh quality progressive scan still image. but may 
take 1/30 second or longer to read out the still image. Such 
timing, however. is acceptable for still mode usage. and. as 
mentioned before, does not require unusually high speed 
components. 
To provide focusing data to the focus determination 

circuit 56. a lower resolution image was found to be suitable. 
The update rate must be su?icient to provide good focus 
detection. An update rate of 60 ?elds/sec is appropriate. 
Moreover. the sensor 20 includes the aforementioned array 
of color ?lters arranged in a particular color pattern (e.g.. the 
checkerboard Bayer pattern of FIG. 3). and the lines of 
image charge that are transferred to the horizontal register 60 
should preserve that particular color pattern in the pattern of 
lines that are generated. if only for ease of subsequent 
processing. To provide this kind of focusing image. a pattern 
of lines in the central focusing area 66 of the sensor 20 is 
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eliminated in the autofocus mode, and the intervening lines 
are transferred to the horizontal register 60, using the timing 
shown in FIG. 7B. The line-skipping pattern for the central 
focusing area 66 is shown in FIG. 10. The ?rst two lines (1 
and 2) are read out as in the imaging mode. These provide 
a green-red and a blue-green line. The next two lines (3 and 
4)a are eliminated by turning on the fast dump structure 62 
during the time that these lines are transferred past the fast 
dump structure 62. Next, lines 5 and 6 are read out normally, 
and then lines 7 and 8 are eliminated through the fast dump 
structure 62. This process proceeds through the central area 
66 and generates an output image signal having the Bayer 
type color ?lter repeating pattern, so that the signals can be 
processed using algorithms designed for the Bayer pattern. 
More speci?cally as to waveforms. in the area 68 surround 
ing the central focusing area 66. the vertical clocks are 
cycled continuously with the fast dump gate FDG held high. 
This dumps all lines of image charge for the outer area 68 
into the sensor substrate 64. FIGS. 7A and 7B shows the 
clock waveforms for the vertical and horizontal clocks V1, 
V2. H1. H2 and the fast dump gate FDG for the central 
focusing area 66. For each saved pair of lines (i.e.. lines 1 
and 2, 5 and 6, etc.) that is read out as in the imaging mode, 
another pair of lines (i.e., lines 3 and 4. 7 and 8, etc.) is 
eliminated by turning on the fast dump structure 62 during 
the time that this line pair is transferred past the fast dump 
structure 62. The ?rst line of each saved pair is transferred 
to the horizontal register 60 and read out according to the 
timing diagram shown in FIG. 7A. The second line of each 
saved pair is transferred to the horizontal register 60, and the 
succeeding pair of two lines are dumped through the fast 
dump structure 62, according to the timing diagram shown 
in FIG. 7B. The continuation of the sequence of this readout 
timing achieves readout of the central focusing area 66. This 
results in a line-skipping sequence of dumping alternate line 
pairs, and saving intervening line pairs. 
A second embodiment of line skipping in the central area 

66 is shown in FIG. 11. Basically, six lines are dumped for 
each two lines that are read out, thus preserving the Bayer 
type pattern in the readout signal while gaining further 
advantage in processing time. To provide this kind . of 
focusing image, the area 68 outside the central area 66 
continues to be read out by continuously cycling the vertical 
clocks with the fast dump gate FDG held high. Within the 
central area 66, the timing is shown in the waveforms of 
FIGS. 12A and 12B. The ?rst two lines (1 and 2) are read out 
as in the imaging mode. These provide a green-red and a 
blue-green line. The next six lines (3-8) are eliminated by 
turning on the fast dump structure 62 during the time that 
these are transferred past the fast dump structure 62—and so 
on in sequence (save two lines. dump six lines, save two, 
dump six, etc.) with 20 the remainder of the lines. As was 
explained in relation to FIGS. 7A and 7B, the ?rst line of 
each saved pair is transferred according to the timing of FIG. 
12A, and the second line of each saved pair, as well as the 
six lines that are dumped, are processed according to the 
timing of FIG. 12B. 

Although the color ?lter array pattern has been preserved 
by saving pairs of lines, and then dumping integral numbers 
of pairs of lines, the pattern may also be preserved by saving 
single lines and dumping an appropriate number of lines, 
e.g., save one line and dump seven lines. Moreover, the 
invention should not be considered limited to a speci?c color 
?lter array pattern or to any particular line-skipping 
sequence. Indeed, it is not strictly necessary to preserve the 
color ?lter array pattern in order to obtain image data useful 
for autofocus determination. Nor must lines be dumped in 
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pairs. or in multiples of pairs. The advantage of the invention 
as broadly understood, namely to reduce the amount of data 
that must be handled from the central focusing area 66, can 
be obtained by dumping any number or pattern of lines 
irrespective of the color ?lter array geometry. 

FIG. 8 shows the focus determination circuit. This circuit 
measures the “average contrast” (high frequency detail) of a 
portion of the image. The high frequency detail is obtained 
by a subtractor 70. which subtracts the value of the current 
input pixel output by the A/D converter 34 from the value of 
the A/D output delayed by two pixels, via two registers 72 
and 74. The two register delay is used instead of a single 
register. since the horizontal color ?lter pattern along the line 
repeats every two pixels. This ensures that similarly colored 
pixels are subtracted. The output of the subtractor is zero 
when the values of the two pixels are identical. The mag 
nitude of the subtractor output increases as the difference 
between pixel values increases. This subtractor output will 
be large near vertically oriented edges if the camera lens is 
well focused, but smaller near these same edges if the 
camera lens is not well focused. The absolute value of the 
subtractor output is combined in a summer 76 with an 
accumulated value from an accumulator register 78. This 
accumulated value is the average contrast value. A single 
average contrast value may be computed, for example, for 
the central area 66 shown in FIG. 4. In this instance, an 
accumulator clock input 78a (provided by the control inter 
face processor 52) would be enabled for all pixels in the 
central area 66 shown in FIG. 4, and disabled for any pixels 
outside this area. In any event, the accumulated average 
contrast value is the focus adjustment signal that is used by 
the control interface 52 and the photosystems interface 54 in 
the adjustment of the lens 22. Alternately, the circuit in FIG. 
8 could be modi?ed to include multiple accumulators to 
store the average contrast for multiple regions in the image. 
For example, the average contrast could be computed for a 
center region 80, a left central region 82 and the right central 
region 84 as shown in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 9 shows the operating sequence of the camera. The 
user adjusts the zoom setting and points the camera to 
compose the image, and then presses the still capture button 
16. The camera focus is adjusted to a mid-range position, 
and the sensor 20 is cleared of any charge using the fast 
dump structure 62 for all lines on the entire sensor. An 
image, to be used for focusing the camera lens, is then 
integrated for a period of time, for example 10 mSec, during 
the focusing mode. During this mode, a top portion of the 
image is rapidly read out and discarded, using “fast ?ush” 
clocking where the vertical and horizontal registers are 
continuously clocked and the fast dump gate FDG remains 
high. The vertical clock sequence is then set to a line 
skipping operation (e.g., read two lines, dump two lines, 
read two, dump two, etc.), while the small number of 
remaining (not dumped) lines in the central area 66 of the 
image are clocked out. The average absolute value output 
(average contrast) of a horizontal spatial bandpass ?lter 
processing these image lines is used to determine how well 
the image is focused. This average contrast value is stored by 
the control interface 52, and the lens focus is adjusted while - 
the remainder of the image charge is cleared out using fast 
?ush timing. The process of integrating and reading out the 
focus image is then repeated for a second focusing cycle. If 
the average contrast increases, the lens focus position is 
stepped again in the same direction. If the average contrast 
decreases, the focus position is moved in the opposite 
direction. These focusing cycles are repeated numerous 
times as the lens focus is adjusted until it provides the 
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maximum average contrast. The entire focusing sequence 
occurs rapidly. taking only a fraction of a second. Once the 
average contrast has reached a maximum value. the focus is 
acceptable. At this point. the entire sensor 20 is cleared. 
using the fast dump structure 62. The ?nal image is then 
integrated for a period of time and then transferred to the 
vertical registers 59. which terminates the exposure. The 
?nal image is ?nally read out from the horizontal register 60. 
The invention has been described with reference to a 

preferred embodiment. However. it will be appreciated that 
variations and modi?cations can be effected by a person of 
ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope of 
the invention. For instance. FIG. 2B shows a progressive 
scan sensor with two readout registers 86 and 88 (which 
corresponds to the Performance Speci?cation document for 
the KAI-0310CM image sensor; the preferred embodiment 
of FIG. 2A simply uses but one register). The purpose is to 
double the system speed by having two complete processing 
channels (analog processing. A/D, etc.); the fast dump 
structure 62 of such a sensor would be operated as described 
in connection with foregoing ?gures to eliminate lines of 
charge in the central focusing area 66. Furthermore. 
although the Bayer pattern was described. other mosaic-type 
?lter patterns could be used to advantage. for example, 
complementary patterns involving cyan, magenta. and yel 
low ?lters. While the preferred embodiment maintains the 
Bayer (mosaic) geometry for the bene?t of subsequent 
algorithms. this is not strictly necessary. The line-slapping 
focusing mode could alternate between saved and dumped 
lines of charge. with the subsequent processing being 
accordingly adapted to the particular color progression that 
is output. 

PART S LIST 

10 optical view?nder 
12 control section 
14 zoom buttons 
16 capture button 

20 image sensor 
22 zoom lens 
23 mechanical coupling 
24 mechanical aperture 
26 memory card 
27 timing and control section 
28 sensor timing circuit 
30 sensor drivers 
32 analog gain and CDS circuit 
34 AID converter 
35 processor section 
36 digital processor 
38 DRAM memory 
40 interface 
42 EPROM memory 
44 zoom motor 
46 focus motor 
48 variable aperture 
50 lens motor drivers 
52 control interface 
54 photosystems interface 
55 ?ash control circuit 
56 focus determination circuit 
58 photosites 
59 vertical registers 
60 horizontal register 
62 fast dump structure 
64 sensor substrate 
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10 
66 central focusing area 
68 outer area 
70 subtractor 
72. 74 registers 
76 summer 
78 accumulator register 
80 center region 
82 left central region 
84 right central region 
86 ?rst readout register 
88 second readout register 
We claim: 
1. An electronic camera having an automatically focused 

lens that is operable to focus an image based on image data 
electronically obtained by the camera from a partial area of 
the whole image. said camera comprising: 

an image sensor comprising a two-dimensional array of 
photosites arranged in lines and columns to provide 
image charge. the sensor having the capacity to elimi 
nate some lines of image charge and to transfer other 
lines of image charge; 

a timing and control section for controlling the sensor so 
as to eliminate a pattern of lines of image charge from 
the partial area utilized for autofocus so as to leave an 
array of intervening lines. and to transfer the interven 
ing lines of image charge within the partial area; and 

a processor for generating a focus adjustment signal based 
on the intervening lines of image charge transferred 
from the partial area. 

2. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 1 wherein the 
timing and control section controls the image sensor so as to 
eliminate all lines of image charge from the remaining area 
outside the partial area. I 

3. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 1 wherein the 
timing and control section generates a pattern of eliminated 
lines Within the partial area by eliminating two or more 
consecutive lines of image charge within the partial area for 
every two lines of image charge that are transferred from the 
partial area. 

4. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 3 wherein two 
lines are eliminated for every two lines that are transferred. 

5. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 3 wherein six 
lines are eliminated for every two lines that are transferred. 

6. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 1 wherein the 
partial area is a central area of the whole image. 

7. An electronic camera having an automatically focused 
lens. the lens operable to focus an image based on image 
data electronically obtained by the camera. the camera 
comprising: 

an image sensor comprising a two-dimensional array of 
photosites arranged in lines and columns. a plurality of 
vertical registers adjacent photosite columns for trans 
ferring lines of image charge from the photosites to a 
horizontal register for readout as image data. and a 
charge drain interposed between the output of the 
vertical registers and the horizontal register for elimi 
nating complete lines of image charge at a time from 
the image sensor; 

a timing and control section for controlling the charge 
drain so as to eliminate at least one line of image charge 
from a central area of the image sensor for every one or 
more consecutive lines of image charge that are trans 
ferred from the central area to the horizontal register for 
readout. thereby generating a pattern of transferred 
lines suitable for focus determination; and 

a processor generating a focus adjustment signal based on 
the transferred lines from the central area. 
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8. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 7 wherein 
said timing and control section provides a pattern of lines 
within the central area by eliminating two or more consecu 
tive lines of image charge for every two lines of image 
charge that are transferred to the horizontal register. 

9. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 8 wherein two 
lines are eliminated for every two lines that are transferred 

10. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 8 wherein 
six lines are eliminated for every two lines that are trans 
ferred. 

11. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 7 wherein 
the image sensor is a color sensor having an array of color 
?lters arranged in a particular color pattern and wherein the 
lines of image charge that are transferred to the horizontal 
register preserve the particular color pattern in the pattern of 
lines that are generated for readout. 

12. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 11 wherein 
the array of color ?lters is arranged in the following mosaic 
pattern of red, green, and blue ?lters 
RGRG 
GBGB 
RGRG 
G B G B 

and wherein the lines of image charge that are transferred to 
the horizontal register for readout preserve the same mosaic 
pattern. 

13. An electronic camera having an automatically focused 
lens, the lens operable to focus an image data electronically 
obtained by the camera, the camera comprising: 

a progressive scan image sensor capable of producing an 
entire image in a single scan in response to clocking 
signals, said image sensor comprising a two 
dimensional array of photosites arranged in lines and 
columns, a plurality of vertical registers adjacent pho 
tosite columns for transferring lines of image charge 
from the photosites to a horizontal register for readout, 
and a fast dump structure interposed between the output 
of the vertical registers and the horizontal register for 
dumping complete lines of image charge at a time from 
the image sensor; 

a timing and control section for producing clocking 
signals to read out the entire array of photosites in a 
single scan, said timing and control section further 
enabling the fast dump structure to dump at least one 
line of image charge from a central area of the image 
sensor utilized for autofocus for every one or more 
lines of image charge that are transferred from the 
central area to the horizontal register for readout, 
thereby generating a pattern of lines suitable for focus 
determination; and 
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12 
a processor for generating a focus adjustment signal based 

on the transferred lines from the central area. 
14. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 13 wherein 

said timing and control section provides a pattern of lines 
within the central area, and wherein said camera is operable 
in two modes, including a ?rst mode in which the entire 
array of photosites are read out in a single scan, and a second 
mode in which said pattern of lines is generated by dumping 
two or more consecutive lines of image charges through the 
fast dump structure for every two lines of image charge 
transferred to the horizontal register to provide the focus 
adjustment signal. - 

15. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 14 wherein 
two lines are eliminated for every two lines that are trans 
ferred. 

16. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 14 wherein 
six lines are eliminated for every two lines that are trans 
ferred. 

17. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 13 wherein 
the image sensor is a color sensor having an array of color 
?lters arranged in a particular color pattern and wherein the 
lines transferred to the horizontal register to provide the 
focus adjustment signal comprise a pattern that replicates the 
particular color pattern of the array of color ?lters. 

18. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 17 wherein 
the array of color ?lters is arranged in the following mosaic 
pattern of red, green, and blue ?lters 
RGRG 
GB GB 

RGRG 

GBGB 

and wherein the lines of image charge that are transferred to 
the horizontal register for readout preserve the same mosaic 
pattern. 

19. An electronic camera having an automatically focused 
lens that images light upon an image sensor comprising a 
two-dimensional array of photosites arranged in lines and 
columns, the lens operable to focus an image based upon 
lines of image data integrated from a central area of the 
image sensor under control of a timing and control section, 
the improvement wherein 

the timing and control section generates an intermittent 
pattern of lines within the central area utilized for 
autofocus by dumping some lines and transferring other 
lines, the transferred lines being used in the focus of the 
lens. 
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COLOR SEQUENTIAL CAMERA IN WHICH
CHROMINANCE COMPONENTS ARE

CAPTURED AT A LOWER TEMPORAL RATE
THAN LUMINANCE COMPONENTS

FIELD OF INVENTION

This invention relates to electronic cameras using solid
state image sensors, and, in particular to color sequential
electronic cameras.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In some applications, such as medical imaging, a low
power color sequential camera head, using a monochrome
sensor, provides a digital output signal over a low bit rate
digital link to a remote base unit. A typical application is an
endoscope for examining body cavities, wherein the camera
head is at the end of a probe, and the base unit includes a
monitor for viewing images captured by the camera head.
The camera head sequentially illuminates the scene with red,
green, and bluelight, and then sequentially digitizes the red,
green, and blue color images output from the monochrome
sensor. In addition, to minimize power, the pixel rate of the
digital output signal should be as low as possible, while still
maintaining good image resolution and good motion por-
trayal. Ordinarily, the RGB images all use the full sensor
resolution. The monochromesensor is read out in an intcr-

laced modeat 60 fields per second, so that there are 20 red,
20 green, and 20 blue fields per second.

A knowntypeoffield sequential color television system,
for use in a known type of endoscope, is shown in U.S.Pat.
No. 4,845,553. The light of three primary colors (red, green,
and blue) is sequentially irradiated onto an object such as an
organism, and the reflected light of each of the individual
colors is received by a charge-coupled device (CCD), where
it is converted into an electrical image signal. After the
thus-obtained picture signals are stored in memories in
succession, they are converted into color television signals
by a processor and displayed on a color monitor. In particu-
lar, as shown in the °553 patent, the memory capacity is
reduced by sub-sampling the full resolution output of the
CCDforthe red and blue light, while maintaining the green
light at its full resolution output.

In U.S. Pat. No. 4,685,451, red and blue light is similarly
sub-sampled, but within the same timing. This is done by
utilizing a single sensor having cyan and yellow colorfilters.
Full resolution green is obtained for odd fields by illumi-
nating the sensor with green light (cyan and yellow photo-
sites both being sensitive to green light), and red and blue are
obtained at lesser resolution for even fields by illuminating
the sensor with white (or magenta) light (cyan and yellow
photosites being separately sensitive to blue and red light,
respectively). The light may be input into the endoscope
sheath by meansoffibers, or, as described in U.S. Pat. No.
4,074,306, a package enclosing a plurality of solid state light
emitting chips can be mounted in the sheath of the endo-
scope.

In the known systems as described, including ones that
use sub-sampling to reduce resolution and storage, the pixel
data rate nonetheless must be maintainedat relatively high
tates, such as 12 MHzor thereabouts. Moreover, subsam-
pling can reduce image quality by introducing color aliasing
artifacts. To provide an improved camera, whatis neededis
a lower pixel rate, to decrease power consumption, yet a
higher field rate, to improve motion rendition—without
producing color artifacts.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Since the human visual system is more sensitive to
luminance wavelengths than to chrominance wavelengths,
an object of the invention is to improve motion rendition
with an electronic camera that is more sensitive to lumi-

nance temporal resolution than to chrominance temporal
resolution.

A further object of the invention is to utilize the lower
chrominanceresolution to provide an electronic camera with
a lower pixel rate.

A further object of the inventionis to increase the signal
level of dimly illuminated objects by decreasing the tem-
poral updaterate, so as to increase the exposure time, and by
increasing the binning factor, so as to sum more pixels
together.

Accordingly, the invention provides for an electronic
color sequential camera includingaplurality of light sources
arranged to sequentially illuminate a subject; means for
activating a) two or moreofsaid light sources to generate a
luminance light bcam and b) selected oncs of said light
sources to generate at least first and second chrominance
light beams, the luminance and chrominance light beams
being generated in a predetermined sequence; and an image
sensor arranged to receive the luminance and chrominance
light beams reflected from the subject and to generate
therefrom a color sequential signal comprising a sequence of
luminance and chrominance image components, whereby
the camera is more sensitive to luminance temporal resolu-
tion than to chrominance temporal resolution.

Asfurther detailed, the invention includes the emission of
a sequence of luminance light beams separated by an
alternating sequence of either first or second chrominance
light beams. The image sensor then generates a color
sequential signal comprising a sequence of luminance image
components separated by an alternating sequence of chromi-
nance image components, whereby the chrominance image
components are captured at a lower temporal rate than the
luminance image components, and the pixel rate is conse-
quently lowered.

Furthermore, the image sensor may comprise an array of
photosites arranged in rows and columns, such that the
luminance image component is obtained from substantially
all the photosites and the chrominance image components
ate obtained by binning together selected rows and/or col-
umns of photosites to produce a lesser number of pixel
values, whereby the chrominance image components are
captured at a lower spatial resolution than the luminance
image components, and the pixel rate is further lowered.
Furthermore,the binning operation increasesthe signal level
of the chrominance components, which allows lower power
light sources to be used, thus further reducing the power.

The advantage of the invention, as heretofore described,
is that luminance emissions are customized to the human

visual system, while reduced chrominance resolution is
appropriate, since the human visual system is more sensitive
to luminancespatial resolution than to chrominance spatial
resolution. This results in an electronic color sequential
camera with better temporal resolution, and therefore better
motion portrayal, with fewer colored edgeartifacts and with
a lower camera head data rate.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 showsthe temporal frame readoutorderand spatial
resolution for a prior art system;
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FIG. 2 showsthe temporal frame readout order and spatial
resolution for a system according to the invention;

FIG. 3 showsa block diagram of a camera head and a base
unit according to the invention;

FIG.4 is a diagram ofthe image sensor used in the camera
head shownin FIG.3;

FIG. 5 showstiming waveforms for “normal” operation
of the sensor shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 shows timing waveforms for 2x2 binning opera-
tion of the sensor shown in FIG.4;

FIG. 7 shows a second embodiment of the invention

having a base unit using the luminance motion vector to shift
the stored chrominance components;

FIG. 8 shows a third embodimentof the invention having
a base unit with simple processing to provide RGB output
signals;

FIG. 9 shows a fourth embodimentof the invention using
4:1] temporal and spatial chrominance subsampling;

FIG. 10 shows a correlated double sampling circuit used
in camera head of FIG. 3; and

FIGS. 11A, B and C show readout and illumination
waveformsfor different levels of exposure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The invention is based in part on the recognition thatit is
possible to turn on more than one color emitter during the
sensor illumination period. This allows the camera to cap-
ture luminance frames, which are ordinarily defined as the
weighted sum ofred, green, and blue light. For television
cameras capturing normal pictorial scenes, Juminance is
typically composed of approximately 60% green, 30% red,
and 10% blue light. For medical applications inside body
cavities, however, other weightings of red, green and blue
may provide better images, because thereflectanceoftypical
objects is higher for red and lower for blue, relative to
normal pictorial scenes. Therefore, the combination of red
and green light is used to provide luminance in practice of
the invention. Two other color sequential frames are used to
provide chrominanceresolution, by illuminating only one
color emitter per frame integration time, for example red or
blue. Psychophysical studies have shown that not only is
luminance spatial resolution more visually important than
chrominance spatial resolution, but luminance temporal
resolution is also more visually important than chrominance
temporal resolution. Therefore, for a given pixel data rate,
the perceived temporal resolution is increased and image
quality can be optimized by using luminance framesinstead
of green frames. Furthermore, by reducing the spatial reso-
lution as well as the numberof the red and blue frames,
relative to the luminance frames, the camera head output
data rate can be decreased while providing improved image
quality.

A simplified diagram of the difference between the
present invention and the prior art is shown in FIGS. 1 and
2. In the prior art, shown in FIG. 1, the resolution and
number of red, green, and blue frames(or alternately red,
green, and blue fields, for interlaced video formats) is equal.
The temporal frame readout sequence of the invention,
shown in FIG. 2, indicates that there are twice as many
luminance frames as red or blue frames. Furthermore, the
juminance frames have higher spatial resolution (x2 more
lines and x2 more pixels per line) compared to the red or
blue frames.
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A block diagram of an electronic color sequential camera
according to the invention is shown in FIG. 3 in the form of
a camera head 20 connected to a base unit 22 by a digital
data link 24. Although this invention is not limited to a
specific application, a color sequential camera head 20 ofthe
type described herein may be used in a medical application
in the elongated insertion portion of an endoscope. The
insertion portion (not shown as such, but which includes the
digital data link 24) is inserted into a body cavity of an
organism, and the camera head 20 generates images that are
transmitted back to the base unit 22 for observation by an
attending physician (on a monitor, not shown).

In the camera head 20, red, green, and bluc light emitting
devices (LEDs) 26a, 26b, 26c are activated by an LED
control device 28 to emit red, green, and blue light beams
outward from the camera head 20 toward a subject 30. The
subject 30, being in a confined space,is illuminated only by
the red, green and blue light beams. Red, green and blue
light reflected from the subject 30 is then collected by a lens
32 and directed to an image sensor 34. An exemplary sensor
useful with the invention is the Kodak KAI-310 CCD image
sensor shownin FIG. 4. This sensor is an interline transfer

CCD device having photodiodes 35 connected to vertical
readout registers 37 (shownin part in FIG. 4). The CCD has
a progressive scan (non-interlaced) architecture, such that
every pixel is transferred into the vertical registers 37 during
each frame readout time. This sensor has 484 active lines

and 648 active photosites per line, and a pair of read out
registers 36a, 36b. In this embodiment, only readoutregister
36a is used, to provide a single register video outputsignal,
although the CCD is capable of providing dual output
signals. The CCD contains additional black (light-shielded)
photosites vertically and horizontally, so that a total of 496
vertical clock cycles, with 694 horizontal clocks per vertical
cycle, are used to transfer each image frame.

In accordance with the invention, the luminance light
beam is generated by activating both the red and green
emitting devices 26a and 26d during the sensor integration
period for the luminance image component. Then the red
and blue emitting devices 26a and 26c are activated sequen-
tially to generate red and blue chrominance light beams
during the sensor integration period for the chrominance
image components. Note that by turning on both red and
green LEDs,the signal level of the luminance image com-
ponent is substantially increased, so that the signal-to-noise
ratio is improved. The blue LED 26bis not turned onfor the
luminance image componentto reduce the power consump-
tion since the efliciency of available blue LEDsis poor.

The clock and bias circuit 38 of the sensor 34 is clocked

by a timing circuit 40, which is capable of clocking outall
of the pixels of the sensor, or binning (summing) together
the pixels into a lower resolution image, for example onc
with 242 lines and 324pixels per line. FIGS. 5 and 6 provide
the timing diagrams for the normal and the 2x2 binning
operation, respectively. In the binning operation, the photo-
site charge is summedfirst vertically and then horizontally,
to create pixel values which include the signal charge from
four neighboring photosites. In the normal timing, signal
charge is transferred from the photosites 35 to the vertical
readout registers 37 during transfer pulse times 102 of frame
timing 100. Lines are transferred one by one into the
horizontal register 36, utilizing the line timing waveforms
110 shown in FIG.5, and pixels are transferred out of the
register 36, utilizing the pixel timing waveforms 120 shown
in FIG. 5.

To sum or “bin” the charge vertically, two lines are
transferred into the horizontal rcadout register 36a by
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cycling V1 and V2 high and low twice per line, as shown in
the waveform portion 212 of the “line timing” portion 210
of FIG. 6, rather than once per line, as shown in the
waveform portion 112 of the “line timing” portion 110 of
FIG. 5. To sum or “bin” the charge horizontally, the floating
diffusion output is reset after every secondpixelis read out,
so that the charge from two horizontal pixels is summed on
the output diffusion of an output amplifier 50 on the image
sensor 34 (see FIG. 4). Since each of these two horizontal
pixels containsthe charge from twovertically adjacent lines,
the output signal level is nominally four times the signal
level for the “normal” (no binning) operation, using the
timing waveforms shownin FIG. 5,

With respect to pixel timing for “binning” the charge
horizontally, as shown in the “pixel timing” portion 220 of
FIG. 6, the output sequence is to first reset the floating
diffusion output by cycling ®R high and low at time 222,
which sets the outpuldiffusion of the output amplifier 50 to
anominal voltage controlled by the reset drain voltage VRD.
The next step is to clamp to this reset level by cycling the
CLAMPsignal controlling a correlated double sampling
circuit 52 (shown in FIG. 10) high and low at time 224. The
charge from the two adjacent horizontal pixels is transferred
onto the floating diffusion output on the rising edge of ®H1,
at times 226 and 228 respectively. After the second hori-
zontal pixel charge is transferred to the output diffusion, the
voltage of the output diffusion is sampled with the SAMPLE
signal at time 230. This sampled value 232 is equal to the
“binned” sum of 2 vertical and 2 horizontal pixels.

The timing circuit 40 also controis the light emitting
devices 26a, 26b, 26c via the LED control device 28, and
provides syne signals to the digital data link 24. Thc output
of the output amplifier 50 on the image sensor 34 is
processed by the correlated double sampling (CDS) circuit
52, shown also in FIG. 10, and an analog/digital (A/D)
converter 54. The A/D output is provided to an exposure
level determination circuit 42 and is also sent: over the

digital data link 24 to the base unit 22. In the base unit 22,
the color sequential digital image frames are stored in
separate luminance (Y), red (R) and blue (B) frame stores
56, 58, 60. Since the R and B frames have only % as many
lines and % as many pixels as the Y frame, smallcr digital
memories can be used to store these frames. Thelast Y, R,
and B frames received from the camera head 20 are used to

create a normal NTSC scanning format(525 total lines, 60
field/sec) color image. This is accomplished by forming
luminance (Y) and color difference (R-Y and B-Y)signals in
subtractors 62 and 64 by subtracting a 2x2 pixel average of
the Y stored image generated by the averaging circuit 66
from the R and B images. These signals can be combined (in
a subsequent circuit, not shown) to form a composite NTSC
or an 8-Video signal, or matrixed to form an RGB compo-
nent NTSC image. Such processing is conventional, and
well knownin theart.

The exposure determination circuit 42 in FIG. 3 operates
in conjunction with the timing circuit 40 and the LED
control device 28 to provide the proper exposure. In an
endoscope application, the light level reflected from objects
depends on the distance between the object and the light
sources 26a, 26b, 26c in the camera head 20. The illumi-
nation level decreases dramatically as the distance between
the light sources and the object increases. Therefore, the
sensor exposure should be controlled, in order to provide
acceptable imagesover the range of distances expected to be
encountered. The exposure level determination circuit 42
determines the exposure level of a particular frame by
calculating, for example, the average digital code level of
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the pixels of that frame. Alternately, the peak code level can
be measured. The circuit then compares the level with a
reference level, to determine whether the average or peak
signal level is within a range of acceptable levels. If the level
is outside the desired range, the exposure level is adjusted
during the next capture of the sametype (i.¢., luminance,
red, or blue) of frame.

FIG. 11A showsthe readout sequence of image sensor 34,
and the signals for controlling the red 26a, green 26b, and
blue 26c LEDsfor objects at normal distances. The R LED,
G LED,and B LED signals are high when the respective
LEDsare turned on, and low when the LEDsare turnedoff.
Note that the readout color sequence lags the illumination
color sequence by one frame period. For example, the red
frame exposure is completed by turning on the red LED 26a,
while a luminance frame is read out of the sensor. Next, the
red frame is read out, while both the red and green LEDs
26a, 26b are turned on, to provide a luminance frame
exposure. Next, the luminance frame is read out, while the
blue LED 26cis turned on, to provide a blue frame exposure,
and so on. Note also that the readout time for the luminance

frames is approximately twice as long as for the red or blue
frames. This happens because 2x2 “binning”is used to read
out the red and blue signals. Because 2 lines are summed in
the horizontal readoutregister 36a, as shown in time interval
212 of FIG. 6, there are only 248 horizontal line readout
periods using the 2x2 binning, as shown in frame timing
waveforms 200. In the normal readout mode used to read out

the luminance frame, there are 496 line readout periods, as
shown in frame timing waveforms 100.

In FIG. 11A, the illumination period is equal to the
readout period. This provides proper exposure for objects at
normal distances. However, for near objects, the amount of
light reflected from the object is large, if the illumination
period equals the readout period. Therefore, the illumination
period is decreased, as shown in FIG. 11B. In FIG. 11B,the
LEDsare illuminatedfor only a portion of the sensor readout
period. This has the further advantage of decreasing the
power consumption of the camera head.

Objects at far distances reflect very little light, since the
illumination level is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance betweenthe light source and the object. In some
priorart systems, electrical gain is used to amplify the signal
level in such conditions. However, this also amplifies any
sensor noise, so that the result is a noisy image. In other prior
art systems, the illumination level is increased by increasing
the current to the illumination source. Unfortunately, this
greatly increases the power consumption and the tempera-
ture of the camera head. The present invention increases the
sensor exposure for distant objects by decreasing the frame
rate. This provides a longer exposure time for each frame, as
shownin FIG. 11C. Note that each frame illumination period
is now twice as long as shown in FIG, 11A. Therefore, the
signal levels from the sensorare increasedby a factor of two.
This is accomplished by providing a “dormant” period
between each frame readout, during which the appropriate
LEDs are illuminated. The “dormant” period causes a
decrease in the frame rate, but this causes little image
degradation since the relative motion of far objects is much
less than for near objects. The increased exposure level
results in a noticeable increase in quality, because of the
improved image signal-to-noiscratio.

For far objects which provide extremely low light levels,
the signal levels can be further increased by using 2x2
“binning” of the luminance frames, and 4x4 “binning”ofthe
red and blue frames. This provides an additional x4 increase
in the signal level, althoughit decreases the amount of image
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detail. The overall quality of the image is improved, because
the reduction in noise is much more noticeable than the

reduction in image sharpness. In addition to adjusting the
LED illumination periods, frame rate, and the amount of
binning, the exposure level determination circuit 42, can
adjust the electrical gain of the amplifiers in the CDS circuit
52, as is commonly donein the priorart.

FIG. 7 shows a second embodiment of a base unil 22
which includes a Y motion detector 68 to detect the amount
of luminance motion from one frame to the next. The Y

motion detector 68 could determine the average motion of
the entire luminance frame (for example due to camera
shake) or the motions of small blocks (for example 16x16
pixel blocks) within the luminance frame, and generate
luminance motion vector(s). The luminance motion vec-
tor(s) are used to adjust the Liming of address generators 70
used to read out the R and B stored data, so as to shift these
image planes properly in the same direction as the lumi-
nance motion.

An applicable method for determining motion vectorsis
described in U.S. patent application 08/118,897, entitled
‘Method for processing color image records subject to
misregistration”, filed Sep. 9, 1993, in the name of Hintz ct
al. and assigned to Eastman Kodak Company. Hintz shows
a method for correlating two subsections of an image, one
subsection from a red image record and the second subsec-
tion from a green image record. Theresult of the correlation
process performed on the two subsections provides an
integer pixel shift value, which indicates the horizontal and
vertical misregistration between the two image planes. This
same method can be used to calculate the motion vector °

between two luminance images taken at two different peri-
ods oftime.In this case, the result of the correlation process
performed on the two luminance frames provides a pixel
shift value, which indicates the horizontal and vertical
motion between the two luminance images. This pixel shift
value is a “motion vector’, which indicates the magnitude
and direction of the image motion that occurred between the
two luminance frames. By shifting the red and blue planes
in the direction of the motion vector, any color misregistra-
tion due to motion occurring between the color sequential
red or blue frames and the luminance frames can be reduced.

The magnitude of the shift depends on the relative times
at which the red, blue, and luminance frames were captured.
For example, if there are 20 luminance frames per second,
and 10 frames each for red and blue, then for the luminance
frame which immediately follows a red frame,the red record
should be shifted by /2 times the magnitudeofthe luminance
motion vector, and the blue record should be shifted by %4
times the magnitude of the luminance motion vector.

If the motion is substantially uniform for the entire image,
as would be the case if the motion was caused by camcra
motion, a single motion vector could correct the entire
image. This is typically the case for medical endoscope
applications. If, however, the motion is substantially differ-
ent in different parts of the image, different motion vectors
can be computed in different subsections of the image, and
used to “‘warp” the stored red and blue frames to reduce
color misregistration errors. U.S. patent application 07/712,
865 “Cross correlation image sensor alignment system”,
filed Jun. 10, 1991 in the nameof Parker, et al., and assigned
to Eastman Kodak Company, describes a misregistration
correction circuit that can shift different parts of an image by
different amounts, using in this case the location motion
vectors as the correction signal inputs.

Many other motion estimation methods can be used.
Possible methods are described in an article by J. K. Aggar-

10
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wal and N. Nandhakumar, entitled “On the computation of
motion from sequences of images” which appeared in the
Proceedings of the IEEE, volume 76, on pages 917-935 in
August 1988, and in an article entitled “Review of motion
analysis techniques”, which appeared in the Proceedings of
the IEEE, volume 136, part 1, on pages 397-404 in Decem-
ber 1989.

FIG. 8 showsa third embodimentof the base unit 22 with

simple processing to provide RGB output signals. The
luminance store 56 output (R+G, from turing on both the
red and green LEDs) is averaged in groups of 2x2 pixels in
the averaging circuit 66 to form a Y_lowssignal. The R
store 58 output is subtracted from Y__lowsin a subtractor 72
to form G_lows. The Y_highs signal duminance detail) is
formed by subtracting Y_lows from the stored Y signal in
a subtractor 74. This “Juminance detail” Y__ highs signal is
added in adders 76, 78, 80 to the RGB lowssignals to form
high resolution RGB signals. The motion detection approach
shownin FIG. 7 could be used with this RGB processing as
well.

FIG. 9 shows a fourth embodimentof the invention using
4:1 temporal and spatial chrominance subsampling. The R
and B signals are now binned (averaged) by 4:1 in each
direction, to provide a 121x162 pixel image. There are four
full resolution Y images for each R or B image, and the R
and B images are temporally adjacent.

As is evident from the foregoing description, certain
aspects of the invention are not limited to the particular
details of the examplesillustrated, and it is therefore con-
templated that other modifications and applications will
occur to those skilled in the art. It is accordingly intended
that the claims shall cover all such modifications and appli-
cations as do not depart from the true spirit and scope of the
invention.

PARTS LIST

20 CAMERA HEAD

22 BASE UNIT
24 DIGITAL DATA LINK

26a RED LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE

26b GREEN LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE
26c BLUE LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE
28 LED CONTROL DEVICE
30 SUBJECT

32 LENS
34 IMAGE SENSOR
35 PHOTODIODES

36a READ OUT REGISTERS
36b READ QUT REGISTERS
37 VERTICAL READOUT REGISTERS
38 CLOCK AND BIAS CIRCUIT
40 TIMING CIRCUIT
42 EXPOSURE LEVEL DETERMINATION CIRCUIT
50 OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

52 CDS CIRCUIT
54 A/D CONVERTER

56 Y FRAME STORE

58 R FRAME STORE
60 B FRAME STORE

62 SUBTRACTOR
64 SUBTRACTOR
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66 AVERAGING CIRCUIT
68 Y MOTION DETECTOR
70 ADDRESS GENERATORS
72 SUBTRACTOR

74 SUBTRACTOR
76 ADDER
78 ADDER
80 ADDER

100 FRAME TIMING
102 TRANSFER PULSE TIMES
110 LINE TIMING PORTION
112 WAVEFORM PORTION
120 PIXEL TIMING WAVEFORM
200 FRAME TIMING WAVEFORM
202 TRANSFER PULSE TIMES
210 LINE TIMING PORTION
212 WAVEFORM PORTION
220 PIXEL TIMING PORTION
222 TIME
224 TIME
226 TIME
228 TIME
230 TIME
232 SAMPLED VALUE
Whatis claimed is:

1. An electronic color sequential camera, comprising:
a plurality of light sources arranged to sequentially illu-

minate a subject;

meansfor activating a) two or more of said light sources
within the same time to generate a luminance light
beam and b) selected ones of said light sources inde-
pendently to generate at least first and second chromi-
nance light beams, the luminance and chrominance
light beams being generated in a predetermined
sequence; and

an image sensor arranged to receive the luminance and
chrominancelight beamsreflected from the subject and
to generate therefrom a color sequential signal com-
prising a sequence of luminance and chrominance
image components.

2. A camera as claimed in claim 1 wherein said light
sources include red, green, and blue light emitting devices,
and wherein the luminance light beam is a combination of
ted and green emissions from said red and green devices and
the first and second chrominance light beams are red and
blue emissions,respectively, from said red and blue devices.

3. Acameraas claimed in claim 2 wherein said luminance

light is a weighted combination of the red and green emis-sions.

4. A camera as claimed in claim 1 further comprising a
plurality of memory units coupled to said image sensor for
separately storing the luminance and chrominance image
components,

5. A camera as claimed in claim 4 wherein said predeter-
mined sequence of light beams includes a sequence of
luminancelight beams separated by an alternating sequence
of either first or second chrominance light beams, and said
image sensor generates a color sequential signal comprising
a sequence of luminance image components separated by an
alternating sequence of chrominance image components,
whereby the chrominance image components are captured at
a lower temporal rate than the luminance image compo-nents.
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6. A camera as claimed in claim 4 wherein said image
sensor comprises an array of photosites arranged in rows and
columns, and said luminance image componentis obtained
from substantially all the photosites and the chrominance
image components are obtained by binning togetherselected
rows and/or columns of photosites to produce a lesser
numberof pixel values, whereby the chrominance image
components are captured at a lower spatial resolution than
the luminance image components.

7. Acameraas claimed in claim 4 or 5 further comprising
means for reading each chrominance image component from
said memory unita plurality of times while spatially shifting
the chrominance image components to compensate for
motion of the Juminance image component.

8. A camera as claimed in claim 1 or 2 whercin a correct

exposure level for the subject is obtained by varying an
illumination period of at least one of said luminance and
chrominancelight beams.

9. A camera as claimed in claim 8 wherein the luminance

and chrominance image components represent frames read
out from said image sensor, and the correct exposure level
for the subject is obtained by further varying a frame readout
period of the sensor.

10. An electronic color sequential camera, comprising:
a plurality of light sources arranged to sequentially illu-

minate a subject;
means for activating said light sources to generate a

luminance light beam and at least first and second
chrominance light beams, the luminance and chromi-
nance light beams being generated in a predetermined
sequence of luminance light beams separated by an
alternating sequence ofeither first or second chromi-
nance light beams; and

an image sensor arranged to receive the luminance and
chrominance light beamsreflected from the subject and
to generate therefrom a color sequential signal com-
prising a sequence of luminance image components
separated by an alternating sequence of chrominance
image components, whereby the chrominance image
components are captured at a lower temporal rate than
the luminance image components.

11. A camera as claimed in claim 10 wherein said light
sources include red, green, and blue light emitting devices,
and wherein the luminance light beam is a combination of
red and green emissions from said red and green devices and
the first and second chrominance light beams are red and
blue emissions, respectively, from said red and blue devices.

12. A camera as claimed in claim 11 wherein said lumi-
nancelight is a weighted combination of the red and green
emissions.

13. A camera as claimed in claim 10 further comprising a
plurality of memory units coupled to said image sensor for
separately storing the luminance and chrominance image
components.

14. A camera as claimed in:claim 10 wherein said image
sensor comprises an array of photosites arranged in rows and
columns, and said luminance image componentis obtained
from substantially all the photosites and the chrominance
image componentsare obtained by binning together selected
rows and/or columns of photosites to produce a lesser
number of pixel values, whereby the chrominance image
components are captured at a lower spatial resolution than
the luminance image components.

15. A camera as claimed in claim 10 or 14 further

comprising means for reading each chrominance image
component from said memory unit a plurality of times while
spatially shifting the chrominance image components to
compensate for motion of the luminance image component.
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16. A camera as claimed in claim 10 or 11 wherein a

correct exposure Icvel for the subject is obtained by varying
an illumination period of at least one of said luminance and
chrominance light beams.

17. A camera as claimed in claim 16 wherein the lumi-

nance and chrominance image components represent frames
read out from said image sensor, and the correct exposure
level for the subject is obtained by further varying a frame
readout period of the sensor,

18. An electronic color sequential camera, comprising:
a plurality of light sources arranged to sequentially i!lu-

minate a subject;
means for activating at least two of said light sources

within the same time to generale a luminance light
beam and selected ones of said light sources indepen-
dently to generateat least first and second chrominance
light beams, the luminance and chrominance light
beams being generated in a predetermined sequence;
and

an image sensor arranged to receive the luminance and
chrominancelight beamsreficcted from the subject and
to generate therefrom a color sequential signal com-
prising a sequence of luminance and chrominance
image components, said image sensor comprising an
array of photosites arranged in rows and columns from
which said luminance image component is obtained
from substantially all the photosites and the chromi-
nance image components are obtained by binning
together selected rows and/or columnsof photosites to
produce a lesser number of pixcl valucs, whereby the :
chrominance image componentsare captured at a lower
spatial resolution than the luminance image compo-
nents.

19, A camera as claimed in claim 18 wherein said light
sources include red, green, and blue light emitting devices,
and wherein the luminance light beam is a combination of
red and green emissions from said red and green devices and
the first and second chrominance light beams are red and
blue emissions, respectively, from said red and blue devices.

20. A camera as claimed in claim 18 wherein said lumi-

nancelight is a weighted combination of the red and green
emissions.

21. A cameraas claimed in claim 18 further comprising a
plurality of memory units coupled to said image sensor for
separately storing the luminance and chrominance image
components.

22. A camera as claimed in claim 18 wherein said prede-
termined sequence of light beams includes a scquence of
luminancelight beams separated by an alternating sequence
of either first or second chrominance light beams, and said
image sensor generates a color sequential signal comprising
a sequence of luminance image components separated by an
alternating sequence of chrominance image components,
whereby the chrominance image componentsare captured at
a lower temporal rate than the luminance image compo-nents.

23. A camera as claimed in claim 21 further comprising
meansfor reading each chrominance image component from
said memory unit a plurality of times while spatially shifting
the chrominance image components to compensate for
motion of the luminance image component.

24. A camera as claimed in claim 18 or 19 wherein a

correct exposure level for the subject is obtained by varying
an illumination period of at least one of said luminance and
chrominance light beams.

25, A camera as claimed in claim 24 wherein the lumi-

nance and chrominance image components represent frames
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read out from said image sensor, and the correct exposure
level for the subject is obtained by further varying a frame
readout period of the sensor.

26. A color sequential video camcra, comprising:
a plurality of light sources arranged to sequentially illu-

minate a subject;
meansfor activating a) two or more ofsaid light sources

within the same time to generate a luminance light
beam and b) selected ones of said light sources inde-
pendently to generate at least first and second chromi-
nance light beams, the luminance and chrominance
light beams being generated in a predetermined
sequence;

an image sensor arranged to receive the luminance and
chrominance light beamsreflected from the subject and
to generate therefrom a sequence of luminance and
chrominance image signais; and

a plurality of memory units coupled to said image sensor
for separately storing the luminance and chrominance
image signals.

27, A camera as claimed in claim 26 wherein said prede-
termined sequence of light beams includes a sequence of
luminancelight beams separated by an alternating sequence
of either first or second chrominance light beams, whereby
said image sensor generates a sequence of luminancesignals
derived from the luminance beams separated by an alternat-
ing sequence of chrominance image signals derived from
either the first or second chrominance beams.

28. A camera as claimed in claim 26 wherein said image
sensor is an array of photosites arranged in rows and
columns, and wherein said luminance signal is obtained
from substantially all the photosites and the chrominance
imagesignals are obtained by binning togetherselected rows
and/or columnsof photosites to produce a lesser number of
pixel values.

29, A color sequential video imaging system, comprising:

a plurality of differently-colorcd light sources forillumi-
nating a subject;

an optical section for collecting light from said sources
reflected from the subject;

a solid state image sensor positioned for receiving the
reflected light collected by said optical section; and

a timing section for driving two or more ofsaid light
sources within the same time to provide luminance-
weighted light and for independently driving selected
ones of said light sources to provide at least first and
second chrominance-weighted lights, said timing sec-
tion further driving said image sensor to provide a
luminance image signal and first and second chromi-
nance image signals in correspondenceto the incidence
of luminance and chrominance light upon said sensor.

30. A color sequential video imaging system, comprising:
a plurality of light sources for sequentially illuminating a

subject with a plurality of differently-colored light
beams;

an optical section for collecting light reflected from the
subject;

a solid slate image sensor positioned for receiving the
reflected light collected by said optical section and for
generating a sequence of image signals; and

a timing section for driving two or more of said light
sources within the same time to provide a luminance-
weighted light beam and for independently driving
selected ones of said light sources to provide at least
first and second chrominance-weighted light beams,
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said timing section further driving said image sensorto
provide a luminance image signal andfirst and second
chrominance image signals in correspondence to the
incidence of the luminance and chrominance light
beams upon said sensor.

31. A color sequential video camera, comprising:
a plurality of light sources arranged to sequentially illu-

minate 2 subject;
an image sensor arranged to receive light reflected from

the subject and to generate therefrom a sequence of
image signals; and

means for sequentially energizing a) two or more of said
light sources within the same time to generate a lumi-
nance-weighted beam oflight, and b) selected ones of ,
said light sources independently to generateatleastfirst
and second chrominance beamsof light, whereby said
image sensor correspondingly generates a sequence of
luminance and chrominance image signals.

32. A camera as claimed in claim 31 whercin said sequen-
tially energizing means generates a sequence of Juminance-
weighted beams of light separated by an alternating
sequence of either first or second chrominance beams of
light, whereby said image sensor generates a sequence of
luminance signals separated by an alternating sequence of
chrominance image signals derived from either the first or
second chrominance beamsoflight.

33. A camera as claimed in claim 32 wherein said light
sources are red, green, and bluc light sources, and wherein
said sequentially energizing means generates the luminance-
weighted beam from a combinationofat least red and green
beams and the chrominance beams from red or blue beams.

34, An electronic color sequential camera, comprising:

a plurality of color light sources arranged to sequentially
illuminate a subject;

means for activating said light sources to generate a
plurality of light beams in a predetermined sequence;

an image sensor arranged to receive the light beams
reflected from the subject and to generate therefrom a
color sequential signal comprising a sequence of image
frame components;

an exposure level determination section for determining
an illumination level of the light beamsreflected from
the subject; and

a timing section for reading out the image frame compo-
nents from said image sensor during a predetermined
readout period according to a predetermined framerate
for normal illumination levels, wherein said timing
section reduces the frame rate responsive to said expo-
sure level determination section for low illumination

levels such that, for low illumination levels, the period
during which the light sources are illuminating the
sensor is made longer than the readout period.

35. A camera as claimed in claim 34 wherein said light
sources include red, green, and blue light emitting devices,
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and wherein a luminance light beam is generated from a
combination of red and green emissions from said red and
green devices and first and second chrominancelight beams
are generated from red and blue emissions, respectively,
from said red and blue devices,

36. A camera as claimed in claim 35 wherein said lumi-

nancelight is a weighted combination of the red and green
emissions.

37. A camera as claimed in claim 35 further comprising a
plurality of memory units coupled to said image sensor for
separately storing the luminance and chrominance image
components.

38. A camera as claimed in claim 37 wherein said prede-
termined sequence of light beams includes a sequence of
luminance light beams separated by an alternating sequence
of either first or second chrominance light beams, and said
image sensor generates a color sequential signal comprising
a sequence of luminance image components separated by an
alternating sequence of chrominance image components,
whereby the chrominance image components are captured at
a lower temporal rate than the luminance image compo-
nents.

39. A camera as claimed in claim 38 wherein said image
sensor comprises an array ofphotosites arranged in rows and
columns, and said luminance image componentis obtained
from substantially all the photosites and the chrominance
image components are obtained by binning togetherselected
rows and/or columns of photosites to produce a lesser
number of pixel valucs, whereby the chrominance image
components are captured at a lower spatial resolution than
the luminance image components.

40. A camera as claimed in claim 37 or 38 further

comprising means for reading each chrominance image
component from said memory unit a plurality of times while
spatially shifting the chrominance image components to
compensate for motion of the luminance image component.

41. An electronic color camera comprising:
an image sensor arrangedto receivelight reflected from a

subject and io generate therefrom a color signal com-
prising color components;

an exposure level determination section for determining
an illumination level of the light reflected from the
subject; and

a timing section for reading out the signal comprising
color components from said image sensor during a
predetermined readout period according to a predeter-
mined frame rate for normal illumination levels,
wherein, said timing section reduces the frame rate
responsive to said exposure level determination section
for low illumination levels such that, for low illumi-
nation levels, the period during which the light is
illuminating the sensor is made longer than the readout
period.
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5,440,343 
1. 

MOTION/STILL ELECTRONIC IMAGE SENSING 
APPARATUS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The invention relates generally to an electronic imag 

ing system. More specifically, the invention relates to an 
electronic imaging system for capturing images in both 
a motion mode and a still mode, wherein the electronic 
imaging system captures medium resolution motion 
images at a standard frame rate and high resolution still 
images at a much lower frame rate. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Motion/still electronic imaging systems including the 
capability of recording analog motion images and digi 
tal still images on the same recording medium, for ex 
ample 8 mm or VHS format magnetic tape, have re 
cently been developed by a number of manufacturers. 
The motion/still camcorders currently available record 
motion images in the same manner as conventional 
motion only video recording cameras. In order to re 
cord still images, the user activates an operator control 
to switch to a "still” mode of operation in which image 
data generated from the systems electronic image sen 
sor is temporarily stored in a digital memory for subse 
quent recording onto videotape. 

Conventional motion/still camcorders utilize the 
same type of NTSC resolution interlaced electronic 
image sensors originally developed for motion only 
electronic camera systems. Although the conventional 
image sensors provide sufficient data to produce rela 
tively low resolution analog NTSC signals, the image 
sensors are not capable of generating still images having 
the high resolution associated with high quality elec 
tronic still imaging systems. Some current electronic 
still imaging systems, for example, are capable of re 
cording over one thousand lines of image information, 
while only 480 lines of image information are required 
for one frame of an NTSC video signal. 
Of course, a high definition television (HDTV) elec 

tronic image sensor could be used in a motion/still cam 
corder to directly obtain high resolution still images and 
HDTV motion images, but downconversion would be 
required to obtain NTSC motion images. In such a case, 
the electronic image sensor must be capable of operat 
ing at pixel data rates of greater than 50M pixels/- 
second. Electronic image sensors capable of operating 
at such high pixel data rates, however, are typically 
very costly to produce and have much higher power 
consumption rates than conventional NTSC compatible 
SeaSOS. 

In view of the above, it is an object of the invention 
to provide an electronic imaging system that is capable 
of producing NTSC motion images and high resolution 
still images. It is a further object of the invention to 
provide an electronic image sensor for the electronic 
imaging system, which can be operated in a low resolu 
tion mode to provide NTSC resolution motion scenes at 
the standard thirty frames/second rate, and operated in 
a high resolution mode to provide high resolution still 
images at slower framerates. It is a still further object of 
the invention to provide an electronic image sensor, as 
described above, that is less expensive to produce and 
has lower power consumption requirements than 
HDTV electronic image sensors. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention provides an electronic imaging system 
that records both motion and still video images. In a 
motion mode of operation, the electronic imaging sys 
tem records NTSC resolution images at a standard 
thirty frame per second rate. In a still mode of opera 
tion, the electronic imaging system records megapixel 
resolution still images at a much lower frame rate. 
The electronic imaging system utilizes an electronic 

image sensor that includes an array of photosensitive 
picture element sites, or “pixels' which collect photo 
generated charge packets. Each charge packet is a pixel 
image signal. Image signals are generated from all of the 
pixels in the still mode of operation. In the motion mode 
of operation, however, the image signals generated 
from certain selected pixels are discarded or combined 
with the signals from nearby pixels in order to generate 
images at thirty frames per second while using a stan 
dard video rate output pixel clock (approximately 12 
MHz) instead of an HDTV rate pixel clock (>50 
MHz). The electronic image sensor incorporates col 
umn selective fast dump "charge clearing' structures 
and column selective "charge parking' structures. The 
charge clearing structures are used to selectively dis 
card the signal charge from certain color pixels. The 
charge parking structures are used to sum the charge 
from non-adjacent vertical pixels. The architecture of 
the electronic image sensor also allows different image 
aspect ratios to be provided for the motion and still 
modes described above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will be described in greater detail with 
reference to the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic imaging 
system in accordance with the invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates an image pixel site of the type incor 
porated in the electronic image sensor shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a charge clearing structure of the 
type incorporated in the electronic image sensor shown 
in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 illustrates a first embodiment of the electronic 
image sensor shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 illustrates the use of a different color filter 
array with the electronic image sensor structure shown 
in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 illustrates a charge parking structure utilized 

in a second embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 7 illustrates an electronic image sensor in accor 

dance with a second embodiment of the invention that 
utilizes the charge parking structure illustrated in FIG. 
6 and the charge clearing structure illustrated in FIG.3; 
FIG. 8 illustrates a third embodiment of the invention 

that incorporates aspect ratio conversion; 
FIG. 9 illustrates a fourth embodiment of the inven 

tion that incorporates aspect ratio conversion; 
FIGS. 10-12 illustrate three methods of creating 

column selectable "charge clearing' structures using 2 
CCD phases per row; and 

FIG. 13 illustrates a "charge clearing structure using 
1 CCD phase per row. 
DETALED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 

EMBODMENTS 

A motion/still electronic imaging system according 
to the invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The imaging 
system includes an optical system 10, a motion/still 
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electronic image sensor 12, a camera control processor 
unit 14, signal processing electronics 15, a recording 
unit 16, and an operator control unit 18, which includes 
a mode selection switch 20 and a record or "shutter' 
control switch 22. An optional flash unit may also be 
incorporated in the structure of the imaging system or 
as an accessory item. The optical system 10 of the illus 
trated embodiment includes a lens 24, and an adjustable 
aperture 26, which are controlled by the camera control 
processor unit 14. It will be understood that the inven 
tion is not limited to the use of illustrated optical system 
10, but is also applicable to imaging systems using any 
type of known optical system, including those using 
fixed apertures and systems that utilize mechanical shut 
ter devices. 

In operation, a user places the mode switch 20 in a 
"motion' mode position and depresses the record 
switch 22 to record motion images. The camera control 
processor unit 14 controls the operation of the elec 
tronic image sensor 12, the signal processing electronics 
15, and the recording unit 16 in order to record the 
output of the electronic image sensor. The recording 
unit 16 preferably includes a digital magnetic tape re 
cording unit, so that the processed sensor output signal 
is recorded on a magnetic tape located in the recording 
unit 16 as an NTSC resolution video image sequence 
until the record switch 22 is released. To record a still 
image, the user places the mode switch 20 into the 
"still” mode position, so that a high resolution still 
image is captured and recorded by the recording unit 16 
each time the record switch 16 is depressed. The re 
cording unit 16 preferably includes digital memory 
means for storing the still images (for example Flash 
EPROM memory cards) in addition to the magnetic 
tape recording unit, although the still images can also be 
stored on tape if desired. 
The electronic image sensor 12 includes a row and 

column array of pixels that generate signal in response 
to the amount of radiation incident thereon and at least 
one horizontal output register. A conventional color 
filter array (not shown) is provided so that selected 
pixel sites generate image signals corresponding to red, 
green and blue color components. In addition to the 
photosensitive pixels, the electronic image sensor in 
cludes column selective “charge clearing' structures 
and column selective “charge parking' structures. The 
charge clearing structures are used to selectively dis 
card the signal charge from certain pixels, while the 
charge parking structures are used to add the charge 
from non-adjacent vertical pixels. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a top view of one photosensitive 

pixel of the type included in the array of the electronic 
image sensor 12. The pixel is of conventional construc 
tion, and is preferably of the type incorporated in the 
KAI-1001 interline image sensor manufactured by the 
Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N.Y. The de 
sign and operation of this image sensor is described in 
"KAI-1001 series Megapixel Interline CCD Image Sen 
sor Performance Specification, ' Rev. 1 April 1993, 
available, from the Microelectronics Technology Divi 
sion of Eastman Kodak Company, and in "A 1 Mega 
pixel, Progressive-Scan Image Sensor with Anti-bloom 
ing Control and Lag-Free Operation' by E. G. Stevens, 
et al., IEEE Trans. Electron Devices, Vol. 38, May 
1991, both of which are incorporated by reference 
herein. The 9x9 micron pixel site includes a photodi 
ode 30, a transfer gate 32 and a two-phase CCD register 
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4 
34. The operation of the photosite is well known in the 
art and need not be discussed in great detail. 
FIG. 3 illustrates a top view of one of the charge 

clearing structures incorporated in the electronic image 
sensor 12. The charge clearing structures are located in 
selected columns of at least one row of vertical transfer 
registers located between the two-dimensional array of 
photosites and a horizontal output register of the elec 
tronic image sensor 12 as will be described in greater 
detail below. The charge clearing structure includes a 
fast dump gate 36 and a drain 38 located adjacent to the 
CCD register 34. The fast dump gate 36, when acti 
vated, permits charge being transferred in the CCD 
register 34 to be dumped to the drain 38. The drain 38 
may be a separate electrode, as shown in FIG. 11, or, as 
shown in FIG. 10, it may contact a polysilicon and a 
metal drain line connected via a bond wire to an exter 
nal control pin on the sensor package, which is held at 
an appropriate potential so as to drain the charge from 
CCD register 34. 
FIGS. 10-12 show different charge clearing struc 

tures using one true two-phase CCD cell per row. It is 
also possible to use charge clearing structures having 
only one of the two CCD cells per row. This reduces 
the number of vertical transfer required to transfer the 
first line of charge from the photosensitive pixel array 
to the horizontal readout register. FIG. 10 illustrates the 
use of a surface-channel, fast-dump gate (VT)0) so that 
the drain may be connected to the gate, thereby saving 
a pin. FIG. 11 shows a structure providing a separate 
gate and drain electrode, as would be required for a 
buried-channel, fast-dump gate (VT)0). FIG. 12 shows 
a charge-clearing structure of a vertical type wherein 
the drain 38 lies below the gate (the n-type substrate). 
FIG. 13 shows a charge-clearing structure similar to 
that of FIG. 11, except that the gate 1 row charge clear 
ing structure is adjacent to phase one of a two phase 
CCD cell, and the gate 2 row charge clearing structure 
is adjacent to phase two of the same CCD cells whereas 
in FIG. 11, each charge clearing structure is adjacent to 
a two phase CCD cell. 
A preferred image sensor architecture incorporating 

photosensitive pixels of the type illustrated in FIG. 2 
and charge clearing structures of the type illustrated in 
FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 4. For purposes of simplifica 
tion, an array 40 of image pixel sites is shown having 
just four image lines, although it will be understood that 
any number of image lines of any desirable length may 
be employed. The four image lines are separated from a 
horizontal output register 42 by four rows of vertical 
transfer registers 44, wherein each row of vertical trans 
fer registers 44 includes at least one charge clearing 
structure 46 and a plurality of normal or conventional 
vertical transfer stages 48. The charge clearing struc 
tures 46 in each row of vertical transfer registers 44 are 
respectively controlled by "gate 1', 'gate 2', "gate 3” 
and "gate 4” signals supplied by the camera control 
processor unit 14 illustrated in FIG. 1. The image pixel 
sites are arranged in accordance with a Bayer color 
filter array pattern as described in U.S. Pat. 3,971,065, 
"Color Imaging Array' by B. E. Bayer, assigned to 
Eastman Kodak Co. and incorporated herein by refer 
ence, with green photosites arranged in a checkerboard 
pattern and red and blue pixels arranged on alternate 
lines. The horizontal output register 42 includes a first 
horizontal transfer register 50 for green image pixel 
signals and a second horizontal transfer register 52 for 
red and blue image pixel signals. 
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In operation, signal charge packets from each of the 
lines of photoactive pixels are clocked through the four 
rows of vertical transfer registers 44 including the 
charge clearing structures 46. When a given line is 
clocked from the imaging array into the "gate 1' row of 5 
vertical transfer registers 44, for example, the signal 
charge from the first and fifth columns of the line is 
transferred to the drains 38 of the charge clearing struc 
tures 46 if the gate 1 signal is activated. In all other 
columns of the line (for example columns 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) 
the signal charge is unaffected. If the gate 1 signal is 
turned off, the charge clearing structures 46 in the gate 
1 row of vertical transfer registers 44 are disabled, and 
the signal charge packets transferred from the array 40 
to the gate 1 row are unaffected. By incorporating four 
"charge clearing” rows having charge clearing struc 
tures 46 offset in different columns, it is possible to 
eliminate all of the signal charge packets from a given 
image line by turning on the "clear” signals as the line of 
image pixel signals passes through the gate 1, gate 2, 
gate 3 and gate 4 vertical transfer rows 44. 

In a still mode of operation, all of the charge clearing 
structures 46 are disabled, thereby allowing all of the 
signal charge packets to be clocked into the horizontal 
output register 42. The green image pixel signals are 
subsequently clocked out of the first horizontal transfer 
register 50 and the red and blue image pixel signals are 
clocked out of the second horizontal transfer register 
52. The color filter array pattern is designed to provide 
the best image possible in the high resolution still mode 
of operation. 
An NTSC resolution image is obtained in a motion 

mode of operation by selectively activating the charge 
clearing structures 46. As line one of the image passes 
through the vertical transfer registers 44, gate 1 is 
turned off, but gate 2, gate 3 and gate 4 are turned on. 
Thus, only the red image pixel signals associated with 
every other odd column, i.e. columns 1, 5, 9, etc., are 
transferred to the horizontal output register 42. The 
image pixel signals representing the green pixels and the 
alternate red pixels of line one are drained off by the 
activated charge clearing structures 46. In order to read 
out image line 2, the gate 4 signal is turned off and the 
other three signals are turned on, thus passing every 
other blue image pixel signal to the horizontal output 
register 42. Following the transfer of the blue image 
pixel signals, the second horizontal transfer register is 
clocked once to put the blue pixels in their proper loca 
tion. All of the green image pixel signals for the third 
image line are kept by deactivating all of the charge 
clearing structures 46 as the third image line is clocked 
through the rows of vertical transfer registers 44. The 
fourth line of image pixel signals can either be elimi 
nated by turning on all four gate signals or can also be 
passed to the first horizontal transfer register 50 and 
summed with the green pixels from the other image 
lines. The next field of the NTSC signal is "staggered” 
vertically by shifting the sampling by two lines in the 
vertical direction. 

FIG. 5 shows how the same basic image sensor archi 
tecture illustrated in FIG. 4 can be used with a different 
color filter array pattern, for example a "3G 'non-inter 
laced striped CFA, as described in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,663,661 "Single Sensor Color Video Camera with 
blurring filter' by J. S. Weldy and S. H. Kristy, as 
signed to Eastman Kodak Company and incorporated 
herein by reference, to generate an NTSC signal. In this 
example, the red and blue image pixel signals are 
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6 
clocked into the horizontal output register 42 by turn 
ing off the gate 1 signal and turning on the gate 2, gate 
3 and gate 4 signals. The second horizontal transfer 
register 52 is clocked twice before summing. The third 
and fourth image lines are clocked into and summed in 
the horizontal output register by turning off the gate 2 
and gate 4 signals and turning on the gate 1 and gate 3 
signals. The fourth image lines can alternatively be 
discarded by turning on the gate 2 and gate 4 signals. As 
in the case illustrated in FIG.4, a still mode of operation 
is obtained by deactivating all of the gate signals. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, a charge "parking” or stor 
age structure 58 is shown including a storage site 54 and 
a transfer gate or region 56 located adjacent to the CCD 
register 34. The charge parking structure 58 is used in 
conjunction with the charge clearing structure 46 de 
scribed above in a second embodiment of the invention. 
In operation, the transfer region 56 of the charge park 
ing structure 58 is activated to transfer a signal charge 
packet from the CCD register 34 to the storage site 54. 
The storage site 54 can be used to sum signals from 
different non-adjacent rows of the array of pixels. 
The charge is stored by setting the channel potential 

of the storage site 54 to a higher potential than the 
transfer region 56, which is likewise at a higher channel 
potential than the adjacent CCD register 34. To later 
sum the stored charge with a non-adjacent row of 
charge which has been shifted into CCD register 34, the 
channel potential of the CCD register 34 must be 
brought higher than that of the transfer region 56, 
which must be higher than that of the storage site 54. 
Otherwise, during readout of CCD register 34, the 
transfer region 56 is brought to a lower channel poten 
tial than in CCD register 34 or the storage site 54 to 
create a barrier and prevent the transfer of charge be 
tween them. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an electronic image sensor in accor 
dance with a second embodiment of the invention. The 
image sensor is shown having four image lines and two 
rows of vertical transfer registers 60 which include both 
charge clearing structures 46 and charge parking struc 
tures 58. As in the structure illustrated in FIG. 5, elec 
tronic image sensor also includes a horizontal output 
register 42 having first and second horizontal transfer 
registers 50, 52 as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. 

In operation, the charge clearing structure 58 loca 
tion in column four of the gate 2 row, for example, 
allows the blue pixel values from image line one and 
image line three to be summed, even though there is a 
green pixel value between these two blue values. To 
obtain an NTSC resolution image, image lines 1 and 2 
are clocked into the gate 1 and gate 2 rows. In the gate 
2 row, the image line 1 blue pixel values from columns 
4, 8, etc. are parked or stored while the green pixels and 
the remaining blue pixels are cleared discarded. In the 
gate 1 row, the green pixels and alternate red pixels are 
parked while the remaining red pixels are discarded or 
cleared. Image lines three and four are subsequently 
clocked into the gate 1 and gate 2 rows. In the gate 2 
row, the line 3 blue pixel values from columns 4, 8 etc. 
are summed with the line one blue pixel values, while 
the green pixels and the remaining blue pixels are 
cleared. In the gate 1 row, the line 4 red pixel values 
from columns three and seven etc are cleared, while the 
green pixels and the remaining red pixels are summed 
with the values in the charge parking registers. Finally, 
the image pixel signals are transferred into the horizon 
tal output register. 
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One additional problem with NTSC motion/still 
systems is that it may be desirable to use different image 
aspect ratios for the motion and still modes. For exam 
ple, NTSC uses a 4:3 aspect ratio image, while the re 
quirement for high resolution stills may be a 3:2 aspect 
ratio as utilized, for example, in the Kodak Photo CD 
System. The electronic image sensor is therefore re 
quired to have a 1024x1536 image array to provide a 
3:2 aspect ration, while for the NTSC mode, it might be 
desirable to use only 960x1280 pixels from the elec 
tronic image sensor to provide a 4:3 aspect ratio image. 
A method of facilitating the readout of different as 

pect ratio images is shown in FIG. 8. The structure 
shown in FIG. 8 utilizes 256 "aspect ratio charge clear 
ing” structures 46 of the type shown in FIG. 3 placed 
in the end of at least one row of the vertical transfer 
registers 44, between the image array 40 containing the 
photosensitive pixels, and the horizontal output register 
48. When activated by a signal supplied by the camera 
control processor unit 14, the aspect ratio charge clear 
ing structures 46 eliminate the signals from the columns 
at the left side of the image array 40 as the image lines 
are clocked out. As a result, the horizontal output regis 
ter 48 does not receive charge from these columns. 

It should be noted that there is insufficient time to 
clock out all of the 256 extra pixels at the end of each 
NTSC image line, so that charge from these extra pixels 
would end up at the right hand side of the horizontal 
readout register 48 without the use of the aspect ratio 
charge clearing structures 46. In such a case, this 
charge would be added to the right side of the next new 
line of the image causing a serious artifact. The aspect 
ratio charge clearing structures 46 eliminate the signals 
from these pixels so that the next image line contains 
only the proper signal charge, namely, only the 1280 
horizontal pixels needed to be clocked out. 
A second embodiment that compensates for the dif 

ferences in aspect ratios is shown in FIG. 9. The second 
structure utilizes a second auxiliary horizontal output 
register 49. The second horizontal output register 49 is 
centered in the middle of the image array 40 and has 256 
fewer elements than the normal horizontal output regis 
ter 48. Aspect ratio charge clearing structures 46 are 
used to dispose of the charge in the first and last 128 
columns of the image array which are not used in the 
NTSC readout mode. 
The invention has been described with reference to 

certain preferred embodiments thereof. It will be under 
stood, however, that modifications and variations are 
possible within the scope of the appended claims. For 
example, the aspect ratio charge clearing structures 
need not be located within the same row of vertical 
transfer registers, but can be located in several rows if 
desired. 

INDUSTRIAL UTILITY 

The invention can be utilized in electronic imaging 
systems to permit high resolution still images to be 
produced at low frame rates, while also allowing stan 
dard NTSC motion image signals to be produced by the 
same system. The invention is particularly applicable to 
commercial camcorder devices. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic image sensor comprising: 
a row and column array of photosensitive pixels for 

generating image pixel signals in response to inci 
dent radiation; a horizontal output register; and 
vertical transfer means for transferring the image 
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pixel signals generated by the photosensitive pixels 
to the horizontal output register; 

wherein the vertical transfer means includes pixel 
dumping means for selectively preventing the 
image pixel signals generated in at least one of the 
columns of each row of the array of photosensitive 
pixels from being transferred to the horizontal out 
put register; 

wherein the vertical transfer means includes a row 
and column array of vertical transfer registers and 
the pixel dumping means includes a plurality of 
charge clearing structures in each row of vertical 
transfer registers; and 

wherein the charge clearing structures of each row of 
vertical transfer registers are offset in different 
columns from the charge clearing structures of all 
other rows of vertical transfer registers. 

2. The electronic image sensor of claim 1, wherein the 
vertical transfer means further comprises charge park 
ing means for temporarily storing signal charge from at 
least one of the columns of each row of the array of 
photosensitive pixels, wherein signal charge packets 
from multiple rows of the array are summed in the 
charge parking means. 

3. The electronic image sensor of claim 1, wherein the 
horizontal output register includes first and second 
horizontal transfer registers. 

4. The electronic image sensor of claim 1, further 
comprising an auxiliary horizontal output register, 
wherein the auxiliary horizontal output register has a 
shorter line length than the horizontal output register. 

5. The electronic image sensor of claim 4, wherein the 
horizontal output register and the auxiliary horizontal 
output register each include first and second horizontal 
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transfer registers. 
6. The electronic image sensor of claim 1, wherein the 

row and column array of vertical transfer registers 
comprises at least four rows. 

7. An electronic imaging system comprising: 
an electronic imaging sensor; an optical system for 
imaging scene light onto the electronic imaging 
sensor; a camera control processor coupled to the 
electronic imaging sensor; an operator control unit 
coupled to the camera control processor; and an 
image data storage unit coupled to the output of the 
electronic imaging sensor; 

wherein the camera control processor controls the 
electronic imaging sensor to operate in either a still 
image mode or a motion image mode in response to 
a mode signal received from the operator control 
unit; 

wherein the electronic imaging sensor comprises a 
row and column array of photosensitive pixels for 
generating image pixel signals in response to inci 
dent radiation, a horizontal output register, and 
vertical transfer means for transferring the image 
pixel signals generated by the photosensitive pixels 
to the horizontal output register, said vertical trans 
fermeans including pixel dumping means for selec 
tively preventing the image pixel signals generated 
in at least one of the columns of each row of the 
array of photosensitive pixels from being trans 
ferred to the horizontal output register; 

wherein the vertical transfer means includes a row 
and column array of vertical transfer registers and 
the pixel dumping means includes a plurality of 
charge clearing structures in each row of vertical 
transfer registers; and 
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wherein the charge clearing structures of each row of 
vertical transfer registers are offset in different 
columns from the charge clearing structures of all 
other rows of vertical transfer registers. 

8. The electronic imaging system of claim 7, wherein 
the vertical transfer means further comprises charge 
parking means for temporarily storing signals from at 1 
least one of the columns of each row of the array of 
pixels, wherein signals from multiple rows of the array 
are summed in said charge parking means. 
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9. The electronic imaging system of claim 7, wherein 

the horizontal output register includes first and second 
horizontal transfer registers. 

10. The electronic imaging system of claim 7, further 
comprising an auxiliary horizontal output register, 
wherein the auxiliary horizontal output register has a 
shorter line length than the horizontal output register. 

11. The electronic imaging system of claim 10, 
wherein the horizontal output register and the auxiliary 

0 horizontal output register each include first and second 
horizontal transfer registers. 

12. The electronic imaging system of claim 7, 
wherein the row and column array of vertical transfer 
registers comprises at least four rows. 
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(54)  Method  and  apparatus  for  providing  interlaced  images  from  a  progressive  scan  sensor  in  an 
electronic  camera 

(57)  Interlaced  images  are  generated  in  an  elec- 
tronic  camera  from  a  progressive  scan  sensor  (20) 
employing  a  mosaic  color  filter  array  pattern.  A  timing 
and  control  section  (27)  operates  the  camera  in  two 
modes,  including  a  high  quality  progressive  scan  still 
mode  for  capture  of  still  images  and  a  pseudo-interlaced 
video  resolution  mode  for  driving  a  color  viewfinder  dis- 
play  (10).  In  the  latter  mode,  the  timing  and  control  sec- 
tion  (27)  enables  a  fast  dump  structure  (72)  on  the  sensor 
(20)  to  eliminate  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image 
charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge  that 
are  transferred  to  its  horizontal  register  (70)  for  readout, 
thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines  suitable  for  inter- 
laced  readout.  More  specifically,  the  mosaic  pattern  of 
the  colorf  ilter  array  is  preserved  in  the  interlaced  readout 
for  faithful  color  reproduction  on  the  viewfinder  display 
(10). 
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Description 

FIELD  OF  THE  INVENTION 

The  invention  pertains  to  method  and  apparatus  for  s 
providing  interlaced  images  from  a  progressive  scan 
sensor  in  an  electronic  camera,  and,  more  particularly, 
to  providing  interlaced  video  motion  images  from  a  pro- 
gressive  scan  sensor  used  in  an  electronic  camera  that 
also  produces  high  quality  still  images.  10 

BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION 

It  is  known  to  alter  scanning  lines  in  order  to  relate 
the  video  motion  images  applied  to  a  monitor  to  the  man-  is 
ner  in  which  an  image  sensor  is  driven  for  other  pur- 
poses.  For  instance,  U.S.  Patent  No.  4,928,137 
(Kinoshita)  shows  a  still  video  sensing  apparatus  of  the 
type  that  utilizes  conventional  NTSC  video  timing  for 
image  recording.  The  sensing  apparatus  includes  an  20 
electronic  monitor  having  a  number  of  scanning  lines 
fewer  than  the  vertical  picture  elements  of  the  image  sen- 
sor.  A  driving  circuit  produces  a  non-interlaced  output  in 
the  monitor  mode  by  reading  fewer  scanning  lines  in  the 
monitor  mode  than  in  an  image  sensing  mode.  The  25 
reduction  of  lines  is  obtained  by  summing  charge  in  adja- 
cent  lines  or  by  inhibiting  transfer  of  alternate  fields.  This 
technique  is  particularly  useful  in  operating  a  mono- 
chrome  sensor,  or  in  driving  a  monochrome  viewfinder. 

Progressive  scan  image  sensors,  such  as  the  Kodak  30 
model  KAI-0310CM  imager,  have  been  developed  for 
high  quality  color  electronic  cameras.  This  sensor  has 
approximately  480  active  lines,  and  approximately  640 
active  pixels  per  line.  A  progressive  scan  sensor  provides 
a  higher  quality  still  image  than  an  interlaced  sensor,  35 
since  all  lines  are  captured  during  the  same  interval  of 
time.  However,  reading  out  an  image  from  a  progressive 
scan  image  sensor  normally  requires  a  clock  rate  of 
approximately  twice  that  used  with  an  interlaced  image 
sensor,  if  the  image  is  to  be  read  out  in  the  same  period  40 
of  time.  For  example,  an  NTSC  format  interlaced  image 
sensor  with  480  lines  and  640  pixels  per  line  requires  a 
clock  rate  of  approximately  12.2  MHz  to  read  out  the  640 
lines  in  the  52.4  mSec  NTSC  standard  active  line  time, 
which  provides  a  field  rate  of  1/60  second.  Since  a  pro-  45 
gressive  scan  sensor,  like  the  model  KAI-0310CM 
imager,  must  read  out  twice  as  many  lines  per  field,  it 
must  use  a  clock  rate  of  about  24  mHz  to  read  out  all  480 
lines  in  1/60  second.  This  higher  clock  rate  requires  more 
expensive  clock  drivers,  analog  processing,  and  A/D  so 
conversion  than  interlaced  sensors  require. 

One  way  to  decrease  the  clock  rate  is  to  combine 
lines  of  charge  from  the  image  sensor.  For  example,  if 
the  image  sensor  is  monochrome  or  the  sensor  columns 
are  of  the  same  color  (i.e.,  a  stripe  color  filter  array),  this  55 
can  be  done  by  summing  two  lines  into  the  horizontal 
readout  register,  thus  providing  an  interlaced  output  sig- 
nal,  if  the  summing  is  staggered  by  1  line  on  alternate 
fields.  Such  a  technique  is  useful  in  an  electronic  camera 

employing  a  viewfinder  display  which  is  used  to  compose 
the  images  (via  a  relatively  low  quality  "motion"  mode) 
before  they  are  captured  (in  a  much  higher  quality  still 
mode).  However,  it  is  not  possible  to  provide  a  color 
image  from  mosaic  or  "checker-board"  color  filter  arrays 
using  this  technique,  since  the  different  color  pixels  will 
be  summed  together. 

It  is  further  possible  to  alter  scanning  lines  by  incor- 
porating  a  selective  charge  clearing  structure  on  the  sen- 
sor.  For  instance,  in  Serial  Number  08/203,237,  entitled 
"Motion/Still  Electronic  Image  Sensing  Apparatus,"  (filed 
February  28,  1  994  on  behalf  of  the  same  assignee  as 
the  present  application),  charge  clearing  or  "storage" 
structures  are  used  to  selectively  discard  the  signal 
charge  from  certain  color  pixels  or  to  combine  the  signal 
charge  from  nearby  pixels  to  generate  images  at  thirty 
frames  per  second  while  using  a  standard  video  rate  out- 
put  pixel  clock  instead  of  an  HDTV  rate  pixel  clock.  In  this 
way  the  same  sensor  can  be  used  to  generate  both 
motion  and  still  images  for  recording.  Elimination  of 
charge  can  also  produce  an  interlaced  output  for  a  mon- 
ochrome  sensor  if  the  pixels  which  are  eliminated  are 
whole  lines  staggered  by  1  line  on  alternate  fields.  How- 
ever,  line  elimination  is  unsuitable  for  many  color  filter 
patterns  used  on  the  sensor  for  color  viewfinders.  For 
example,  if  alternate  lines  are  eliminated  from  the  check- 
erboard  pattern  shown  below 

G  RG  R 
BGBG 
G  RG  R 
BGBG 

one  field  will  contain  only  green  (G)  and  red  (R)  pixels, 
and  the  next  field  will  contain  only  blue  (B)  and  green  (G) 
values.  Thus,  it  is  not  possible  to  create  a  full  color  image 
from  a  single  field  read-out  in  this  manner.  What  is 
needed  is  a  method  for  reading  out  the  image  sensor 
data  in  a  manner  that  decreases  the  required  clock  rate 
while  providing  interlace  pixel  values  for  all  colors  within 
the  same  field. 

SUMMARY  OF  THE  INVENTION 

The  invention  was  driven  by  the  anomalous  situation 
that  the  lower  image  quality  operating  mode  of  the  sys- 
tem,  the  motion  image  processing,  requires  the  higher 
clock  rate,  and  thus  the  higher  cost  parts-clock  drivers, 
analog  processing,  A/D  converters,  etc.  By  recognizing 
this  anomaly,  and  by  further  understanding  that  "perfect" 
interlace  symmetry  is  unnecessary  for  typical  viewfinder 
motion  applications,  a  cost-effective  solution  can  be 
found. 

Accordingly,  the  invention  includes  an  image  sensor 
comprising  a  two-dimensional  array  of  photosites 
arranged  in  rows  and  columns,  a  plurality  of  vertical  reg- 
isters  adjacent  photosite  columns  for  transferring  rows 
of  image  charge  from  the  photosites  to  a  horizontal  reg- 
ister  for  readout,  and  a  charge  drain  structure  interposed 
between  the  output  of  the  vertical  registers  and  the  hor- 
izontal  register  for  eliminating  complete  rows  of  image 
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charge  at  a  time  from  the  image  sensor.  A  timing  and 
control  section  controls  the  charge  drain  structure  so  as 
to  eliminate  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image 
charge  from  the  image  sensor  for  every  one  or  more  lines 
of  image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal  reg-  5 
ister  for  readout,  thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines 
suitable  for  interlaced  readout. 

The  advantage  of  the  invention  is  that  it  can  be  used 
in  an  electronic  camera  employing  a  color  viewfinder  dis- 
play  to  compose  the  images  (via  a  relatively  low  quality  10 
"motion"  mode)  at  motion  video  rates  without  requiring 
high  speed,  and  high  cost,  components  (which  are 
unnecessary  for  a  much  higher  quality  "still"  mode  that 
need  not  be  run  at  motion  video  rates). 

15 
BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS 

The  invention  will  be  described  in  relation  to  the 
drawings,  whereon 

20 
Figure  1  is  a  block  diagram  of  an  electronic  camera 
incorporating  a  progressive  scan  sensor  according 
to  the  invention; 
Figures  2A  and  2B  are  diagrams  of  progressive  scan 
image  sensors  useful  with  the  camera  of  Figure  1  ;  25 
Figure  3  is  a  diagram  of  the  Bayer  color  filter  geom- 
etry  for  the  sensor  used  with  the  camera  of  Figure  1  ; 
Figure  4  shows  a  first  pseudo-interlace  pattern; 
Figure  5  shows  the  line  timing  for  the  still  mode  of 
operation;  30 
Figures  6A  and  6B  show  the  line  timing  for  the  first 
pseudo-interlace  pattern  shown  in  Figure  4; 
Figure  7  shows  a  second  pseudo-interlace  pattern; 
and 
Figure  8  shows  the  line  timing  for  the  second  35 
pseudo-interlace  pattern  shown  in  Figure  7. 

DETAILED  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

40 
A  block  diagram  of  a  camera  incorporating  interlace 

processing  according  to  the  invention  is  shown  in  Figure 
1  .  The  camera  includes  an  electronic  color  viewfinder 
display  10,  for  example,  a  color  liquid  crystal  display  or 
a  color  CRT  display,  and  a  user  control  section  12  having  45 
a  number  of  user  control  buttons,  including  zoom  buttons 
1  4,  a  preview  button  1  5  and  a  capture  button  1  6.  To  take 
a  still  picture,  the  user  turns  on  the  camera  (using  a 
power  switch  (not  shown),  which  may  be  automatically 
enabled  when  the  user  depresses  the  zoom  buttons  1  4  so 
or  the  preview  button  1  5,  or  partially  depresses  the  cap- 
ture  button  16).  The  user  composes  the  picture  by 
depressing  the  "zoom  in"  or  "zoom  out"  buttons  1  4,  and 
by  adjusting  the  position  of  the  camera,  while  observing 
the  viewfinder  image.  When  the  user  is  satisfied  with  the  ss 
composition  on  the  viewfinder  1  0,  the  user  depresses  the 
capture  button  16.  The  camera  then  captures  a  single 
still  image,  firing  a  flash  18  if  necessary  when  the  ambi- 
ent  illumination  level  is  low.  The  still  image  is  focused 

B7A2  4 

upon  an  image  sensor  20  by  a  motor  driven  zoom  lens 
22.  The  intensity  of  the  image  light  upon  the  sensor  20 
is  regulated  by  a  motor  driven  mechanical  aperture  24, 
while  exposure  time  is  regulated  electronically  by  appro- 
priate  clocking  of  the  sensor  20.  The  still  image  from  the 
image  sensor  20  is  processed  and  digitally  stored  on  a 
removable  memory  card  26. 

Control  of  the  sensor  is  provided  by  a  timing  and 
control  section  27,  which  specifically  includes  a  sensor 
timing  circuit  28.  The  sensor  timing  circuit  28  provides 
the  signals  to  enable  sensor  drivers  30,  which  provides 
horizontal  clocks  (H1,  H2),  vertical  clocks  (V1,  V2),  as 
well  as  a  signal  FDG  for  activating  a  drain  structure  on 
the  sensor  20.  The  output  of  the  image  sensor  20  is 
amplified  and  processed  in  an  analog  gain  and  sampling 
(correlated  double  sampling  (CDS))  circuit  32,  and  con- 
verted  to  digital  form  in  A/D  converter  34.  The  A/D  output 
signal  is  provided  via  a  high  speed  interface  56  to  a  proc- 
essor  section  35,  which  includes  a  digital  processor  36 
which  temporarily  stores  the  still  images  in  a  DRAM 
memory  38.  The  digital  processor  36  then  performs 
image  processing  on  the  still  images,  and  finally  stores 
the  processed  images  on  the  removable  memory  card 
26  via  a  memory  card  interface  circuit  40,  which  may  use 
the  PCMCIA  2.0  standard  interface.  An  EPROM  memory 
42  is  used  to  store  the  firmware  which  operates  the  proc- 
essor  36.  The  components  of  the  processor  section  35 
are  interconnected  through  a  data  bus  43,  which  also 
connects  to  the  timing  and  control  section  27  and  to  the 
card  interface  40. 

The  motor  driven  zoom  lens  22  includes  a  zoom 
motor  44,  a  focus  motor  46,  and  an  aperture  motor  48 
(all  controlled  by  lens  motor  drivers  50).  The  timing  and 
control  section  27  further  includes  a  control  interface  52 
connected  to  the  lens  motor  drivers  50  and  to  a  flash  con- 
trol  circuit  53  via  a  photosystem  interface  block  54,  which 
controls  the  operation  of  the  zoom  lens  22  and  the  flash 
1  8.  The  lens  zoom  position  is  controlled  by  the  photosys- 
tem  interface  block  54  based  on  position  input  from  the 
zoom  control  buttons  1  4.  Sensor  data  is  passed  to  the 
processor  section  35  through  the  high  speed  interface 
56  in  the  timing  and  control  section  27,  and  is  also 
directed  to  the  viewfinder  1  0  through  a  display  driver  58. 

The  sensor  20  is  a  progressive  scan  interline  image 
sensor  (having  a  noninterlaced  architecture),  as  shown 
in  more  detail  in  Figure  2A.  The  sensor  comprises  a  two- 
dimensional  array  of  photosites  66,  e.g.  photodiodes, 
arranged  in  rows  and  columns,  a  plurality  of  vertical  reg- 
isters  68  adjacent  photosite  columns  for  transferring 
rows  of  image  charge  from  the  photosites  66  to  a  hori- 
zontal  register  70  for  readout,  and  a  charge  drain  struc- 
ture  (specifically,  a  fast  dump  structure  72)  interposed 
between  the  output  of  the  vertical  registers  68  and  the 
horizontal  register  70  for  eliminating  complete  rows  of 
image  charge  at  a  time  from  the  image  sensor  20.  A  pre- 
ferred  image  sensor  is  the  Kodak  model  KAI-0310CM 
CCD  image  sensor,  which  has  approximately  480  active 
lines  with  approximately  640  active  pixels  per  line  and  an 
image  aspect  ratio  of  4:3.  This  sensor  is  described  in  a 
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Performance  Specification  document  available  from 
Eastman  Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  New  York.  Each 
pixel  measures  9x9  urn2.  The  sensor  uses  a  color  filter 
array  pattern  known  as  the  "Bayer  checkerboard"  pat- 
tern,  described  in  U.S.  patent  3,971  ,065,  which  is  shown  5 
in  Figure  3.  Such  a  color  filter  array  is  characterized  by 
a  mosaic  pattern  in  which  the  filter  colors  alternate  in 
both  line  and  column  directions.  In  the  normal  operating 
mode,  all  of  the  pixels  on  the  sensor  are  transferred  to 
the  horizontal  register  70,  which  delivers  the  image  sig-  w 
nals  to  the  analog  gain  and  CDS  circuit  32  (see  Figure  1). 

The  sensor  20  uses  a  progressive  scan  readout 
method,  which  allows  the  entire  image  to  be  read  out  in 
a  single  scan.  The  accumulated  or  integrated  charge  for 
the  photodiodes  comprising  the  pixels  66  is  transported  15 
from  the  photosites  to  light  protected  vertical  (parallel) 
registers  68  by  applying  a  large  positive  voltage  to  the 
phase-one  vertical  clock  (V1).  This  reads  out  every  row, 
or  line,  into  the  vertical  registers  68.  The  charge  is  then 
transported  from  the  vertical  registers  68  to  the  horizon-  20 
tal  register  70  by  two-phase  clocking  of  the  vertical  clocks 
(V1  ,  V2).  Between  the  vertical  and  horizontal  registers  is 
the  fast  dump  structure  72,  which  is  further  described  in 
the  Performance  Specification  document  for  the  KAI- 
031  0CM  sensor.  The  fast  dump  structure  72  includes  a  25 
fast  dump  gate  and  a  fast  dump  drain  (not  shown  sepa- 
rately).  By  setting  a  suitable  positive  potential  on  a  fast 
dump  gate  line  FDG,  charge  from  the  row  of  pixel  values 
currently  adjacent  to  the  fast  dump  structure  72  is  trans- 
ferred  from  the  CCD  channel  directly  into  the  fast  dump  30 
drain  rather  than  to  the  horizontal  register  70.  This  dump, 
or  line  clear,  is  accomplished  during  the  vertical-to-hori- 
zontal  transfer  time.  When  properly  controlled  by  the 
sensor  timing  circuit  28,  the  fast  dump  structure  72 
allows  lines  of  charge  to  be  eliminated.  (A  conventional  35 
use  of  the  structure  72  is  to  eliminate  stray  charge  in  the 
vertical  registers  68  during  especially  long  integration 
times,  and  just  before  transfer  of  image  charge  to  the  ver- 
tical  registers  68.) 

As  taught  by  the  invention,  the  timing  and  control  40 
section  27  operates  the  electronic  camera  shown  in  Fig- 
ure  1  in  two  modes,  including  a  first,  or  normal,  mode 
wherein  all  rows  of  signal  charge  corresponding  to  each 
line  are  progressively  read  out  through  the  horizontal 
register  70  during  a  single  scan,  and  a  second  mode  45 
wherein  some  of  the  rows  of  signal  charge  correspond- 
ing  to  some  lines  are  eliminated  through  the  fast  dump 
structure  72  prior  to  readout.  As  applied  to  the  embodi- 
ment  of  Figure  1  ,  the  first  mode  corresponds  to  a  high 
quality  still  imaging  mode  while  the  second  mode  corre-  so 
sponds  to  a  "pseudo"  interlace  scan  mode  for  driving  the 
viewfinder  10.  (The  second  mode  is  referred  to  as 
"pseudo"  because  the  interlace  pattern  produced  is  not 
an  evenly  spaced  pattern.)  In  the  second  mode,  the  tim- 
ing  and  control  section  27  controls  the  fast  dump  struc-  55 
ture  72  to  eliminate  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of 
image  charge  from  the  image  sensor  20  for  every  one  or 
more  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the 
horizontal  register  70  for  readout,  thereby  generating  a 

pattern  of  lines  suitable  for  interlaced  readout.  An  inter- 
laced  video  signal  comprising  two  fields  is  generated 
either  by  alternating  between  two  patterns  of  lines  each 
obtained  by  eliminating  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of 
image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of  image 
charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  70, 
or  by  simply  repeating  the  line  pattern  twice.  Other  appli- 
cations  are  possible  for  the  second  mode  of  operation. 
For  instance,  the  second  mode  could  be  used  to  record 
motion  images  in  a  motion-still  electronic  camera.  As  the 
advantage  of  the  second  mode  of  operation  relates  to 
the  production  of  more  images  per  unit  of  time,  the  sec- 
ond  mode  could  be  used  in  an  electronic  still  camera  to 
optionally  capture  and  record  a  burst  of  still  images. 

The  sensor  timing  circuit  30  is  controlled  by  the  con- 
trol  interface  52  to  provide  the  clock  signals  V1  ,  V2,  H1  , 
H2,  and  the  gate  signal  FDG  according  to  the  two  modes 
of  operation.  The  timing  signals  for  the  first  mode  are 
shown  in  Figure  5;  those  for  the  second  mode  are  shown 
in  Figure  6a  and  6b.  The  two-phase  cycling  of  signals  V1 
and  V2  control  the  transfer  of  lines  of  image  charge  from 
the  vertical  registers  68  to  the  horizontal  register  70.  The 
two-phase  cycling  of  signals  H1  and  H2  control  the  trans- 
fer  of  pixels  from  the  horizontal  register  70  to  subsequent 
circuits  in  the  camera.  The  level  of  the  signal  FDG  deter- 
mines  whether  the  image  charge  is  dumped  to  the  fast 
dump  drain  or  transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  70. 
When  the  sensor  20  is  clocked  using  the  first  timing 
mode  shown  in  Figure  5,  all  lines  of  the  sensor  are 
clocked  out,  one  after  the  other,  through  the  horizontal 
register  70,  processed  in  subsequent  camera  circuitry, 
and  stored  in  the  removable  memory  26.  This  timing 
mode  provides  a  high  quality  progressive  scan  still 
image,  but  may  take  1/30  second  or  longer  to  read  out 
the  still  image.  Such  timing,  however,  is  acceptable  for 
still  mode  usage,  and,  as  mentioned  before,  does  not 
require  unusually  high  speed  components. 

To  provide  an  image  to  the  color  viewfinder  display 
10,  a  lower  resolution  image  is  suitable,  but  the  update 
rate  must  be  sufficient  to  provide  good  motion  and  elim- 
inate  display  flicker.  An  update  rate  of  60  fields/sec  is 
appropriate.  Moreover,  the  sensor  20  includes  the  afore- 
mentioned  array  of  color  filters  arranged  in  a  particular 
color  pattern  (e.g.,  the  checkerboard  Bayer  pattern  of 
Fig.  3),  and  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  transferred 
to  the  horizontal  register  70  should  preserve  that  partic- 
ular  color  pattern  in  the  pattern  of  lines  that  are  gener- 
ated  for  interlaced  readout.  To  provide  this  kind  of  image, 
the  sensor  is  read  out  in  the  second  mode  as  shown  in 
Figure  4,  using  the  timing  shown  in  Figures  6A  and  6B. 
During  field  one,  as  shown  in  Figure  6A,  the  first  two  lines 
(1  and  2)  are  read  out  as  in  the  normal  mode.  These 
provide  a  green-red  and  a  blue-green  line.  The  next  two 
lines  (3  and  4)  are  eliminated  by  turning  on  the  fast  dump 
structure  72  during  the  time  that  these  lines  are  trans- 
ferred  past  the  fast  dump  structure  72.  Next,  lines  5  and 
6  are  read  out  normally,  and  then  lines  7  and  8  are  elim- 
inated.  This  process  proceeds  for  the  1/60  field  time.dur- 
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ing  which  120  pairs  of  lines  are  read  out,  and  120  pairs 
of  lines  are  eliminated. 

During  field  two,  as  shown  in  Figure  6B,  the  first  two 
lines  (1  and  2)  are  eliminated  by  turning  on  the  fast  dump 
structure  72  during  the  time  that  these  lines  are  trans-  s 
ferred  past  the  fast  dump  structure  72.  The  next  two  lines 
(3  and  4)  are  read  out  as  in  the  normal  mode.  These 
provide  a  green-red  and  a  blue-green  line.  Next,  lines  5 
and  6  are  eliminated,  and  lines  7  and  8  are  read  out  nor- 
mally.  This  process  proceeds  for  the  1/60  field  time,  dur-  10 
ing  which  the  120  pairs  of  lines  eliminated  during  field  1 
are  read  out,  and  the  120  pairs  of  lines  read  out  during 
field  1  are  eliminated.  This  mode  is  called  "pseudo-inter- 
lace",  since  the  center-to-center  spacing  between  two 
adjacent  lines  of  the  same  field  is  not  equal  to  two  lines,  is 
as  with  normal  interlace  scanning,  but  alternates 
between  1  line  and  3  lines. 

The  "pseudo-interlace"  readout  causes  some  minor 
vertical  sampling  artifacts,  but  these  are  not  noticeable 
in  most  small  LCDs  or  CRT  displays.  The  pixels  output  20 
for  the  sensor  20  in  pseudo-interlace  mode  continue  to 
have  the  Bayer-type  color  filter  repeating  pattern,  so  that 
they  can  be  processed  using  the  algorithms  designed  for 
the  Bayer  pattern.  Moreover,  the  second  field  may  be 
simply  a  repeat  of  the  first  field  pattern  shown  in  Figure  25 
1  ;  this  is  particularly  appropriate  if  the  color  viewfinder 
display  consists  of  a  single-field  non-interlaced  arrange- 
ment  of  display  pixels  (e.g.,  240  lines  of  display  pixels  in 
a  typical  liquid  crystal  display). 

In  a  second  embodiment,  the  video  motion  mode  30 
vertical  subsampling  features  a  center-to-center  spacing 
between  two  adjacent  readout  lines  of  a  given  field  which 
is  always  the  same  for  both  fields,  because  an  even 
number  of  rows  of  charge  are  eliminated  after  each  line 
is  read  out.  Because  an  even  number  of  lines  are  35 
skipped,  the  line  readout  of  the  Bayer  checkerboard  pro- 
vides  the  desired  green-red,  blue-green,  green-red, 
blue-green  sequence.  An  example  is  shown  in  Figure  7, 
where  two  rows  are  eliminated  after  each  line  is  read  out. 
For  example,  line  1  ,  a  green-red  line  is  read  out,  and  then  40 
lines  2  and  3  are  eliminated  via  the  fast  dump  structure 
72.  Next,  line  4,  a  blue-green  line  is  read  out,  and  then 
lines  5  and  6  are  eliminated.  The  timing  diagram  is  shown 
in  Figure  8.  In  this  example,  in  order  to  provide  an  image 
with  240  lines  per  field,  the  sensor  should  contain  720  45 
line  per  frame.  Each  field  is  obtained  simply  by  repeating 
the  pattern  shown  in  Figure  7.  Alternatively,  alternate 
fields  can  be  offset  by  alternating  the  sequence  of  line 
dumping,  i.e.,  field  one  would  dump  lines  2  and  3,  5  and 
6,  etc.,  while  field  two  would  dump  lines  1  and  2,  4  and  so 
5,  etc.  To  maintain  the  same  image  aspect  ratio,  either 
the  pixel  size  or  the  number  of  pixels  per  line  must  be 
changed. 

The  invention  has  been  described  with  reference  to 
a  preferred  embodiment.  However,  it  will  be  appreciated  55 
that  variations  and  modifications  can  be  effected  by  a 
person  of  ordinary  skill  in  the  art  without  departing  from 
the  scope  of  the  invention.  For  instance,  Figure  2B  shows 
a  progressive  scan  sensor  with  two  readout  registers  76 

and  78  (which  corresponds  to  the  Performance  Specifi- 
cation  document  for  the  KAI-0310CM  image  sensor;  the 
preferred  embodiment  of  Figure  2A  simply  uses  but  one 
register).  The  purpose  is  to  double  the  system  speed  by 
having  two  complete  processing  channels  (analog 
processing,  A/D,  etc.);  the  fast  dump  structure  72  of  such 
a  sensor  would  be  operated  as  described  in  connection 
with  foregoing  figures  to  eliminate  two  or  more  consec- 
utive  lines  of  charge  so  as  to  preserve  the  color  filter  array 
pattern  in  the  interlaced  readout.  Furthermore,  although 
the  Bayer  pattern  was  described,  other  mosaic-type  filter 
patterns  could  be  used  to  advantage,  for  example,  com- 
plementary  patterns  involving  cyan,  magenta,  and  yel- 
low  filters. 

The  invention  is  summarized  as  follows: 

1.  An  electronic  camera,  comprising: 
an  image  sensor  comprising  a  two-dimen- 

sional  array  of  photosites  arranged  in  rows  and  col- 
umns,  a  plurality  of  vertical  registers  adjacent 
photosite  columns  for  transferring  rows  of  image 
charge  from  the  photosites  to  a  horizontal  register 
for  readout,  and  a  charge  drain  structure  interposed 
between  the  output  of  the  vertical  registers  and  the 
horizontal  register  for  eliminating  complete  rows  of 
image  charge  at  a  time  from  the  image  sensor;  and 

a  timing  and  control  section  for  controlling  the 
charge  drain  structure  so  as  to  eliminate  two  or  more 
consecutive  lines  of  image  charge  from  the  image 
sensor  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge 
that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  for  rea- 
dout,  thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines  suitable 
for  interlaced  readout. 
2.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  1  wherein  said  timing 
and  control  section  provides  an  interlaced  video  sig- 
nal  by  alternating  between  two  patterns  of  lines  each 
obtained  by  eliminating  two  or  more  consecutive 
lines  of  image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register. 
3.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  2  wherein  said  camera 
further  includes  an  electronic  viewfinder,  and 
wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal  is  provided  to 
the  electronic  viewfinder. 
4.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  2  wherein  said  camera 
further  provides  for  recording  of  motion  images,  and 
wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal  is  provided  for 
motion  recording. 
5.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  1  wherein  the  image 
sensor  is  a  color  sensor  having  an  array  of  color  fil- 
ters  arranged  in  a  particular  color  pattern  and 
wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans- 
ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  are  transferred  as 
fields  that  preserve  the  particular  color  pattern  in  the 
pattern  of  lines  that  are  generated  for  interlaced  rea- 
dout  in  each  field. 
6.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  5  wherein  the  array  of 
color  filters  are  arranged  in  the  following  mosaic  pat- 
tern  of  red,  green,  and  blue  filters 
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RG  RG 
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RG  RG 
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and  wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans-  5 
ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  for  interlaced  read- 
out  preserve  the  same  mosaic  pattern  in  each  field. 
7.  An  electronic  camera,  comprising: 

a  progressive  scan  image  sensor  capable  of 
producing  an  entire  image  in  a  single  scan  in  10 
response  to  clocking  signals,  said  image  sensor 
comprising  a  two-dimensional  array  of  photosites 
arranged  in  rows  and  columns,  a  plurality  of  vertical 
registers  adjacent  photosite  columns  for  transferring 
rows  of  image  charge  from  the  photosites  to  a  hori-  15 
zontal  register  for  readout,  and  a  charge  drain  struc- 
ture  interposed  between  the  output  of  the  vertical 
registers  and  the  horizontal  register  for  dumping 
complete  rows  of  image  charge  at  a  time  from  the 
image  sensor;  and  20 

a  timing  and  control  section  for  producing 
clocking  signals  to  read  out  the  entire  array  of  pho- 
tosites  in  a  single  scan,  said  timing  and  control  sec- 
tion  further  enabling  the  charge  drain  structure  to 
dump  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image  charge  25 
for  every  one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge  that  are 
transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  for  readout, 
thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines  suitable  for 
interlaced  readout. 
8.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  7  wherein  said  timing  30 
and  control  section  provides  an  interlaced  video  sig- 
nal  that  are  transferred  as  fields,  and  wherein  said 
camera  is  operable  in  two  modes,  including  a  first 
mode  in  which  the  entire  array  of  photosites  are  read 
out  in  a  single  scan,  and  a  second  mode  in  which  35 
said  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image  charges 
are  dumped  by  the  charge  drain  structure  for  every 
one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge  transferred  to  the 
horizontal  register  to  provide  the  interlaced  video 
signal.  40 
9.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  8  further  including  an 
electronic  viewfinder,  and  wherein  said  interlaced 
video  signal  is  provided  to  the  electronic  viewfinder 
in  the  second  mode  of  operation. 
1  0.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  8  wherein  the  image  45 
sensor  is  a  color  sensor  having  an  array  of  color  fil- 
ters  arranged  in  a  particular  color  pattern  and 
wherein  the  lines  transferred  to  the  horizontal  regis- 
ter  to  provide  the  interlaced  video  signal  comprise  a 
pattern  that  replicates  the  particular  color  pattern  of  so 
the  array  of  color  filters  in  each  field. 
1  1  .  An  electronic  camera  as  in  10  wherein  the  array 
of  color  filters  are  arranged  in  the  following  mosaic 
pattern  of  red,  green,  and  blue  filters 

R  G  R  G  55 
G B G B  
RG  RG 
G B G B  

and  wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans- 

ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  for  interlaced  read- 
out  preserve  the  same  mosaic  pattern  in  each  field. 
12.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  8  wherein  the  image 
sensor  is  a  color  sensor  having  an  array  of  color  fil- 
ters  that  provides  image  charge  corresponding  to 
several  different  colors,  and  the  plurality  of  lines 
transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  to  provide  each 
field  includes  all  of  the  several  different  colors. 
13.  An  electronic  camera,  comprising: 

a  progressive  scan  sensor  having  an  area 
image  sensing  section  composed  of  a  plurality  of 
lines  and  a  horizontal  readout  register  for  outputting 
lines  of  image  charge  from  the  image  sensing  sec- 
tion,  both  the  area  image  sensing  section  and  the 
horizontal  readout  register  being  arranged  on  a  sub- 
strate,  said  progressive  scan  sensor  also  including 
a  fast  dump  structure  arranged  between  the  image 
sensing  section  and  the  readout  register  for  dump- 
ing  lines  of  image  charge  to  a  drain;  and 

a  timing  and  control  unit  for  operating  the 
camera  in  two  modes,  including  a  first  mode  wherein 
lines  of  signal  charge  corresponding  to  each  line  in 
the  image  sensing  section  are  progressively  read 
out  through  the  horizontal  register  and  a  second 
mode  wherein  some  of  the  lines  of  signal  charge  cor- 
responding  to  adjacent  lines  in  the  image  sensing 
section  are  eliminated  through  the  fast  dump  struc- 
ture  prior  to  readout. 
14.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  13  wherein  said  tim- 
ing  and  control  unit  provides  an  interlaced  video  sig- 
nal  by  alternating  between  two  patterns  of  lines  each 
obtained  by  eliminating  two  or  more  consecutive 
lines  of  image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register. 
15.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  14  wherein  said  cam- 
era  further  includes  an  electronic  viewfinder,  and 
wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal  is  provided  to 
the  electronic  viewfinder. 
1  6.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  1  3  wherein  the  image 
sensor  is  a  color  sensor  having  an  array  of  color  fil- 
ters  arranged  in  a  particular  color  pattern  and 
wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans- 
ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  are  transferred  as 
fields  that  preserve  the  particular  color  pattern  in  the 
pattern  of  lines  that  are  generated  for  interlaced  rea- 
dout  in  each  field. 
1  7.  An  electronic  camera  operable  in  an  image  cap- 
ture  mode  and  in  a  viewing  mode,  said  camera  com- 
prising: 

a  progressive  scan  sensor  capable  of  produc- 
ing  an  entire  color  image  in  a  single  scan  in  response 
to  clocking  signals,  said  image  sensor  having  a  two- 
dimensional  array  of  photosites  arranged  in  rows 
and  columns,  a  plurality  of  vertical  registers  adjacent 
the  photosite  columns  for  transferring  rows  of  image 
charge  from  the  photosites  to  a  horizontal  register 
for  reading  out  a  color  image  signal  from  the  image 
sensor,  a  fast  dump  structure  interposed  between 
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the  outputs  of  the  vertical  registers  and  the  horizon- 
tal  register  for  draining  complete  rows  of  image 
charge  at  a  time  from  the  image  sensor,  and  a  color 
filter  array  arranged  in  a  particular  mosaic  pattern 
over  the  photosites; 

a  timing  control  unit  for  operating  the  progres- 
sive  scan  image  sensor  in  the  two  modes,  wherein 
said  timing  and  control  unit  produces  clocking  sig- 
nals  in  the  image  capture  mode  to  read  out  the  entire 
array  of  photosites  in  a  single  scan  according  to  the 
particular  mosaic  pattern  and  in  the  viewing  mode 
to  further  enable  the  fast  dump  structure  to  drain 
some  lines  of  image  charge  from  the  sensor  while 
transferring  a  sequence  of  lines  to  the  horizontal  reg- 
ister  for  readout  that  preserves  the  particular  mosaic 
pattern,  thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines  suita- 
ble  for  interlaced  color  readout. 
18.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  17  wherein  said  tim- 
ing  and  control  unit  provides  an  interlaced  video  sig- 
nal  by  alternating  between  two  patterns  of  lines  each 
obtained  by  eliminating  two  or  more  consecutive 
lines  of  image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register. 
1  9.  An  electronic  camera  as  in  1  8  wherein  said  cam- 
era  further  includes  an  electronic  color  viewfinder, 
and  wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal  is  provided 
to  the  electronic  viewfinder. 
20.  A  method  for  providing  interlaced  images  from  a 
progressive  scan  sensor  in  an  electronic  camera, 
the  sensor  including  an  array  of  photosites,  an  out- 
put  register,  and  a  charge  drain  structure  interposed 
between  the  array  of  photosites  and  the  output  reg- 
ister,  said  method  comprising  the  steps  of: 

transferring  image  charge  line  by  line  from 
sensor  photosites  toward  the  output  register; 

draining  a  regular  sequence  of  lines  from  the 
sensor  through  the  charge  drain  structure,  said  reg- 
ular  sequence  including  two  or  more  consecutive 
lines  of  image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register;  and 

outputting  the  remaining  lines  from  the  output 
register  in  a  pattern  of  lines  suitable  for  interlaced 
readout. 
21  .  A  method  as  in  20  further  comprising  the  step  of 
applying  the  remaining  lines  from  the  output  register 
to  an  electronic  viewfinder  display. 
22.  A  method  as  in  20  wherein  the  sensor  is  a  color 
sensor  employing  a  mosaic  pattern  of  color  filters 
and  wherein  the  outputting  step  transfers  color  fields 
that  maintain  the  same  mosaic  pattern  in  the  remain- 
ing  lines  as  found  on  the  sensor. 

Claims 

1.  An  electronic  camera,  comprising: 
an  image  sensor  (20)  comprising  a  two- 

dimensional  array  of  photosites  (66)  arranged  in 

rows  and  columns,  a  plurality  of  vertical  registers 
(68)  adjacent  photosite  columns  for  transferring 
rows  of  image  charge  from  the  photosites  to  a  hori- 
zontal  register  (70)  for  readout,  and  a  charge  drain 

5  structure  (72)  interposed  between  the  output  of  the 
vertical  registers  and  the  horizontal  register  for  elim- 
inating  complete  rows  of  image  charge  at  a  time  from 
the  image  sensor;  and 

a  timing  and  control  section  (27)  for  control- 
10  ling  the  charge  drain  structure  (72)  so  as  to  eliminate 

two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image  charge  from 
the  image  sensor  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register  (70)  for  readout,  thereby  generating  a  pat- 

15  tern  of  lines  suitable  for  interlaced  readout. 

2.  An  electronic  camera  as  claimed  in  claim  1  wherein 
said  timing  and  control  section  (27)  provides  an 
interlaced  video  signal  by  alternating  between  two 

20  patterns  of  lines  each  obtained  by  eliminating  two  or 
more  consecutive  lines  of  image  charge  for  every 
one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans- 
ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  (70). 

25  3.  An  electronic  camera  as  claimed  in  claim  2  wherein 
said  camera  further  includes  an  electronic  view- 
finder  (10),  and  wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal 
is  provided  to  the  electronic  viewfinder. 

30  4.  An  electronic  camera  as  claimed  in  claim  2  wherein 
said  camera  further  provides  for  recording  of  motion 
images,  and  wherein  said  interlaced  video  signal  is 
provided  for  motion  recording. 

35  5.  An  electronic  camera  as  claimed  in  claim  1  wherein 
the  image  sensor  (20)  is  a  color  sensor  having  an 
array  of  color  filters  arranged  in  a  particular  color  pat- 
tern  and  wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are 
transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  (70)  are  trans- 

40  ferred  as  fields  that  preserve  the  particular  color  pat- 
tern  in  the  pattern  of  lines  that  are  generated  for 
interlaced  readout  in  each  field. 

6.  An  electronic  camera  as  claimed  in  claim  5  wherein 
45  the  array  of  color  filters  are  arranged  in  the  following 

mosaic  pattern  of  red,  green,  and  blue  filters 
RG  RG 
G B G B  
RG  RG 

so  G B G B  
and  wherein  the  lines  of  image  charge  that  are  trans- 
ferred  to  the  horizontal  register  (70)  for  interlaced 
readout  preserve  the  same  mosaic  pattern  in  each 
field. 

55 
7.  An  electronic  camera,  comprising: 

a  progressive  scan  image  sensor  (20)  capa- 
ble  of  producing  an  entire  image  in  a  single  scan  in 
response  to  clocking  signals,  said  image  sensor 
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comprising  a  two-dimensional  array  of  photosites 
(66)  arranged  in  rows  and  columns,  a  plurality  of  ver- 
tical  registers  (68)  adjacent  photosite  columns  for 
transferring  rows  of  image  charge  from  the  pho- 
tosites  to  a  horizontal  register  (70)  for  readout,  and  5 
a  charge  drain  structure  (72)  interposed  between 
the  output  of  the  vertical  registers  and  the  horizontal 
register  for  dumping  complete  rows  of  image  charge 
at  a  time  from  the  image  sensor;  and 

a  timing  and  control  section  (27)  for  produc-  w 
ing  clocking  signals  to  read  out  the  entire  array  of 
photosites  in  a  single  scan,  said  timing  and  control 
section  further  enabling  the  charge  drain  structure 
(72)  to  dump  two  or  more  consecutive  lines  of  image 
charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of  image  charge  75 
that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal  register  (70)  for 
readout,  thereby  generating  a  pattern  of  lines  suita- 
ble  for  interlaced  readout. 

8.  A  method  for  providing  interlaced  images  from  a  pro-  20 
gressive  scan  sensor  in  an  electronic  camera,  the 
sensor  (20)  including  an  array  of  photosites  (66),  an 
output  register  (70),  and  a  charge  drain  structure 
(72)  interposed  between  the  array  of  photosites  and 
the  output  register,  said  method  comprising  the  25 
steps  of: 

transferring  image  charge  line  by  line  from 
sensor  photosites  (66)  toward  the  output  register 
(70); 

draining  a  regular  sequence  of  lines  from  the  30 
sensor  through  the  charge  drain  structure  (72),  said 
regular  sequence  including  two  or  more  consecutive 
lines  of  image  charge  for  every  one  or  more  lines  of 
image  charge  that  are  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
register  (70);  and  35 

outputting  the  remaining  lines  from  the  output 
register  (70)  in  a  pattern  of  lines  suitable  for  inter- 
laced  readout. 

9.  A  method  as  claimed  in  claim  8  further  comprising  40 
the  step  of  applying  the  remaining  lines  from  the  out- 
put  register  (70)  to  an  electronic  viewfinder  display 
(10). 

10.  A  method  as  claimed  in  claim  8  wherein  the  sensor  45 
(20)  is  a  color  sensor  employing  a  mosaic  pattern  of 
color  filters  and  wherein  the  outputting  step  transfers 
color  fields  that  maintain  the  same  mosaic  pattern 
in  the  remaining  lines  as  found  on  the  sensor. 
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An imaging apparatus includes an interline type CCD image 
sensor having 1,000,000 or more pixels, Which has a Bayer 
con?guration color ?lter suitable for reading all pixel signals 
in a line-sequential scanning manner. The imaging apparatus 
drives the CCD image sensor in a high speed mode usually, 
and in a high quality image mode only for a trigger depres 
sion. In the high speed mode, the CCD image sensor outputs 
pixel signals for one line at intervals of three lines in the 
vertical direction. During the high speed mode operation of 
the CCD image sensor, images are displayed on a liquid 
crystal display portion at a frame rate of 60 frames/second, 
the images being recogniZed by the human eyes as a 
dynamic image, i.e., a motion picture. 
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IMAGE PICKUP APPARATUS CAPABLE OF 
PERFORMING BOTH A STILL IMAGE 
PROCESS AND A DYNAMIC IMAGE 

PROCESS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an electronic imaging 
apparatus having a CCD image sensor, that is, a so-called 
electronic still camera. 

Recently, research and development of electronic imaging 
apparatuses capable of inputting image data to multimedia 
equipment, so-called electronic still cameras have energeti 
cally been performed. In general, the electronic still camera 
obtains an image by using a CCD image sensor to display 
the obtained image on an electronic vieW ?nder, such as a 
liquid crystal panel, and to record the image on a recording 
medium by, for eXample, a magnetic means in accordance 
With depression of the trigger performed by a user. 

Although the electronic still camera is a very easy device 
to use because no development of ?lm is required, further 
improvement in the image quality and case of have been 
required of the electronic still camera. To satisfy the fore 
going requirements, an image having the same angle of 
vieWs Which is the same as that of the image Which must be 
photographed is required to be observed in real time through 
an electronic vieW ?nder, and a CCD image sensor having 
a large number of piXels must be used. 
CCD image sensors having the number of effective piXels, 

Which is larger than 1,000,000, have been realiZed. It is 
considered that CCD image sensors having larger piXels Will 
be put into practical use. CCD image sensors arranged to 
photograph a still image and adapted to sequential scanning 
for sequentially, reading image signals for each line have 
been used in place of the conventional interlaced scanning. 
The reason for this lies in that prevention of deterioration in 
the image quality attributable to the difference in time 
required to read piXel signals from adjacent lines has been 
attempted. 

The main stream of the operation clock frequencies of 
marketed A/D converters is about 15 MHZ to about 20 MHZ. 
When also reduction in the electric poWer consumption is 
attempted, higher drive frequencies are detrimental to the 
improvement. Frame rates of about 10 to 15 frames/second 
can be realiZed by the sequential scanning operation of CCD 
image sensors of 1,000,000-pixel class. 

With the above-mentioned degree of the frame rate, the 
displayed image is recogniZed by the human eyes as a 
pseudo dynamic image (or motion picture) realiZed by frame 
advance in place of being recogniZed as a natural image. To 
display an image as a natural image for the human eyes, a 
frame rate of 30 to 60 frames/second is required. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an 
electronic imaging apparatus having a large number of 
piXels, for eXample, 1,000,000 piXels, and Which is capable 
of displaying an image Which is recogniZed as a dynamic 
image in a non-photographing mode even With a relatively 
loW operation frequency, for eXample, 20 MHZ or loWer. 

Additional objects and advantages of the invention Will be 
set forth in the description Which folloWs, and in part Will be 
obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice 
of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention 
may be realiZed and obtained particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 
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2 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 

VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 

The accompanying draWings, Which are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate presently 
preferred embodiments of the invention, and together With 
the general description given above and the detailed descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments given beloW, serve to 
explain the principles of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the structure of a 
circuit in an electronic imaging apparatus according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 shoWs the structure of a Bayer con?guration color 
?lter. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a state Where piXel signals are read in a high 
quality image mode. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a state Where piXel signals are read in a ?rst 
high speed mode. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a state Where piXel signals are read in a 
second high speed mode. 

FIG. 6 shoWs a state Where piXel signals are read in a third 
high speed mode. 

FIG. 7 shoWs addition of piXel signals in a vertical 
transfer passage relating to the mode shoWn in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 shoWs addition of piXel signals in a horiZontal 
transfer passage relating to the mode shoWn in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 9 shoWs a state Where piXel signals are read in a 
fourth high speed mode. 

FIG. 10 shoWs addition of piXel signals in the vertical 
transfer passage relating to the mode shoWn in FIG. 9. 

FIG. 11 shoWs addition of piXel signals in the horiZontal 
transfer passage relating to the mode shoWn in FIG. 9. 

FIG. 12 shoWs sWitch of images displayed on a liquid 
crystal display portion. 

FIG. 13 shoWs a state Where control data for AF, AWB and 
AE is sequentially obtained for each frame. 

FIG. 14 shoWs an eXample of sWitching of a reading mode 
in accordance With the operation of a trigger. 

FIG. 15 shoWs another eXample of sWitching of the 
reading mode in accordance With the operation of the trigger. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring to the draWings, an embodiment of the present 
invention Will noW be described. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the structure in a 
circuit in an electronic imaging apparatus according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. The electronic imag 
ing apparatus has a CCD image sensor 12, a correlation 
double sampling circuit (CBS) 14, a gain control ampli?er 
(AMP) 16 and an analog-to-digital converter 18. The CCD 
image sensor 12 is operated in response to a transfer pulse 
supplied from a timing generator 20. The correlation double 
sampling circuit (CBS) 14 is operated in response to a 
sample holding pulse supplied from the timing generator 20. 
The timing generator 20 is operated in synchroniZation With 
a signal generator 22 in accordance With a synchroniZing 
signal generated by the signal generator 22. 
An image processing portion 26 processes piXel signals 

supplied from the A/D converter 18 to form an image. A 
DRAM 28 temporarily stores image data supplied from the 
image processing portion 26, While a compressing/ 
decompression circuit 30 compresses image data stored in 
the DRAM 28. A recording medium 32 is used to record 
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compressed image data supplied from the compressing/ 
decompression circuit 30. The compressing/ decompression 
circuit 30 decompresses compressed image data recorded on 
the recording medium 32, While the DRAM 28 is used to 
temporarily store decompressed image data supplied from 
the compressing/decompression circuit 30. 
An interface portion 36 is a terminal Which enables data 

communication With an external unit, such as a monitor, a 
personal computer or the like. Thus, output of image data 
supplied from the image processing portion 26 or the 
DRAM 28 to the external unit is enabled or, in some cases, 
image data to be captured from the external unit. 
A liquid crystal display portion 34 displays an image on 

the basis of the image data supplied from the image pro 
cessing portion 26 or the decompressed image data supplied 
from the DRAM 28. 
A CPU 24 controls the timing generator 20, the signal 

generator 22, a lens drive system 38 and a stop control 
system 42. Speci?cally, the CPU 24 folloWs an instruction to 
capture a still image issued from a trigger 46 to sWitch the 
operation mode of the CCD image sensor 12 and performs 
automatic focus control to drive a lens 40 in accordance With 
the image data supplied from the DRAM 28, control to 
change the aperture of a stop 44 and control of the quality 
of exposure of the CCD image sensor 12. 

The CCD image sensor 12 is an inter-line type image 
sensor having 1,000,000 or more pixels and comprising a 
Bayer con?guration color ?lter suitable for reading all pixels 
by line-sequential scanning. In this speci?cation, “reading 
all pixels by line-sequential scanning” means sequential 
reading of data of pixels included in each line in the 
ascending line order as a ?rst line, a second line and a third 
line to read all pixel signals as a result of one scanning 
operation. 

The structure of the Bayer con?guration color ?lter is 
shoWn in FIG. 2. Referring to FIG. 2, symbols R, G and B 
represent ?lter elements respectively permitting red, green 
and blue light to pass through. Each of the ?lter elements is 
disposed in front of one of photodiodes of the CCD image 
sensor 12. The foregoing Bayer con?guration color ?lter is 
structured in such a manner that R (red) and G (green) ?lter 
elements are alternately disposed on the odd-numbered 
lines, While G (green) and B (blue) ?lter elements are 
alternately disposed on the even-numbered lines. Moreover, 
G (green) ?lter elements are disposed to form a checkered 
pattern as a Whole. 

The CCD image sensor 12 is operated in either of a high 
quality image mode or a high speed mode. SWitching of the 
operation mode is performed by the timing generator 20 in 
such a manner that the timing generator 20 changes the 
transfer pulse to be output to the CCD image sensor 12. The 
high quality image mode is an operation mode in Which all 
of the pixel signals obtained by the CCD image sensor 12 are 
read by the line-sequential scanning manner and With Which 
a ?ne image can be obtained. HoWever, time of 1/15 second 
to 1/10 second is required to read one image. On the other 
hand, the high speed mode is an operation mode arranged in 
such a manner that the number of horiZontal transferring 
operations is reduced. The high speed mode is an operation 
mode in Which pixel signals obtained by the CCD image 
sensor 12 are selectively read or added, and then read. 
Although the obtainable image quality is inferior to that 
obtainable from the high quality image mode, one image can 
be read in 1/60 second to 1/30 second. Therefore, an image can 
be obtained at a frame rate of 30 to 60 frames/second With 
Which adaptation to a usual display of a dynamic image or 
motion picture is permitted. 
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In a usual state, that is, When no photographing operation 

is performed, the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in the 
high speed mode. Only When the trigger 46 has been 
depressed, that is, only When a photographing operation is 
performed, the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in the high 
quality image mode. During a period in Which the CCD 
image sensor 12 is operated at the high speed mode, images 
are displayed on the liquid crystal display portion 34 at a 
frame rate of 30 to 60 frames/second, the images in the 
foregoing state being recogniZed as dynamic images. The 
?ne image obtained in the high quality image mode is 
recorded on the recording medium 32. After the operation 
for recording the still image has been ended, the reading 
mode for the CCD image sensor 12 is returned to the high 
speed mode. The foregoing operation Will be described With 
reference to FIG. 12. 

Note that the electronic imaging apparatus may have a 
structure that the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in the 
high quality image mode also When the trigger 46 has been 
depressed. In the foregoing case, the image displayed on the 
liquid crystal display portion 34 is alWays recogniZed for the 
eyes of a human being as a dynamic image. 

FIG. 3 illustrates a state Where a pixel signal is read in the 
high quality image mode. In FIG. 3, the left-hand columns 
indicate pixel signals on respective lines obtained by the 
CCD image sensor 12, While the right-hand columns indi 
cate pixel signals Which are actually read. A consideration is 
made that odd-numbered lines include color data about red 
(R) in accordance With the correspondence to the color ?lter 
shoWn in FIG. 2, the odd-numbered lines are expressed as 
CR. On the other hand even-numbered lines are expressed as 
CB because the even-numbered lines include color data 
about blue 

In the high quality image mode the CCD image sensor 12 
sequentially outputs pixel signals for each line. That is, pixel 
signals for a ?rst line are output. After output of pixel signals 
for the ?rst line has been ended, pixel signals for a second 
line are output. After output of the pixel signals for the 
second line has been ended, pixel signals for a third line are 
output. Then, the same process is repeated, and ?nally pixel 
signals for an L th line are output. 
The line-sequential scanning operation, arranged to alter 

nately read lines (CR) including information indicating red 
and lines (CB) including information indicating blue, 
enables a high resolution image to be obtained. Since pixel 
signals for the adjacent lines are exposed for the same time, 
a high quality image can be obtained. HoWever, time of 1/15 
to 1/10 second is required to read all of the pixel signals. 
A variety of reading manners may be employed for the 

high speed mode. Speci?cally, a variety of manners may be 
considered by changing the manner of selecting lines from 
Which pixel signals are read and the manner of processing 
the selected lines. A representative portions of variety of 
modes adaptable to the electronic imaging apparatus Will 
noW be described. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a state Where pixel signals are read in a 
?rst high speed mode. In FIG. 4, the left-hand column 
indicate pixel signals obtained by the CCD image sensor 12 
for line units, While the right-hand column indicate, for line 
units, pixel signals Which are actually read. Similarly to FIG. 
3, lines including color data about red (R) are expressed as 
CR and lines including color data about blue (B) are 
expressed as CB. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4, the foregoing high speed mode is 

arranged in such a manner that the CCD image sensor 12 
sequentially outputs pixel signals for every three lines, that 
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is, outputs pixel signals at intervals of three lines in the 
vertical direction. That is, pixel signals of a third line are 
initially output. After output of the pixel signals of the third 
line has been ended, pixel signals of a sixth line are output. 
After output of pixel signals of a sixth line has been ended, 
pixel signals of a ninth line are output. Then, the same 
process is repeated. Finally, pixel signals of an L th line are 
output. Although FIG. 4 shoWs that pixel signals of the L th 
line are output ?nally, that is, L is a multiple of 3 for 
convenience, there is no inevitability that L is a multiple of 
3. 

In the CCD image sensor, time required to perform the 
horiZontal transfer generally contributes to time required to 
read pixel signals. That is, the number of horiZontal transfer 
operations deterrnines time required to read pixel signals. 

In the high’speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 4, the number of 
lines, from Which pixel signals are actually read, is one-third 
of the overall lines. Therefore, the number of the horiZontal 
transfer operations is one-third of the number required for 
the high quality image rnode. Thus, pixel signals are sub 
stantially read in one-third time. That is, pixel signals for one 
image can be read in 1A5 to 1/30 second. Therefore, an image 
can be obtained at a frame rate of 30 to 45 frarnes/second. 
The foregoing frame rate is a value With Which a usual 
display of a dynamic image can be realiZed. 

Since pixel signals for every three lines are read in the 
high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 4 With respect to the color 
?lter having the Bayer con?guration, that is, since pixel 
signals for one line are read at intervals of three lines in the 
vertical direction, read pixel signals, that is lines (CR) 
including red color information and lines (CB) including 
blue color information are alternately disposed in the verti 
cal direction on the right-hand colurnns shoWn in FIG. 4. 
Therefore, a high resolution image can be obtained. 

The con?guration in Which lines (CR) including red color 
information in the read pixel signal and lines (CB) including 
blue color information of the same are alternately positioned 
in the vertical direction is, in this speci?cation, called “color 
line-sequential”. Moreover, alternate reading of lines (CR) 
including red information and lines (CB) including blue 
information is called “color line-sequential scanning”. 

In the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 4, pixel signals for 
one line are read at intervals of three lines in the vertical 
direction. The number of lines is not limited to the foregoing 
number of lines. For example one line at intervals of ?ve 
lines in the vertical direction may be read. As an alternative 
to this, pixel signals for one or three lines may be read at 
intervals of seven lines. 

Also in the case Where pixel signals for one line are read 
at the intervals of three lines in the vertical direction, the line 
to be read is not limited to the third line. The line to be read 
may be a ?rst line or a second line. 

In vieW of the foregoing, the ?rst high speed rnode 
described With reference to FIG. 4 is a mode in Which pixel 
signals for n lines are read at intervals of In lines in the 
vertical direction (Where In and n are natural numbers 
satisfying rn>n). Speci?cally, the mode is a mode in Which 
pixel signals for (26-1) lines are read at intervals of (2ot-1) 
lines in the vertical direction (Where 0t and [3 are natural 
numbers satisfying ot>[3). 

In other Words, the lines of the CCD image sensor are 
divided into a plurality of blocks in the vertical direction, 
each of the blocks including rn lines, and the pixel signals for 
n lines are read from the each block. Speci?cally, the pixel 
signals for the (26-1) lines are read from the each block 
consisting of the (Zot-l) lines. 
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In this case, time required to read pixel signals is sub 

stantially n/rn of time required to read pixel signals in the 
high quality image mode, that is, (2[3—1)/(2ot—1). Pixel 
signals are read by the color line-sequential manner to the 
Bayer con?guration color ?lter. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a state Where pixel signals are read by 
a second high speed mode. The meanings and expressions of 
CR and CB are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 4. 

As shoWn in FIG. 5, the foregoing high speed mode is 
arranged in such a manner that the CCD image sensor 12 
sequentially outputs pixel signals for tWo lines at intervals of 
three lines. That is, it outputs pixel signals for tWo lines at 
intervals of four lines in the vertical direction. That is, pixel 
signals for a ?rst line are initially output. After output of the 
pixel signals for the ?rst line has been ended, pixel signals 
for a second line is output. After output of the pixel signals 
for the second line has been ended, pixel signals for a ?fth 
line are output. After output of the pixel signals for the ?fth 
line has been ended, pixel signals for a sixth line are output. 
Then, the same process is repeated, and ?nally pixel signals 
for an L-3 th line are output. Then, pixel signals for an L-2 
th line are output. Although FIG. 5 illustrates that L is a 
multiple of four for convenience, there is no inevitability 
that L is a multiple of four. 

In the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 5, the actual 
number of lines from Which pixel signals are read is half of 
the all of the lines. Therefore, the number of horiZontal 
transfer operations is one-half of that required in the high 
quality image rnode shoWn in FIG. 3. Thus, pixel signals are 
read in substantially one-half time. That is, pixel signals for 
one image can be obtained in 1/30 second. Therefore, an 
image can be obtained at a frame rate of 30 frarnes/second. 
The frequency frame rate is a value With Which usual display 
of dynamic image can be realiZed. 

In the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 5, pixel signals for 
tWo lines are read at intervals of three lines to the color ?lter 
having the Bayer con?guration. That is, pixel signals for tWo 
lines are read at intervals of four lines in the vertical 
direction. Therefore, the read pixel signals, that is, the 
right-hand colurnns shoWn in FIG. 5 are in the form of color 
line-sequential in Which lines (CR) including red color 
information and lines (CB) including blue color information 
are alternately positioned in the vertical direction. Therefore, 
a high resolution image can be obtained. 

In the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 5, pixel signals for 
the ?rst line and the second line are read at intervals of four 
lines in the vertical direction. Therefore, read pixel signals 
include color information of the line. Thus, an image free 
from considerable rnoire can be obtained. 

Although pixel signals for tWo lines are, in the high speed 
rnode shoWn in FIG. 5, read at intervals of four lines in the 
vertical direction, the number of lines is not limited to the 
foregoing number. For example, pixel signals for tWo lines 
may be read at intervals of 6 lines in the vertical direction. 
As an alternative to this, pixel signals for four lines may be 
read at intervals of 8 lines. 

Also in the case Where pixel signals for tWo lines are read 
at the intervals of four lines in the vertical direction, the lines 
to be read is not limited to the ?rst and second lines. The 
lines may be the second line and a third line, or a third line 
and a fourth line or the ?rst line and the fourth line. 

In vieW of the foregoing, the second high speed rnode 
described With reference to FIG. 5 is a mode in Which pixel 
signals for n lines are read at intervals of In lines in the 
vertical direction (Where In and n are natural numbers 
satisfying rn>n). Speci?cally, the mode is a mode in Which 
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pixel signals for 26 lines are read at intervals of 2a lines in 
the vertical direction (Where a and D are natural numbers 
satisfying ot>[3). 

In other Words, the lines of the CCD image sensor are 
divided into a plurality of blocks in the vertical direction, 
each of the blocks including m lines, and the pixel signals for 
n lines are read from the each block. Speci?cally, the pixel 
signals for the 26 lines are read from the each block 
consisting of the 2a lines. 

In this case, time required to read pixel signals is sub 
stantially [3/ot of time required to perform reading in the high 
quality image mode. 

Speci?cally, it can be said that 26 lines are composed of 
adjacent lines or lines obtained by reducing even-numbered 
lines. In this case, pixel signals are read by the color 
line-sequential manner to the Bayer con?guration color 
?lter. The pixel signals to be read include color information 
of adjacent lines. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a state Where pixel signals are read by 
a third high speed mode. The meanings of the draWing and 
expressions of CR and CB are the same as those shoWn in 
FIG. 4. 

As shoWn in FIG. 6, the foregoing high speed mode is 
arranged in such a manner that the CCD image sensor 12 
adds and outputs pixel signals for tWo lines at intervals of 
three lines in the vertical direction. That is, pixel signals for 
a ?rst line and pixel signals for a third line are initially added 
and output. Then, pixel signals for a fourth line and pixel 
signals for a sixth line are added and output. Then, the same 
process is repeated, and ?nally pixel signals for the L-2 th 
line and pixel signals for an L th line are added and output. 
Although FIG. 6 illustrates that L is a multiple of 3 for 
convenience, there is no inevitability that L is a multiple of 
3. 

In the high speed mode shoWn in FIG. 6, the actual 
number of read lines is one-third of all of the lines. 
Therefore, the number of horiZontal transfer operations is 
one-third of that required in the high quality image mode 
shoWn in FIG. 3. Thus, the pixel signals can substantially be 
read in one-third time. Therefore, pixel signals for one image 
can be obtained in 1A5 to 1/30 second. The foregoing frame 
rate is a value With Which usual display of dynamic image 
can be realiZed. 

In the high speed mode shoWn in FIG. 6, pixel signals for 
tWo lines are added and read at intervals of three lines in the 
vertical direction to the Bayer con?guration color ?lter. 
Therefore, read pixel signals are in the form of color 
line-sequential con?guration in Which lines (CR) including 
red information and lines (CB) including blue information 
are positioned alternately in the vertical direction. Therefore, 
a high resolution image can be obtained. 

Since pixel signals for the uppermost line at intervals of 
three lines in the vertical direction and pixel signals for the 
loWermost line at the same are added and read in the high 
speed mode shoWn in FIG. 6, read pixel signals include color 
information of adjacent lines. Therefore, an image free from 
considerable moiré can be obtained. 

Addition of the pixel signals is performed in vertical 
transfer passages or a horiZontal transfer passage. The 
addition in the vertical transfer passages Will noW be 
described, and then the addition in the horiZontal transfer 
passage Will be described. 

FIG. 7 illustrates addition of pixel signals in the vertical 
transfer passages. Referring to FIG. 7, each square indicates 
a photodiode Which is each pixel of the CCD image sensor. 
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Characters R, G and B of the alphabet indicate colors Which 
are respectively recogniZed by the photodiode. The photo 
diodes positioned at relatively the same positions When the 
photodiodes are divided into three lines in the vertical 
direction are given one of subscripts A, B and C correspond 
ing to the uppermost line, the central line and the loWermost 
line and added to any one of the characters R. G and B of 
the alphabet indicating the colors. 

In other Words, the photodiodes are divided into a plu 
rality of blocks in the vertical direction, each of Which 
includes three lines. In the every blocks, the photodiodes in 
the uppermost line are represented by one of the alphabetic 
characters R, G and B With the subscript A, the photodiodes 
in the central line are represented by one of the alphabetic 
characters R, G and B With the subscript B, and the photo 
diodes in the loWermost line are represented by one of the 
alphabetic characters R, G and B With the subscript C. 

Addition of the pixel signals on the uppermost line 
(photodiodes each of Which is indicated by the letter of the 
alphabet having the subscript A) and the pixel signals on the 
loWermost line (photodiode each of Which is indicated by 
the letter of the alphabet having the subscript C) is 
performed, for example, as folloWs: as shoWn in FIG. 7, 
initially, the pixel signals from the photodiodes indicated by 
the letter of the alphabet having the subscript A are shifted 
to a vertical transfer passage, and then the charges, Which are 
the pixel signals, are stored in potential Wells formed in the 
vertical transfer passages by the side of the photodiodes in 
the uppermost line. Then, the potential Wells having the 
charge of the pixel signals are doWnWards shifted through 
the vertical transfer passages. Simultaneously With shift of 
the charges to the side of the photodiodes positioned doWn 
Wards by tWo lines, that is, the photodiodes indicated by the 
letter of the alphabet having the subscript C, the pixel signals 
of the loWermost line photodiodes, that is, the photodiodes 
indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the subscript C 
are shifted to the vertical transfer passages. As a result, the 
charges shifted from the photodiodes indicated by the letter 
of the alphabet having the subscriptA and those shifted from 
the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript C are collectively stored in the potential 
Wells (indicated With an ellipse surrounding +shoWn in the 
draWing). That is, the pixel signals of the uppermost line 
photodiodes and the pixel signals of the loWermost photo 
diodes are added to each other. Then, the potential Wells in 
Which the added pixel signals are stored, are continuously 
moved on the vertical transfer passages in the doWnWard 
direction to reach the horiZontal transfer passage, and then 
shifted to the left so as to sequentially be read in line units. 
The siZe of the potential Wells may be the same as that of 

the potential Wells Which are used When all of the pixels are 
read, or may be different from therefrom. 

If the siZe of the potential Wells is the same as that of the 
potential Wells Which are used When all of the pixel signals 
are read, that is, if the capacity of the potential Wells are the 
same as the capacity of the photodiodes When all of the 
pixels are read, the capacity of the photodiodes is preferably 
adjusted to one-half of the capacity of the potential Wells by 
changing the over?oW drain substrate voltage. In other 
Words, the photodiodes are preferably operated With a 
dynamic range Which is one half of that When all of the 
pixels are read. The foregoing change in the capacity, that is, 
the dynamic range prevents the charges from over?oWing 
the vertical transfer passages after addition has been per 
formed. Although the dynamic range of the photodiodes is 
limited to one-half, the folloWing signal processing opera 
tion can be performed Without any problem because the 
signal level after reading is the same as that When all pixels 
are read. 
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If the size of the potential Wells is different from that of 
the potential Wells Which are used When all of the pixel 
signals are read, the siZe of the potential Wells are preferably 
two times that of the potential Wells Which are used When all 
pixels are read if the photodiodes are operated Without 
change in the dynamic range. The foregoing setting of the 
potential Wells prevents charges from over?owing the ver 
tical transfer passages after the addition. In this case, there 
is a merit in terms of the SN ratio because the dynamic range 
of the photodiodes can be fully used. 

FIG. 8 illustrates addition of pixel signals in the horiZontal 
transfer passage. The meanings of square and letters in the 
alphabet in the draWings are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 
7. 

The pixel signals on the uppermost line and pixel signals 
on the lowermost line are added as folloWs. Referring to 
FIG. 8, pixel signals of photodiodes indicated by the letter 
of the alphabet having the subscript A and pixel signals of 
the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript C are collectively shifted to the vertical 
transfer passage so that charges Which are the pixel signals 
are stored in potential Wells (each of Which is indicated by 
a White ellipse) formed on the side of each photodiode. 
Then, all of the potential Wells are uniformly moved down 
Wards on the vertical transfer passages. Even after the 
charges stored in the potential Wells in the lowermost line 
divided into three lines have been shifted to the potential 
Wells (each of Which is indicated by an ellipse surrounding 
+as shoWn in the draWing), doWnWard shift of the potential 
Wells for only tWo lines is continued. Also the charges stored 
in the potential Wells on the uppermost line divided into 
three lines are shifted to the potential well formed on the 
horiZontal transfer passage. As a result, the charges shifted 
from the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript A and the charges shifted from the 
photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet having 
the subscript C are stored in the potential Wells on the 
horiZontal transfer passage. That is, the pixel signals of the 
photodiodes on the uppermost line and the pixel signals of 
the photodiodes on the lowermost line are added. Then, the 
potential Wells on the horiZontal transfer passage are shifted 
to the left so as to sequentially be read in line units. 

Since the horiZontal transfer passage is formed on the 
outside of the image forming region differently from the 
vertical transfer passages extending betWeen photodiodes, 
the potential Wells formed on the horiZontal transfer passage 
can have a capacity tWice as large as that of the potential 
Wells on the vertical transfer passages. Since the horiZontal 
transfer passage is able to have potential Wells each having 
a large capacity as described above, there is no possibility 
that charges over?oW the horiZontal transfer passage even if 
the photodiodes are operated With full dynarnic ranges. In 
the foregoing case, there is a merit in terms of SN ratio 
because the dynamic range of the photodiodes can be fully 
used. 

Although the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 6 is 
arranged in such a manner that pixel signals for tWo lines are 
read at intervals of three lines in the vertical direction, the 
number of lines is not limited to the foregoing number. For 
example, pixel signals for tWo lines may be added and read 
at intervals of ?ve lines in the vertical direction. As an 
alternative to this, pixel signals for tWo or three lines may be 
added and read at intervals of seven lines. 

In vieW of the foregoing, the third high speed rnode 
described With reference to FIG. 6 is a mode in Which pixel 
signals for n lines at intervals of In lines in the vertical 
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direction are added and read (Where In and n are natural 
numbers satisfying rn>n). Speci?cally, the foregoing mode 
is a mode for adding and reading pixel signals for 0 lines at 
intervals of (2[3—1) lines in the vertical direction (Where 0t 
and [3 are natural numbers satisfying 2ot—1>[3>1). 

In other Words, the lines of the CCD image sensor are 
divided into a plurality of blocks in the vertical direction, 
each of the blocks including rn lines, and the pixel signals for 
n lines are read and added for the each block. Speci?cally, 
the pixel signals for the [3 lines are read and added for the 
each block consisting of the (2[3—1) lines. 

In this case, time required to read pixel signals is sub 
stantially n/rn, that is, [3/(2ot-1) of time required to perform 
reading in the high quality image rnode. 

Speci?cally, the [3 lines include at least each of the 
uppermost and loWerrnost lines at intervals of the (2[3—1) 
lines. That is, the [3 lines include the uppermost and loWer 
rnost lines of the each block. In this case, read pixel signals 
include color information of adjacent lines. 
More speci?cally, the D lines is composed of odd 

nurnbered lines including each of the uppermost and loW 
errnost lines at intervals of the (2[3—1) lines. That is, the [3 
lines consist of the odd-nurnbered lines including the upper 
most and loWerrnost lines of the each block. In this case, 
pixel signals are read by the color line-sequential manner to 
the Bayer con?guration color ?lter. 
The addition described With reference to FIG. 7 is addi 

tion in Which shift of charges for n lines to the vertical 
transfer passage is divided into n times and vertical transfer 
is performed by rn-1 times so that addition of n lines is 
performed in the vertical transfer passage, and then vertical 
transfer clocks are supplied in units of In times to perform 
transfer to the horiZontal transfer passage. 
The addition described With reference to FIG. 8 is 

arranged in Which charges for n lines are shifted to the 
vertical transfer passage and vertical transfer clocks are 
supplied in units of In times to perform transfer to the 
horiZontal transfer passage so that addition of n lines is 
performed in the horiZontal transfer passage. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a state Where pixel signals are read in a 
fourth high speed mode. The meanings of the draWings and 
expressions CR and CB are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 
4. 
As shoWn in FIG. 9, the foregoing high speed mode is 

arranged in such a manner that the CCD image sensor 12 
adds and outputs pixel signal for three lines consecutive in 
the vertical direction. That is, pixel signals for the ?rst line, 
pixel signals for the second line and pixel signals for the 
third line are initially added and output. Then, pixel signals 
frequency the fourth line, pixel signals for the ?fth line and 
pixel signals for the sixth line are added and output. Then, 
the same process is repeated, and ?nally pixel signals for the 
L-2 th line, pixel signals for the L-1 th line and pixel signals 
for the L th line are added and output. Although FIG. 9 
illustrates that L is a multiple of 3 for convenience, there is 
no inevitability that L is a multiple of 3. 

In the high speed rnode shoWn in FIG. 9, the number of 
lines Which are actually read is one-third of all of the lines. 
Therefore, the number of horiZontal transfer operations is 
one-third of the number in the high quality image rnode 
shoWn in FIG. 3. Thus, pixel signals are substantially read in 
one-third tirnes. Therefore, pixel signals for one image can 
be obtained in 1A5 to 1/30 second. Therefore, an image can be 
obtained in a frame rate of 30 to 45 frarnes/second. The 
foregoing frame rate is a value With Which a usual display of 
dynamic image can be realiZed. 
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Addition of the pixel signals are performed in the vertical 
transfer passages or the horizontal transfer passage. The 
addition in the vertical transfer passages Will be ?rst 
described. Then, the addition in the horiZontal transfer 
passage Will be described. 

FIG. 10 illustrate the addition of pixel signals in the 
vertical transfer passages. The meanings of the square and 
alphabet are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 7. 

The addition of pixel signals is performed, for example, as 
folloWs. Referring to FIG. 10, pixel signals of photodiodes 
indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the subscriptA 
are initially shifted to the vertical transfer passages so that 
charges, Which are pixel signals, are stored in the potential 
Wells formed on the sides of the photodiodes. Then, the 
potential Wells in Which charges of the pixel signals of the 
photodiodes on the uppermost line are doWnWards moved 
through the vertical transfer passages. Simultaneously With 
shift of the charges to the photodiodes positioned doWn 
Wards by one line, that is, the photodiodes indicated by the 
letter of the alphabet having the subscript B, pixel signals of 
photodiodes of a next line, that is, photodiodes indicated by 
the letter of the alphabet having the subscript B are shifted 
to the vertical transfer passages. As a result, charges shifted 
from the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript A and charges shifted from the photo 
diodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the 
subscript B are collectively stored in the potential Wells. 
Then, the potential Wells in Which charges of the pixel 
signals of the uppermost line and the next line are continu 
ously moved doWnWards on the vertical transfer passages. 
Simultaneously With shift of the charges to the sides of the 
photodiodes positioned doWnWards by one line, that is, 
photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet having 
the subscript C, pixel signals of the photodiodes of the 
loWermost line, that is, the photodiodes indicated by the 
letter of the alphabet having the subscript C are shifted to the 
vertical transfer passages. As a result, the charges shifted 
from the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript A, the charges shifted from the photo 
diodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the 
subscript B and the charges shifted from the photodiodes 
indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the subscript C 
are collectively stored in the potential Wells (indicated by 
ellipses each surrounding +shoWn in the draWing). That is, 
the pixel signals of the photodiodes on the uppermost line, 
the pixel signals of the photodiodes on the second line and 
the pixel signals of the photodiodes on the loWer-most line 
are added. Then, the potential Wells, in Which the added 
pixel signals are stored, are continuously moved doWnWards 
on the vertical transfer passages. After the added pixel 
signals have been shifted to the horiZontal transfer passage, 
they are shifted to the left so as to sequentially be read in line 
units. 

The siZe of the potential Wells may be the same as that of 
the potential Wells Which is used When all of the pixels are 
read, or may be different from therefrom. 

If the siZe of the potential Wells is the same as that of the 
potential Wells Which are used When all of the pixel signals 
are read, that is, if the capacity of the potential Wells is the 
same as the capacity of the photodiodes When all of the 
pixels are read, the capacity of the photodiodes is preferably 
adjusted to one-third of the capacity of the potential Wells by 
changing the over?oW drain substrate voltage. In other 
Words, the photodiodes are preferably operated With a 
dynamic range Which is one-third of that When all of the 
pixels are read. The foregoing change in the capacity, that is, 
the dynamic range prevents the charges from over?oWing 
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the vertical transfer passages after addition has been per 
formed. Although the dynamic range of the photodiodes is 
limited to one-third, the folloWing signal processing opera 
tion can be performed Without any problem because the 
signal level after reading is the same as that When all pixels 
are read. 

If the siZe of the potential Wells is different from that of 
the potential Wells Which are used When all of the pixel 
signals are read, the siZe of the potential Well is preferably 
three times that of the potential Wells Which are used When 
all pixels are read if the photodiodes are operated Without 
change in the dynamic range. The foregoing setting of the 
potential Wells prevents charges from over?owing the ver 
tical transfer passages after the addition. In this case, there 
is a merit in terms of the SN ratio because the dynamic range 
of the photodiodes can be fully used. 

FIG. 11 shoWs addition of pixel signals in the horiZontal 
transfer passage. The meanings of the square and alphabet 
are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 7. 

Addition of the pixel signals is performed as folloWs: 
referring to FIG. 11, pixel signals of photodiodes indicated 
by the letter of the alphabet having the subscript A, pixel 
signals of photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet 
having the subscript B and pixel signals of photodiodes 
indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the subscript C 
are collectively shifted to the vertical transfer passage so that 
charges, Which are the pixel signals, are stored in potential 
Wells (indicated by White ellipses shoWn in the draWing) 
formed on the sides of the photodiodes. Then, all of the 
potential Wells are uniformly moved doWnWards on the 
vertical transfer passage. Even after the charges stored in the 
potential Wells of the loWermost line divided every three 
lines have been shifted to the potential Wells (each of Which 
is indicated by an ellipse surrounding +) formed in the 
horiZontal transfer passage, the doWnWard movement of the 
potential Wells for only the tWo lines is continued. Also the 
charges stored in the potential Wells on the next line divided 
every three lines and charges stored in the potential Wells on 
the uppermost are shifted to the potential Wells formed on 
the horiZontal transfer passage. As a result, the charges 
shifted from the photodiodes indicated by the letter of the 
alphabet having the subscript A, the charges shifted from the 
photodiodes indicated by the letter of the alphabet having 
the subscript B and the charges shifted from the photodiodes 
indicated by the letter of the alphabet having the subscript C 
are stored in the potential Wells in the horiZontal transfer 
passage. That is, pixel signal of the photodiodes of the three 
lines continued in the vertical direction are added. Then, the 
potential Wells in the horiZontal transfer passage are shifted 
to the left so as to sequentially be read in line units. 

Since the horiZontal transfer passage is positioned on the 
outside of the image forming region differently from the 
vertical transfer passage extending among the photodiodes, 
the Width of the horiZontal transfer passage can be enlarged. 
That is, the capacity of the horiZontal transfer passage can be 
enlarged. Therefore, the capacity of the potential Wells, 
Which are formed in the horiZontal transfer passage, can be 
enlarged to three or more times the capacity of the potential 
Wells in the vertical transfer passages. Since the large 
capacity potential Wells can be formed in the horiZontal 
transfer passage, there is no possibility that charges over?oW 
the horiZontal transfer passage. In this case, there is a merit 
in terms of SN ratio because the dynamic range of the 
photodiode can fully be used. 

In the high speed mode shoWn in FIG. 9, pixel signal for 
three lines continued in the vertical direction are added and 
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read. However, the numberoflines is not limited to the
foregoing number. For example, pixel signals for four or five
lines continued in the vertical direction may be added and
read.

Whenpixel signals for even-numbered lines in the verti-
cal direction are added andread,the pixel signals read to the
Bayerconfigurationcolorfilter include R+2G+B color infor-
mation items. The foregoing value is closeto the structure of
a brightness signal and thus information of contrast can
easily be obtained. Therefore, it is suitable for data for
controlling automatic focusing.

In view of the foregoing, the fourth high speed mode
described with reference to FIG. 9 is a mode in which pixel
signal for q lines continuedin the vertical direction (where
q is a natural number).

The addition described with reference to FIG. 10 is

addition in which shift of charges for q lincs to the vertical
transfer passage is divided into q times and vertical transfer
is performed q-1 timesto addition of n lines is performed in
the vertical transfer passage after which vertical transfer
clocks are supplied in units of q times to perform transfer to
the horizontal transfer passage.

The addition described with reference to FIG. 11 is

addition in which charges forq linesis shifted to the vertical
transfer passage, after which vertical transfer clocks are
supplied in units of q limes to perform transfer to the
horizontal transfer passage so that addition of q lines is
performed in the horizontal transfer passage.

As described above, the CCD image sensor 12 is, in a
usual state, operated in the high speed mode and operated in
the high quality mage mode only whenthe trigger 46 is
depressed to record a finc image on the recording medium
32. As shown in, for example, FIG. 12, the liquid crystal
display portion 34 displays one image at each frame,that is,
every Yeo sccond. Immediately after the trigger 46 has been
depressed, one image is displayed for time corresponding to
six frames, thatis, in Yio second. Display of one image in Yo
second, that is, display of an image at a frame rate of 60
frames/second can be recognized for the eyes of a human
being as a dynamic image. Therefore, an image obtainable
in the high speed mode is expressed as a “dynamic image”,
while an image obtainable in the high quality image mode is
expressed as a “still image” so as to be distinguished from
the dynamic image. In relation to this, an image obtainable
in the high speed mode is sometimes expressed as a
“dynamic image” and an image obtainable from the high
quality image mode is sometimes expressed as a “still
image” in the following description.

Since time (410 second in the structure shown in FIG. 12) 5
corresponding to a plurality of frames is required to read a
still image, the still image is displayed on the liquid crystal
display portion 34 for a certain period after the trigger has
been depressed. During this, the still image is recorded on
the recording medium 32. Aftcr the still image has been
recorded, the reading mode of the CCD image sensor 12 is
again switched to the high speed mode so that a dynamic is
again displayed on the liquid crystal display portion 34.

The clectronic imaging apparatus according to this
embodimentobtains control data for an automatic focusing
mechanism (AF), an automatic white balance adjustment
mechanism (AWB) and an automatic exposure adjustment
mechanism (AE) every frame, that is, every Yo second.
Control data for AF, AWB and AE is obtained by the CPU
24 in accordance with image data temporarily stored in the
DRAM 28in the mode in which a partial image is read. That
is, the CPU 24 extracts image data temporarily stored in the

Wo nr
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DRAM 28at every frame, that is, every Yeo second to subject
image data to a proper calculation process to calculate data
for any one of AF, AWBand AE.Control for AF, AWB and
AE is sequentially calculated for each frame, and calcula-
tions of control data is repeatedly performed during display
of a dynamic image.

Calculated control data for AF is supplicdto the lens drive
system 38 so that the lens drive system 38 shill the lens 40
in the direction of optical axis in accordance with supplied
control data. Control data for AE is supplied to the stop
control system 42 so that the stop control system 42 adjusts
the aperture diameter of the stop 44 in accordance with the
supplied control data. Control data for AWB is supplied to
the image processing portion 26 so as to be used to correct
the hue of the image.

Since control data for AF, AWB and AE is obtained at
each frame, the DRAM 28 for temporarily storing image
data may be employed as an electric circuit for obtaining
control data. Although the conventional apparatus arranged
to simultaneously obtain control data for AF, AWB and AE
requires three systems of exclusive circuits, the apparatus
according to this embodiment is not need to have the
foregoing circuits.

The high speed mode for displaying a dynamic image
may be switched in the above-mentioned four modes.
Moreover, a manner of calculating control data may be
switched as the mode is switched. The reading mode is
switched during display of a dynamic image is performed
by, for example, operating the trigger. In this case, the trigger
46 is a two-step depression type trigger which actsasafirst
switch whenthe trigger is depressed by one step and acts as
a second switch when the trigger is depressed by two steps
after that. FIG. 14 illustrates an example of switch of the
reading mode in accordance with the operationofthe trigger.

In a usualslate, the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in
any oneof the first, second and third high speed modes. FIG.
14 illustrates the foregoing high speed modes as “n-line”
mode. During this, control data for AF, AWB and AE is
repeatedly calculated for each frame in accordance with
imagedata obtained from the n-line modeso that AF control,
AWBcontrol and AE control are performed.

In a certain limeafler the trigger 46 has been depressed by
one step, the CCD imagesensor 12 is operated in the fourth
high speed mode. FIG. 14 illustrates the foregoing high
speed modeas a “q-addition” mode. During this, control for
the AL’ is calculated for each frame in accordance with image
data obtained in the q-addition mode so that only AF control
is performed. That is, a predetermined time after the trigger
has been depressed by one stcp is assigned to only AF
control. Since pixel signals read in the q-addition mode
include R+2G+B color information items and close to the

structure of the brightness signal as described above, con-
trast information can easily be obtained andit is suitable for
use in calculating control data for the AF. Therefore, the AF
control using the optimal control data is performed in the
foregoing period.

Whenthe trigger 46 is depressed by two steps, the CCD
image sensor 12 is switched to the reading mode immedi-
atcly in the case of that a predetermined time for only the AF
control has elapsed or after the predetermined time pass in
the case ofthat the predetermined time has not been elapsed
so as to be operated in the high quality image mode by the
sequential scanning manner. Then,a fine image obtained by
the sequential scanning operationis recorded onthe record-
ing medium 32 in 6 frames,that is, “0 second.After the still
image has been recorded, the reading mode of the CCD
image sensor 12 is returned to the n-line mode.
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Since onlythe AF control is performed in accordance with
optimal control data because of the switch of the reading
mode and change of the control data, a further focused fine
image can efficiently be obtained.

FIG. 15 illustrates another cxample of the switch of the
reading mode which is performed in accordance with the
operation of the trigger. In this example the CCD image
sensor 12 is always operated in the q-addition mode except
for the numberof addition lines immediately before the still
imageis recorded is twice the numberin the usual operation.

In a usual state, the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in
the q-addilion mode in which pixel signals for @ lines (a is
a natural number not smaller than 2) are added and read.
During this, contro] data for AT, AWB and ALis repeatedly
calculated at intervals of Y%o second in accordance with

image data obtained in the q-addition mode so that the AF
control, the AWB control and the AE control are performed.

In a certain period after depression of the trigger 46 by
one step, the CCD image sensor 12 is operated in the
q-addition mode in which pixel signals for 2a lines contin-
ued in the vertical direction are added and read. Duringthis,
control data for the AF is calculated at intervals of Vi20

second in accordance with image data obtained in the
q-addition mode. In accordance with control data, the AF
control is performed.

When the trigger 46 is depressed by two steps, reading
modeof the CCD image sensor 12 is switched immediately
in the case of that a predetermined time for only the AF
control has elapsed or after the predetermined time pass in
the case of that the predetermined time hasnot been elapsed
so as to be operated in the high quality image mode by the
sequential scanning manner. ‘hen, a fine image obtained by
the sequential scanning operation is recorded on the record-
ing medium 32 in 6 frames, that is, Yio second. After the still
image has been recorded, the reading mode of the CCD
image scnsor 12 is returned to the q-addition mode for a
usual state.

Since onlythe AF control is performed in accordance with
control data which can be obtained at a rate which is twice

the rate in a usual state because of switch of the reading
modeand change ofcontrol data, a fine image focused more
quickly can efficiently be obtained at an optimal shutter
release opportunity.

As easily understood from the above description, the
CCD imagesensor is, when no photographing opcration is
performed, operated in a high speed mode in which, for
example, pixel signals for n lines are read at intervals of m
lines in the vertical direction. As a result, an electronic
imaging apparatus can be obtained which has a 1,000,000
pixel class CCD image sensor which displays an image
which can be recognized as dynamic images when no
photographing operation is performed even with an opera-
tion frame rate is not higher than 20 MHz.

Additional advantages and modifications will readily
occur ta those skilled in the art. Therefore, the invention in
its broader aspects is not limited to the specific details, and
representative devices shown and described herein.
Accordingly, various modifications may be made without
departing from the spirit or scope of the general inventive
concept as defined by the appended claims and their equiva-
lents.

Whatis claimed is:

1. An electronic imaging apparatus comprising:
a solid state imaging device;
a multistep switch for switching an operation modeof the

solid state imaging device, the operation mode includ-
ing a first operation mode, a second operation mode
whichstarts in responseto a first stage of the multistep
switch, and a third operation mode which starts in
response to a second stage of the multistep switch;
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control means for extracting pixel signals from the solid
state imaging device, wherein the control means:
extracts pixel signals of the solid state imaging device
addingnlines in units of m lines in a vertical direction
(where n is a natural number and m>n) to display a
dynamic image whenthe solid state imaging device is
operated in the first operation mode, extracts pixel
signals of the solid state imaging device adding q lines
in units of q successive lines in the vertical direction
(where q is a natural number) when the solid state
imaging device is operated in the second operation
mode, and cxtracts all pixcl signals of the solid state
imaging device by sequential scanning to recordastill
image whenthe solid state imaging device is operated
in the third operation mode.

2. An electronic imaging apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein the solid state imaging devicc includes a Baycr
configuration color filter, and m=2a-1 and n=B (where a
and B are natural numbers and 2a-1>{>1).

3. An electronic imaging apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein whenthe solid state imaging device is operated in
one ofthe first and second operation modes, an output signal
from the solid state maging device is used as one of AI’
information AE information and AWB information, and
control data for onc of AF, AE and AWB is repeatedly
calculated in turn for each frame.

4. An electronic imaging apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein whenthe solid state imaging device is operated in
the second operation mode, an output signal from the solid
slale imaging device is used as AF information, and control
data for AF is repeatedly calculated for each frame.

5. An electronic imaging apparatus comprising:
a solid state imaging device;
a multistep switch for switching an operation modeof the

solid state imaging device, the operation mode includ-
ing, a first operation mode, a second operation mode
whichstarts in responsetoafirst stage of the multistep
switch, and a third operation mode which starts in
response to a second stage of the multistep switch;

control means for extracting pixel signals from the solid
state imaging device, wherein the control means: reads
pixcl signals of a partof lincs in the solid state imaging
device to repeatedly extract the pixel signals with a first
rate to display a dynamic image when the solid state
imaging device is operated in the first opcration mode,
reads pixel signals of a part of lines in the solid state
imaging device to repeatedly extract the pixel signals
with a second rate higher than the first rate when the
solid state imaging device is operated in the second
operation mode, and extracts all pixel signals of the
solid state imaging device by sequential scanning to
recordastill image whenthe solid state imaging device
is operated in the third operation mode.

6. An electronic imaging apparatus according to claims5,
wherein when the solid state imaging device is operated in
one ofthe first and second operation modes, an output signal
from the solid state imaging device is used as one of AF
information, AE information and AWB information, and
control data for one of AF, AE and AWBis repeatedly
calculated in turn for each frame.

7. An electronic imaging apparatus according to claim5,
wherein whenthe solid state imaging device is operated in
the second operation mode, an output signal from the solid
state imaging device is used as AF information, and control
data for A is repeatedly calculated for each frame.

* * * * *
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= SONY.

SemiconductorIntegrated Circuit Data Book
1990

List of Model Names/
Index by Usage

Description e4
CCD Camera

(Black/White)

CCD Camera (Color) xz
CCD Imager System 6
IC for Scanning System
of Video Camera

Signal Processing IC F
for Video Camera

CCD Delay Line (e
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PREFACE

This is the 1990 version of the Sony semiconductor IC data book. This book covers all the

semiconductor products manufactured and marketed by Sony.

In preparation of this data book, as much characteristic and application data as possible have

been collected and added with a view of making this book a convenient reference for users of

Sony products. |i, however, you are dissatisfied with this book in any way, please write; we
welcome suggestions and comments,

The contents of this data book although accurate and complete at the time of publication,

are subject to changein order to incorporate improvements on the products.

Circuits shown are typical examplesillustrating the operation of the devices. They are not
meant to convey any patents or other rights. Sony cannot assume responsibility for any

problemsarising out of the use of these circuits.
 
 

Copyright 1990 by Sony Corporation
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SONY.

Interline-type CCD Solid Image Sensor

ICXO22AK-3

 

Description
ICX022AK-3 is aninterline-type CCD solid imaging

device designed for color video cameras.
Effective pixels number 768 horizontally and 493
vertically.

Colorfilters incorporated Ye, G and Cyare vertical
stripe filters of high resolution and high sensitivity.

The device employs the field integration system to
obtain a high resolution.

Package Outline

20 pin DIP (Ceramic)

Unit: mm

Element Structure

« Interline type CCD image sensor
Effective pixels: 768 (H) x 493 (V)
Image size: 2/3 inches (8.8 mm (H) x 6.6 mm (V))
Colorfilters (on-chip): Ye, G, Cy vertical stripe
filters

Field integration system
Electronic shutter function
Anti-blaaming function
Chip size: 10.0 mm (H) x 8.2 mm (V)
Unit Cell size: 11.0 ym (H) x 13.0 pm (V)
Effective optical black
Horizontal: Front 5Spixels

Back 45pixels

Vertical: Front 16pixels Vv
Back 4pixels

+ Dummybits: horizontal 22-bits, vertical 1-bit '
(even fields only)

Alettectes slamantrniciuve center

|
oy

eessepeie

 
Pin 11 side --| 685 45

Fig. 1 Optical black configuration
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(Top View)
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SON’:
IOx022AK-3 

Pin Configuration and Description
(Top View)

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
   
 

Imaging Device Function Block

 

— 165 —

   
VerticalShiftRegister(GCD) 

 
   
 

 

No. Symbol Description No. Symbol Description

1 Vo4 Vertical register transfer clock 11 Vour Signal output

2 Vea Vertical register transfer clock 12 Vec Output amplifier gate

3 Vee Vertical register transfer clock 13 Gss Output amplifier source

4|suB|Substrate (OFD) bias 14.|GND|GND
5 GNO|GND 15 PD Pre-charge drain bias

6 Vor Vertical register transfer clock 16 PG Output reset clock
7 VL Protection transistor bias 17 Vi Protection transistor bias

8 Horizontal register transfer clock Wi
9 NG 19 Ho: Horizontal register transfer clock

10 Vop Output amplifier drain supply

#Note)—___] = Photo Sensor
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[ SONY. CXD1030M|
Sync. Signal Generator for Camera

video cameras.

Description Package Outline Unit: mm

The CXD1030Mis a sync. signal generator for 28 pin MFP

Features

*® Adapts to NTSC or PAL by switching mode
* Low power consumption

(Standard NTSC: 25 mW: PAL: 30 mW)
* Built-in phase comparator and inverter for ac-

tive filter (separate power supply for the filter
inverter)

* External sync.

Function

Sync. signal generator

Structure

Silicon gate CMOS IC MFP-28P-L02

Application
Video « Camera

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta= 25°C)

 
23's

 
mezOi2h

 

 

* Supply voltage Vop Vss*—-0.3 to 7.0 Vv
* Input voltage Vi Vss*-—0.3 to VoD+0.3 Vv
* Output voltage Vo Vss*-—0.3 to VobD+0.3 Vv
* Operating temperature Topr —-20to +75 aC
* Storage temperature Tsta —55 to +150 °C

*Vss=0V

Recommended Operating Conditions
* Supply voltage Vpb 4.50 to 5.50 Vv
* Operating temperature Topr —20to +75 °C

70170-TO
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SONY.  

Block Diagram

OUTPUT CONTROL
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SONY: 

Pin Configuration (Top \

1 pin indication /

Pin Description 

Symbol | WO

HDO | 0 |vbO Qo  
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SONY: CXD1035BQ-Z

CCD Camera Scanning System Timing Signal Generator 

Description
CXD1035BQ-Z is a CMOS type LSI developed

for use with the scanning system of both ICXO22AK
(NTSC) and ICX024AK (PAL),

This IC is employed in conjunction with either
CXD1030M or CXD1158M (synchronized signal
generator).

48pin QFP (Plastic)

Features

« Generates drive pulses for imagers (ICXO2Z2AK
ICXO24AK).
Generates signal processing pulse for colorcameras.

« Switchover of NTSC/PAL modes is possible.
* Blemish compensation is possible (through usage

of external ROM).

 
Structure

Silicon gate CMOS IC

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta=25°C, Vss=0V)
« Supply voltage Voo Yss-0.5 to 6.0 V
« Input voltage Vi Vss-0.5 to Vop+0.5 V
* Output voltage Vo Vss-0.5 to V V
« Operating temperature Topr -25 to +85 °C
« Storage temperature Tstg —0 to #125 °C
* Allowable power dissipation Po 500 mW

Recommended Operating Conditions
* Supply voltage Voo 4.75 to 5.25 Vv
« Operating temperature Topr -20 to +75 °C

Eg9Z23-¥A
UIEIEEE

— 364 —
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CXD103580-2
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CXD1035B0-Z
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SONY. CXA1065M
Vertical clock driver for CCD imagers 

Description
The CXA1065M is a bipolar IC developed to

drive the vertical shift register of CCD imagers
(ICXO22 etc.,).

lt is composed of seven drivers that can drive
large capacitors with wide voltage amplitude. A
suppressing function of coupling between phases
reduces blooming and smear to makethisIC ideal
for vertical clock driving of CCD imaging devices.

Features
* Almostall functions required for vertical clock

driving of CCD imager are provided.
* Negative voltage source is not needed.
* Suppressing function of coupling between

phases.
* Wide output amplitude — Output voltage am-

plitude is almost equal to supply voltage.
* Wide operating voltage range — 5.5 to+25V

 
Package Outline Unit: mm

24 pin SOP

S0F-24F-L04

 
*® Low power consumption with the built-in

power-saving circuit — 116 mW Typ. when
the ICX0O22 equivalent circuit load is driven.

Structure
Silicon monolithic IC

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta= 25°C)

 
Block Diagram

rr fgovora voltageah 9}-_——————!_ Generation yayarivetlL

    
 
 

* Supply voltage Veel 6 Vv 1 |Vec2-1 27 V eus >_>2 ves
Vee2-2 27 Vv a)vece-4
Vec2-3 27 v .

Vec2-4 27 MS en Iver ‘eeVeed 27 Vv
Veet 27 Vvb=:roett

* Operating temperature Topr —-20 to+75 «552 9—_—titiveto01« Storage temperature Ts —55 to +150 °C

* Allowable power |
dissipation Po 560 mW oxve & iar—oved1 u———__ VEE B-@

Recommended Operating Conditions ae

Vel 4,505.5 Vw ¢—__eeVec2-1 5.5 to 25 Vv |

Vec2-2 5.5 to 25 Vv Tet
Vec2-3 5.5 to 25 se ——->_<» mbVee2-4 56,5 to 25 Vv f |

Ve3  5.5t0 25 Vv ae
Vec4 5.5 to 25 Vv

— 426 -
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Pin Configuration (Top Vie

|

24

i,
51

No. Symbol
po

 

 

1 SGi | Sensor i

; 2 Vol Verica!
| 5 Voe2 | Vertical
\ 6 | $G2 | Sensor

| 7 Vo3 Vertical

[iso | vor[varias
’ 1 NY | Negativ

! 4 Vee2-2  Vertica

8 | Vec2-3 Vertica

= g Veo2-4 Vertica

' 13 | Weed Negatis
23 Veo3s Sensor

12 GND1
GND

24 GND2

   
[a
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 | SONY. CXBOO26AM| .>
CCD Driver Equivalent Circuit 

Description
CXBOO026AM is a special version of CKBOO26M

with the following improvements:
1) High frequency operation ability.
2) Improved output voltage amplitude (voltage

usage ratio).
Other specifications match those of CXBOO26M.

Features

+ High frequency operation ability.
+ Improved output voltage amplitude.
« TTL compatible input.
+ High output current drive.
+ 2.0 mW low consumption when input at low

level,

Structure

Bipolar silicon monolithic IC

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta=25°C)
« Supply voltage Vec—ee 22
+ Input current h 100
* Input voltage Vi Vee+5.5
« Instant output current lopk 21.5
+ Junction temperature Ts +150
+ Operating temperature Ta 0 to 70
+ Storage temperature Tstg —65 to 150
« Allowable power dissipation Po 400

(Ta=70°C, PC Board Mount)
Pin Configuration

NC (a) NC

INPUT A (2) (7) OUTPUT A

VEE (6) vee

(5) ouTPuT a 
INPUT 8 po

Package Outline

 
mi,

2
a

a=

Aaoorcre

INPUT RI

 
  
 

- @
* @

O7Sf0.25  
Electrical Characteristics

Ta=0 to

 H level input voltage
Vo=WVeet1.0 Vde

H level input current
Vi-Vee=2.4 Vade,
Vo=Vee+1.0 Vde

L level input
Vo=Vec—1.0 Vde

L level input current
Vi—Vee=0 Vde, Vo=Vec—1,0

Qutput voltage at L level in
Vi-Vee=0.4 Vde

Output voltage at H level ir
Vi-Vee=2.4 Vde

Supply current at ON (1 cir
Vec—Vee=20 Vde,
Vi-Vee=2.4 Vde

Supply current at OFF (1 cil
Vece—VeE=20 Vde, Vi—Vee=C
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SONY; CXD1141M11M
Timing setting for Electronic Shutter (CCD imager)

Description
The CXD1141M developed for CCD cameras

is an LS! that sets the timing of electronic
shutters.

Features
® Compatible with variable shutters (1/60 to

1/10000 sec)
* Compatible with flickerless
* Compatible with NSTC/PAL
* Mode setting compatible with serial/parallel

Function
Sets the timing of electronic shutters.

 
Package Outline

 
 

Unit: mm

16 pin SOP

 
 

Structure eg)

Silicon gate CMOS SOP-16P-LOT |

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta= 25°C)
* Supply voltage Voo Vss—0.5* to +7.0 V
* Input voltage Vin Vss—0.5* to Von+0.5 Vv
* Output voltage Vo Vss—0.5* to Von+0.5 Vv
* Operating temperature Topr —-20 to +75 °C
* Storage temperature Tstg -55 to +150 °C

*“Vss = OV

Recommended Operating Conditions

* Supply voltage Voo 4.5 to 5.5 (5,0V Typ.) V
* Operating temperature Topr -20 to +75 °C

Block Diagram

@EN
@FLi
GFL2
(@MOD1
@mopz
@xsc1

@vp
xp
aps
@xvs

—376 =
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Pin Configuration and Descripi

16

 
 

 

  
:

No. Symbol Vo

1 VD | Ver

3 xVa | Ver

5 PS [| Pow
6 EN ! Ene

8 Vss = GNI

| 9 | XSUB oO Elec
10 MQD2 | Moc

Te ee
12 FL2 l Moc

13 D2 | Shu

15 bo l Shu

16 Voo ~ +5)
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cx 

ency response vs
Ambient temperature

 
Ambient temperature (°C)

2C voltage vs Ambient temperatura

 
Ambient temperature (°C)

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

aH

escription
A) ©XA13370-Z/Ris designed to extract signals
ey the CCD output of stripe CCD cameras

ang signal processing.
Tis bipolar IC executes correlated double

spling, AGC and color separation.

: res

MB = Through the double sampling function it can
i] ‘@hibit low band noise in CCD signals.

©)4 wide coverage AGC amplifier enhances the
)) camera sensitivity.
= Has output effective for image making such
) = : Iris adjustment output and High

Brightness detection output,

jure

polar silicon monolithic IC

solute Maximum Ratings (Ta= 25°C)
pply voltage Vcc 10 V

= Operating Topr -20 to +75 °C
temperature

D Tstg -—55 to +150 °c
emiperature

/ jowable power Pp 600 mW
Wahl... Gssipation (QFP)
ae 950° mw

(VOQFP)
g "When mounted on the

hi glass epoxy board
40 mm x 40 mm
t= 0.8mm

@ecommended Operating Conditions
weSupply voltage Vcc 4.75 to §.25 Vv

APPENDIX JJJ

CXA1337Q-2/R

DF ocessing system of a CCD Video Cameras
Package Outline Unit: mm

=ah
 

CXA13370-Z 48 pin OFP (Plastic)
oie3?™

  
Detailed diagram of A,
Note) Dimension with * mark shows the status

 
without residual resin, VOFP-48P-LO4

80502-7A
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aaa).
 
 
 

 
 

SONY: CKA1337

scription and Equivalent Circ
Pin Description

     
    

 

' Symbol Standard DC

ae > * i = z
5 gg  & A °° Fe &
Cw et ee £2 fF ee gS
: =. © £ = S&S £2 2 & 2 fF B

OO}-D—O-O—-@ Qa) 29 2) ae29 0.7 to 3.5V
| | | cs

cLRI | rr ||conrp @) 55 | Pao
a

G2iPBLK! = | | | Bee | poe
3 | | TI I

Gtiwinnow) | 77 baa Ee |
3 @1)

FETT 2 OUT 1 to 4V
LPF 1

DET.CLPF eo)

oer LEVEL 3 @
a

TT (18)
GNOIA) (83) r z

/ ‘ 3 ¥,vg out (44) r a : aC.

ar) our (4s) | ‘a C
A =< bls] [1; 7 |

oP 1 (6) ] | | | isHP qcLPa
| Ace sa Lere Hidap'@ 7) — | V | CONT } a -

| it| —E— CLP R13,
or2@ @) ___,RE | | | Ly. AGC IN 1.38V

1 (2) 3 (4) 5 (5) 7) (2) (3) ©) 13
= = és fe - 4 Le 2

eo 2 £ 2 2! & 2 8  S 3B
ey eS 2 - ££ OS
a 6 * 5S # 2a fF F<

Vee (A) 5YV
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[ Sony, CXA13390-Z/R||
CCD Camera Processor 

Description
CXA13390-Z and CXAi339R are processor

ICs for CCD color cameras. These execute
color coding, white balance, y compensation,
HUE control and other signal processing to
color separated input signals. y+ compensated
R-Y, B-¥ and YH, YL-YH signals are also
shaped.
Features

» The built-in color coding circuit makes it
compatible with both types of CCD color
filters. complementary color or primary color.
Realizes high resolution through the adoption
of YL-YH, and YH's Y signal processing.
Compatible with negative/positive inversion
White balance is compatible with both
automatic and one push button.
Contro! pins have preset function.

.

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta=25 C)
+ Supply voltage Vec 7
+ Operating temperature Topr —20 to —75
+ Storage temperature Tstg -65 to —150
+ Allowable power Po 600

dissipation

Recommended Operating Condition
+ Supply voltage Vee 520.25

— 598 —

Zooe
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Package Outline

CXA13390-Z 46 pin GFP (Plastic)

gina"
 

 

CXA1S39R 48 pin VOFP(Plastic)
= aggre
| enzo"s

|
  
  

   

   Note) Dimensions marked with”
does not include residual resin.

SONY:

Slock Diagram
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90-Z/R
») SONY: CXA133—_—_——_—

1339Q-Z/R_
 

lutline Unit mm

2 48 pin GFP (Plastic) ra 2 eo = et = s =
oe PREP & & Pee eS= = 2 = = 3 a 3 e 3 é 3 =

|} )} $2) +) 29) 2) 2) 2) ©)

  
(is) cle c R-6

48 pin VOFP (Plastic!canta?

 
cur c $3 G4) | | ae |} 1 <5" (7) cp c 8-6

 
cur c 52 Gs) ! ] i . : 12 {|| (15) #-7 Gain3 L:]

circ st fe) ; | : , = (oe (3) a- Gam
 

R-¥ our

 
(v3) R= ¥ Hue

 
 

VOFP=4BP-( 04

ysions marked with*

rot include residual resin. |

care2()- sare3(4) cur(*) vero() vaour(a) veminCs) viewourCm) vegcont(e)— a-vaue()—

80706-S7
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SONY. CXA1270N | 

IC for Vertical Direction Outline Compensation

Description
CXA1270N is a bipolar IC developed for vertical

outline compensation of video camera.It containsall
the required functions for vertical outline compensa-
tion ina single chip. Also, being a small package, this

IC Is most suitable for the use in video camera. -

20pin VSOP (Plastic)

Features

e Low power consumption
® Usable both in 2H type and 1H type.
® Executes low level noise clip,

 

 

® Controlable output level. Structure

Applications Bipolar silicon monolithic |C
Video camera

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta=25'C)
« Supply voltage Vee 10 v

Storage temperature Tees —55 to +150 'c
* Operating temperature Tose —20 to +75 Cc
© Allowable powerdissipation Pp 375 mW

Recommended Operating Condition
* Supply voltage Vee 4.75 to 5.25 Vv

Block Diagram and Pin Configuration

2) Cs) 
 

 
 

— 656 —-
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a . in Description and Equivalent Circ 

 

No. Symbol Pin voltage
A 2.8V

p>|YOIN|Black level)‘ 7

. i 2.8V
e Hh (Black level) =

+) a 2.8V @
| YeIN|(Black level)
es t
i 2.1V

RE |
| te OUT (Black level)
ff

; 2,0V
=|XY, OUT|Biack level)

-tt

= 2.4V
: Y, Our (Black level)

 
tl ;

nn ja
ER |

 
it DTL OUT

3 1.5V to 3.5V
Hs CONT (Outside) |

F | | Cc
3|Y,CONT 1.5Vto35V) €(Outside)   
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2XA1270N
tion 

2in VSOP (Plastic) |

+

 

monolithic IC

()APour (=)xaPouT >>—G)otour
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5
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SONY: CXA1270N 

Pin Description and Equivalent Circuit 

 
Vec=5V

  
  
 

  
 

 
 
  

 
 

  
 

 
Symbol | Pin voltage Equivalent Circuit Description

Vo IN | Se Vez ¥ signal input pin (S500Vpp [Typ] )
. ; z | ; =
| | 2.8V | ¥ signal input pin (1H delay)

TN | (Black level)| @ ‘ ir (150mVp-p [Typ] ); 50 ae F
3 Ys IN 2.8V ® oF ss Y signal input pin (2H delay)

z (Black level) |(150mVp-p [Typ] )
| Vez| 2.1V = i

| (Black level) ta0 Yo Amp inverse output pin
n 1*

| 2,0V Ox .
\ (Black level) 1 Gries 1, Amp inverse output pin

| | Wer

# if 2 = 800| 24v

6|YOUT|assoc tovel otf Y; Amp output pin
i

| Wee

7 | ¥, CONT ues| + gem Y, Amp gain contro! pin
| 5 we

8 Y, CONT Seu| @ * sus) @) sana|Ya Amp Bain control pina > o> |

_ +
| ey) Ot * oie ee Switching pin of 2H mode and 1H mode

9 SEL High 5V | | High (5V)=2H DL mode
8 Da Low (OV)=1H DL mode10K || =” a

10 | GND GNDpin iv Vex

| $00 1_  *
11 DTL OUT 2.9V -—-() DETAIL signal output

| z804 (1) rywr WF
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[SONY. CXA1072Q-Z/R |
Camera Signal Processing

 

 

Description Package Outline Unit: mm
CXA1072Q0-Z and CXA1072R are encoder ICs

for CCD color cameras.

Luminance and color difference signals are input
to be output as composite video signals.
Combined use with system for CCD color
cameras.  

48 pin GFP (Plastic)

Features

* Built-in auto carrier balance (carrier balance
adjustment unnecessary).

« Compatible with both NTSC/PAL
» Compatible with Negative/Positive.
+ Low consumption (200 mW) (150 mW in B/W

mode)
» Low noise

Structure

Bipolar silicon monolithic IC,

Application
CCD color camera

Function

« Set-up level control

« White clip level control TH a ‘
+ White fader/black fader guste rete |

+ View finder output =* a = |
« Character signal (superimpose)
* Sub carrier modulation
« Burst level control
+» PAL mode

+ Sub carrier output
« Sharpness level control
+» Negative mode
+ Return video input

mmnnnench,  
 

veyin  
+ Auto carrier balance Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta=25 °C)
+ HUE control » Supply voltage Vec 7 V
+ Sync level control » Operating temperature Tapr —20 to +75 i
» Chroma suppress Y, + Storage temperature Tstg —55 to —150 “

chroma suppress AGC + Allowable power dissipation Pp 600 mW

Recommended Operating Condition
+ Supply voltage Veco 4.75 to 5.25 Vv

7O8134-5T 

—616—-
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Biock Diagram and Pin Confi

(8)NOISESLICE

  

| Abbreviations

CLP|Clamp

¥ DET | Detecter
rh CONT | Control
4 BF|Burst Frag
i BLK|Blanking

N/P|Nega/Posi

4 LALT|Line Alternate4 CSY|Chroma Suppres ¥
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 72Q-Z/R|} ae

Block Diagram and Pin Configuration

“aa
3)CIN (i)Ewrswwe (i)FADERtupne (2)setup (3)SYNCLEVEL (B)seturcL (S)neoePED(3)wecup(8)¥LEVEL(i)NoiseSLICE
  
 
 

(23) FADER SiG

G2) Evour

|¢ bt
20) VIDEO OUT

|@eraiaGaya siG

SHP LEVEL G7}

 

 

  
VOQFP (Plastic)

  
CK2)—) On0,0,0) GOH)

Se Re : :
= wy =

é

Abbreviations

a=25°C) CLP | Clamp Return Video
oc 7 iv DET | Detecter Electric View Finder
apr —20 to +75 °C CONT | Control | Chroma Input
stg —55 to+150 °C BF | Burst Frag | Pedestal
> 600 mW BLK | Blanking White Clip

N/P|Nega/Posi Delay Line Drive
‘ition ; LALT|Line Alternate Delay Line End 
1 64.75 to 5.25 Vv CSY | Chroma Suppres ¥ Sharpness

708134.5T
Se 
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A High-PerformanceDigital Color Video Camera

Kenneth A.Parulski, Brian L. Benamati, Lionel J. D'Luna, Paul R. Shelley
Image Acquisition Products Division, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York 14650-2015

ABSTRACT

Typical one-chip color cameras use analog video processing circuits. An improved digital camera architecture has
been developed using a dual-slope A/D conversion technique, and two full custom CMOSdigital video processing ICs,the
"CFA processor" and the "RGB post-processor". The system uses a 768 x 484 active elementinterline transfer CCD with
anew "field-staggered 3G"color filter pattern and a "lenslet" overlay, which doubles the sensitivity of the camera. The
digital camera design offers improved image quality, reliability, and manufacturability, while meeting aggressive size,
power, and cost constraints. The CFA processordigital VLSI chip includes color filter interpolation processing, an optical
black clamp, defect correction, white balance, and gain control. The RGB post-processordigital IC includes a color
correction matrix, gammacorrection, two-dimensional edge-enhancement,andcircuits to control the black balance, lens
aperture, and focus.

1. INTRODUCTION

A significant amountof signal processing is needed to obtain high-quality color video images from a one-chip color
CCDsensor. A widevariety ofcolorfilter array (CFA)patterns can be used to provide color images.! In current
single-sensor color cameras and camcorders, the video signal processing is accomplished with analog circuits.2-5 The
constraints of analog video processing places practical limitations on the sophistication of the image processing which can
be implemented in such systems. This constrains the choice of CFA patterns that can be used, and compromises image
quality.

Digital processing offers many system advantages, but can result in large, expensive, and power-hungry cameras,
unless digital VLSI techniques are used. Digital processing has been employed in a commercially available three-sensor
camera,® and numerousdigital designs for two-sensor? and single-sensor8-10 cameras have been described in the literature.
The first operational one-chip color CCD imaging system using full custom VLSIdigital processors has been reported
previously.11,12 This paper describes the application of these VLSIvideo processing ICs in a higher performance camera
system, using a newly developed CCD imagesensor with an improved colorfilter array pattern, and a dual-slope A/D
conversion technique.

Figure 1 showsa simplified block diagram ofthe digital color camera. The camera lens focuses the image onto the
color CCD image sensor. The sensor outputsignalis digitized ata 14.318 MHz sample rate. The digitized signal from
the CCD sensoris processed by two full-custom CMOSICs, the "CFA Processor", and the "RGB Post-Processor". The
processing is pipelined, and operates at the samepixel rate as the image sensor, so that a framestoreis not required. The
ICs have been designed to operate with a variety of image sensors andcolorfilter options. To minimizethe chip areas, the
signal processing has been carefully designed to eliminate the need for multipliers and to reduce the amountofline delay
memoryrequired.

2. IMAGE SENSOR

The sensoris a high-performancesilicon charge-coupled device (CCD) with an interline transfer architecture and 2:1
interlaced readout. The device is built with an advancedtrue two-phase, two-polysilicon, NMOS CCDtechnology. The
pt+npn- photodetector elements operate in a fully depleted mode. Therefore, charge from the photodiodes is completely
transferred to the vertical CCDs (VCCD),eliminating the image lag seen with conventional np photodiodes. A p-well
vertical overflow drain structure allowsantibloomingprotection. A close proximity refractory metal lightshield greatly
reduces image smear. The active area is 8.9 mm (H) x 6.6 mm (V), andthetotal chip size is 9.9 mm (H) x 7.7 mm (V).
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Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the sensor, which consists of 371,712 active photodiodes, 768 vertical
(parallel) CCD shift registers, one horizontal (serial) CCD shift register and one output amplifier. Both registers
incorporate two-level polysilicon and true two-phase buried channel CCDtechnology,!3 as shownin Fig. 3. The pixels
are arranged in a 768 (H) x 484 (V) array in which an additional 12 columns and 5 rows oflight shielded pixels are added as
a dark reference. The pixel architecture is shown in Fig. 4. An image is acquired whenincidentlight, in the form of
photons, falls on the array of photodiodes andcreates electron-holepairs within the silicon substrate. This chargeis
collected locally by the formation ofpotential wells created at each photodiode site. The amount of charge collected at each
pixel is linearly dependentonlight level and exposure time and nonlinearly dependent on wavelength. When the photodiode
charge capacity is reached, excess electrons are discharged to the substrate, to prevent blooming.

The accumulated or integrated charge from each photodiodeis transported to the output by a three-step process. The
chargeis first transported from the photodiodesto the vertical shift registers by applying a large positive voltage to one of
the vertical clocks. This reads out every other row of photodiodes, thus transferring one of the twointerlaced fields into the
vertical CCD registers. The charge is then transported from the vertical CCD registers in a line-by-line or parallel fashion
to the horizontal CCDregister. Finally, the horizontal CCDregister transports this'line' of charge in a pixel-by-pixel or
serial fashion to the output amplifier. The remainingfield is clocked outin a similar fashion by applyinga positive
voltage to the other vertical clock phase, thus completing interlaced readout of one frame. Both the horizontal and vertical
shift registers use traditional complementary clocking for charge transport. Transfer to the horizontal CCD begins when
@V2 is brought high and @V1 is brought low, causing charge from the @V1 and @V2gatesto transfer a line of charge into
the horizontal shift register. The sequence emds when @V2is brought low while the horizontal CCD readsoutthefirst line
of charge.
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Fig. 2 CCD Sensor Block Diagram
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Fig. 5 CCD Output Schematic

Fig. 4 CCD Pixel Architecture

A schematic of the output structure is shown in Fig. 5. On each falling edge of @H2, a charge packet is dumped
overthe output gate (OG in Fig. 2) onto the output node or floating diffusion (FD in Fig. 5). The potential ofthe floating
diffusion varies linearly with the quantity of charge in each packet. The amountofpotential change is determined by the
expression

AVdg = AQ/ Ca, (1)

where AVfq is the changeofthe floating diffusion voltage, AQ is the charge transferred ontothe floating diffusion, and Cfq

is the capacitanceofthe floating diffusion. The translation from electronsto voltageis called the outputsensitivity or

charge-to-voltage conversion. After the charge has been sensed off-chip, the reset clock (OR) removesthe charge from the
floating diffusion via the reset drain (VRD). This in turn returns the floating diffusion potential to the reference level
determined bythe reset drain voltage. A two-stage source-follower amplifier is used to provide the video outputsignal
(VOUT).

3. COLOR FILTER ARRAY

The imagesensoris overlayed with the new "field-staggered 3G" color mosaic filter pattern shownin Fig. 6. The
CFA contains 75% green (G) photosites and 25% red (R) and blue (B) photosites. By devoting mostof the photosites to
luminance, the scene is sampled in a manner compatible with the human visual system, which is more sensitive to high
spatial frequency luminancevariations than to high spatial frequency chrominancevariations!4. When the proper image
processingis used to reconstruct RGBvalues for each photosite,15,16 the "3G" CFApattern can provide images thatare
sharper, yet have reduced coloraliasing, compared to images from otherstripe or mosiac CFA patterns. Because of the
complexity of the required reconstruction processing,digital signal processing techniques are more appropriate than analog
processing circuits. A birefringentblurfilter!7,18 helps to eliminate aliasing and provides color co-incidence betweenthe
chrominance samplesand the adjacent luminance samples.
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Field 2

Field 1

Field 2
 

Fig. 6 Field Staggered 3G CFA Fig. 7 Line Staggered 3G CFA

The newly developed "field-staggered 3G" CFA is an improvementonthe "line-staggered 3G" CFA showninFig. 7,
which was used in earlier cameras.12 In interlaced video applications, every second line of the CCD sensoris read out
during field 1, while the remaining lines are read out during field 2. The colorfilter pattern must be designed to operate
properly with this interlaced readout. If, for example, red photosites were located only on every second (odd)line of the
sensor, while blue photosites were located only on the remaining (even)lines, red would then be sampled only during field
1, and blue would be sampled only during field 2. The resulting image would exhibit a severe 30 Hz yellow-cyan hue
flicker, which would produce an unacceptable level of visual discomfort,!9 unless a chrominancefield store were used.

In order to accommodate interlaced readout, the "line-staggered 3G" CFAin Fig. 7 is arranged so thateachlineis
repeated twice, thus the field 1 and field 2 sampling is identical. This meansthat the red and blue sampling occurs only in
every fourth columnofpixels in the horizontal direction. The locations at which red and blue are sampledareoffset in the
horizontal direction by 2 pixels. The "field-staggered 3G" CFAin Fig. 6 is arranged sothatthe lines of field 2 are shifted
horizontally by two pixels relativeto the lines of field 1. This allows red and blue to be sampled at every second column
of pixels in the horizontal direction. This creates a more checkerboard-like chrominance sampling pattern that provides
improved chrominanceresolution in the horizontal direction.20 Because the two digital processing ICs were designed with
flexibility in mind, the new "field-staggered 3G" CFA can be accommodated with only a minor change in the external
timing signals that control the CFA processorIC.

The image sensorincludes a lenticular array, fabricated on top of the CFA, whichis integrated above the
photosensors.2! These "Ienslets" are an array of convex lenses formed above eachphotosite, as shownin Fig. 8. The
lenslets focus the light away from the opaquelight shields and into the center of the photodiodes. This increases the
sensitivity by a factor of more than two, since most of the photons which would normally hit the light shields and be
"wasted" are now collected by the photodiodes. This also slightly decreases aliasing and reduces smear. A photomicrograph
of the pillow-shaped lenses which form the lenslet overlay are shownin Photo 1.

——_—— ——— —— DigitalCodeValue 
| | | | 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

Analog Voltage

Fig. 8 Lenslet Structure Fig. 9 Dual-Slope A/D Characteristic
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4, A/D CONVERSION

The sensor outputis processed by a conventional clamp / sample-and-hold circuit that implements correlated double
sampling.22 Thiscircuit forms a continuousanalog videosignal, while eliminating the noise associated with resetting the
CCDfloating diffusion output and suppressing low frequency noise such as the 1/f noise from the on-chip source follower
amplifiers. The processed sensor outputsignal is digitized with a commercially available 8 bit parallel "flash" A/D
converter,23 which allowsaccessto the mid-pointoftheresistor ladder. The voltage on the mid-point ladder pin has been
set to provide the conversion characteristic shownin Fig. 9. This technique provides the equivalentof a 10-bit digital
conversion at low signal levels, and a 7-bit digital conversion at high signal levels. The dual-slope quantizer is designed to
reduce the quantization distortion in the gamma-correctedoutputsignal relative to the quantizaton distortion using a linear
8-bit quanitizer. The digitized sensor signal is input to the "CFA processor".

5. CFA PROCESSORIC

A simplified block diagram of the functions performed by the CFA processor chip24 is shown in Fig. 10. Thefirst
on-chip operationis an optical black reference clamp. The dark current of CCD imagesensors is very dependenton the
operating temperature. The purpose of the black reference clampis to subtract off the average dark current value of the
sensor. The digital implementationis more stable andless expensive than an analog implementation,butslightly reduces
the useful operating range of the A/D converter. The sensor defect concealmentallows defective photosites to be concealed,
by substituting the values of the previoushorizontally adjacent pixels of the same color. Next, the chip incorporates a
novel architecture, whichinterpolates the missing green (luminance)pixels using a linear quantization space finite impulse
response (FIR) filter, and then reconstructs the missing red andbluepixels by interpolating the chrominance to luminance
ratios in a logarithmic quantization space. This technique greatly reduces color edge artifacts, compared tolinearly
interpolating the red and blue values withoututilizing the green signal.25

A moredetailed diagram of the CFA processor implementation is shown in Fig. 11. The digitized pixel inputs
(PIXIN(10)) from the A/D convertercan be either a linearly quantized signal with a maximum of10 bits, or a nonlinearly
quantized signal with a maximumof8 bits. The FORCE(2) controllines allow the input to be clipped to white or black
values,in order to handle A/D overflow conditionsor provide input image blanking. The chip includesan8bit-to-10 bit
ROMlook-uptable (LUT), whichis selected when the nonlinear A/D is used, and can be mask programmed to convert the
8-bit dual-slope characteristic shownin Fig. 9 to a 10-bit linear quantization chracteristic. The black reference clamp
works by summing 512 pixel values from "black" photosites locatedinaline at the top of the image, using a hard-wired
shift to obtain the average, and subtracting the average value from therest of the imagepixel values. Defective pixels are
concealed using multiplexers controlled by the DEF(2) signals to substitute values from the appropriate pixels delays.
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Fig. 10 CFA Processor Functions
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Fig. 11 CFA Processor Implementation

Values for the green signal at spatial locations corresponding to red and blue photosites are calculated using a 7-tap
FIR interpolation filter. The filter impulse response is given by

+3

y = aj xj (2)
i=-3

where ajare the co-efficients and xj are the "known"horizontally adjacent green pixel values centered aboutthe "missing

green" (red or blue) pixel locations. Thefilter is designed so that the point spread function of the missing green elements
equals the point spread function of the green photosites.16 The center (ag) co-efficient equals zero andthefilter is
symmetric, so only three fixed co-efficient multiplications are required. The multiplications are implemented using
hardwired shift and add or shift and subtractcircuits, so that the entire filter requires only ten adders, an enormous area
savings compared to multipliers.
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The combination of the optical pre-filter and the missing green interpolationfilter provides nearly perfect color co-incidence
between the red or blue value and theinterpolated green value at the samered or blue photosite. This allows the
blue-to-green and red-to-greencolorratios to be accurately determined. If the coarsely sampled red and blue records were
independently interpolated, very disturbing false color artifacts would occur at luminance edgetransitions. However, by
linearly interpolating the blue-to-green and red-to-green colorratios, the colored edge artifacts can be almost completely
eliminated.

Thedata is demultiplexed into green andline sequential red/blue channels and transformed using on-chip luminance
and chroma ROMsprogrammed to provide logarithmic curveshapes. The blue-to-green and red-to-greenratios are formed by
subtracting the log space signals, since the difference of two logarithmically quanitized signals equals the log ofthe ratio of
the signals. The CFA processorchip includes a gain controlcircuit and a white balance circuit, which can operate
automatically or under microprocessorcontrol. These operate by adding log spaceoffset values, rather than by using
multipliers. The gain control works by adding or subtracting a value from the log green signal. This "gain offset value”is
input to the CFA processorvia a simple two-wire serial interface from a microprocessor, using data line uP_IN and clock
line uP_CLK. Two "color balance offset values", which are addedto the log R/G and log B/G valuesto obtain proper
white balance, can also be inputvia the serial interface. Alternatively, proper white balance can be obtainedusing the
on-chip white balance circuit, which averages the log R/G and log B/G signals whensignaled by the WBAL_CLKand
WBAL_CLRlines as the camera imagesa white card, and then subtracts the average values from the normal image.

Thelog color difference signals are linearly interpolatedfirst in the vertical direction using on-chipline delays, and
then in the horizontal direction using hardwired shift and add circuits. The linear interpolation circuits use a polyphase
structure based on the commutative model.26 Implementing thevertical interpolation before the horizontal interpolation
reduces the size of the two red/blueline delays by a factor of four. The linearly interpolated log R/G andthe log B/G
signals are summed with the delayed log G signal to provide log R and log B valuesfor each pixelofthe array. These red
and blue signals contain low spatial frequency color information and high spatial frequency luminancedetail information
derived from the green channel. The undelayed logGsignalis also output andis used in the RGB post-processor edge
enhancementcircuit.

A photomicrograph of the CFA processoris shown in Photo 2. The chip is 10 mm x 10 mm with 94,000
transistors, and dissipates 330 mW at 5 volts. Both the CFA processor and the RGB post-processor chips were designed
and fabricated in-house using a 2-micron CMOSsingle-poly, double metal process, and are packaged in standard 84-pin
packages. Thelargestcircuit block on the CFA processoris the green 1-H line delay, which is required to spatially align
the green pixel data with the vertically interpolated red and blue data.

6. RGB POST-PROCESSORIC

The logarithmically quantized 10-bit RGB outputs of the CFA processor are connected to the inputs of the second
VLSI chip, the "RGB post-processor".27 A simplified block diagram ofthe functions performed bythis chip are shownin
Fig. 12, and a more detailed diagram ofthe chip architecture is shownin Fig. 13. The logarithmically quantized RGB data
from the CFAprocessoris first convertedto linearly quantized data by three ROM look-uptables,prior to black level
correction and matrixing. The average picture levels (APLs)for red, green, and blue are computed by three accumulators,
and output to a microprocessorvia a two-wirescrial outputinterface, using data outputline uP_OUT andclockline
uP_OUT_CLK. The microprocessor can input RGBblacklevel offset values, via data input line uP_IN andclockline
uP_IN_CLK,to correctfor lensflare or to adjust for user preferences.

A mask-programmable3 x 3 color correction matrix is used to improve the color reproduction by correcting the
camera responsivities properly for the display phosphor chomaticities. Figure 14 shows the measured colorsensitivities of
the CCD camera prior to matrixing. Notice that the CCD responsivity at any wavelength must alwaysbe positive, since a
negative response to light is physically impossible. Figure 15 shows the optimum camera sensitivities for CRT displays
incorporating SMPTE C phosphors with a D65 white point.28
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In order to achieve the required negative camerasensitivities, the 3 x 3 matrix shown below can be used

Ro = aj] Rj + a12 Gj + a43 Bj

Go = a2] Rj + a22 Gj + a23 Bi (3)
Bog = a3] Rj + a32 Gj + a33 Bj.

Rj, Gj and Bjarethe linearly quantized, interpolated signals from the CFA processor, and Ro, Go, and Bg are the color

corrected matrix outputs. The co-efficients ajj depend on the color-mixture functions of the phosphorsusedin the
television display, and the responsivities of the RGB signals prior to matrixing, which includesthe lens, infrared blocking
filter, and color sensor.29 Using the matrix listed below,the color responsivities of the camera can be corrected to appear
as shownin Fig. 16

Ro =_1.75 Rj - 0.19 Gj - 0.56 Bi

Gg = - 0.03 Rj + 1.25 Gj - 0.22 Bj (4)
Bo = - 0.12 Rj - 0.38 Gj + 1.50 Bj.

The negative off-diagonal matrix terms significantly increase the color saturation of the image. The matrix is implemented
using cascaded metal-mask programmable shift and add or subtract (MPSAS)circuit modules. The red channelof the
matrix is shown in Fig. 17. The green and blue channels have an identical form, but a different input signal mapping.
Cascading the MPSAS modules as shownallowssufficient co-efficient accuracy to be maintained while using a minimum
numberof adders.

Responsivity 
Wavelength in nanometers

Fig. 16 Matrixed Camera Responsivities
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Fig. 17 Red Channel Matrix Implementation

The matrixed RGBsignals are gamma-corrected using three on-chip ROM look-uptables, which are programmed
using the SMPTE 240-M opto-electronic transfer equation30

Cout = 1.1115 Cjn9-45 - 0.1115 for Cin > = 0.0228 (5)
Cout = 4.0 Cin for Cin < 0.0228

where Cjn is the input code value normalized between zero and one, and Coytis the normalized output code value.

The RGBpost-processorincludes the novel edge-enhancementcircuit31 shownin Fig. 18. The vertical and
horizontal high frequency edge "details" are extracted from the green channel, processed, and added backto the red, green, and
blue video signals. This technique improvesthe subjective "crispness" of the image.32 The unmatrixed greensignal is
used by the edge enhancementcircuit to keep from introducingslight noise and artifacts into the detail channel as a result of
matrixing. The chip includes an on-chip green signal line delay and makes use ofthe line delays on the CFA processorto
provide symmetric three-line vertical edge enhancement. Thevertical "detail" signal, which carries the high frequency edge
information from the "-0.5 +1 -0.5" vertical filter, is horizontally filtered before being summed with the horizontal "-1 +2
-1" detail signal, in order to prevent double enhancementof diagonal edges. The horizontal details receive more boost than
the vertical details, in order to compensate for the horizontally oriented optical pre-filter.

The horizontal and vertical detail signals are summedand processed by the detail processing ROM look-uptable
curve shownin Fig. 19. Low-level detail signals, which typically correspondto noise, are clipped to zero. Higher
amplitude details are amplified, and very large edge signals are gradually suppressed to prevent over-enhancement. The
detail signal is extracted and processed using a "lightness" type quantization characteristic, so that uniform sharpening
occurs throughoutthe luminancerange.33

A photomicrograph of the RGB post-processorchip is shown in Photo 3. The chip is 11.5 mm x 11.2 mm, with
115,000 transistors. The digital RGB output signals from the post-processor are converted to analog video signals using an
off-the-shelf triple D/A converter.
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7. SYSTEM DESIGN

All of the digital camera circuits, including the sensor and the two DSPchips,are controlled by a custom
Programmable Timing Generator IC.34 Thechip is based on three custom EPROM NOR-planes,and incorporatespixel
and line counters, 16 state-variable flip-flops, and 28 output flip-flops. A PC-based timing generation program allowsthe
timing to be quickly developed or modified. The chip, which is 6.5 mm x 7.5 mm, was fabricated in a 1.6-micron CMOS
processthat includes n-channel EPROMtransistors.

The CFA processor and RGB post-processor ICs were developed using software "emulation" rather than by
constructing large hardware prototypes composed ofoff-the-shelf digital devices. This reduced the developmenttime and
allowed a large number of image processing options to be tested. The output of a single-chip color image sensor was
digitized and stored in a custom image memory with a very flexible architecture. Images were loaded into an image
processing computer, where the processing algorithms, chip architectures, and data path word lengths were optimized. Still
images and short image sequences were then loaded back into the custom image memory anddisplayed on a video monitor.

The design of the chips was doneentirely with a silicon compiler tool set, except for the ROMsandline delays
which were designed using conventional tools and imported into the compiler environment. Thedata paths are designed
with simple ripple-carry adders and dynamicregisters. All data-path cells were obtained from intemally developed
parameterized generators.
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Although the present prototype camerasusesensors with 768 horizontal pixels and a clock rate of 14.3 MHz, the CFA
processor and RGBpost-processorchips have beentested at clock frequencies between 1 and 15 MHz, making the chips
suitable for NTSC and PAL video standards, as well as lower frequencystill camera systems. The chips includeresettable
line delays to support sensors with a smaller numberof photosites perline, and can be used with interlaced or progressive
scan sensors,

8. SUMMARY

An operational digital camera has been developed using a high-performance image sensorincorporating lenslets and
two full custom VLSI video processor chips. Photo 4 showsan black-and-white photograph from a color monitor display
of an image from the digital CCD camera. Digital video processing offers higher image quality compared to analog
approaches, and providesreliable, manufacturable,drift-free systems. The CMOS VLSIdigital circuits offer real-time video
operation while meeting the size, power, and cost constraints of one-chip cameras, and providing the flexibility needed for
manydifferent applications.
 

Photo 1 Lenslets

A
\\\ 
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1. 

SOLD-STATE IMAGE PICKUP APPARATUS 
CAPABLE OF READING OUT IMAGE 

SIGNALS WHILE THINNING THEM DOWN 
HORIZONTALLY AND SIGNAL READING 

METHOD THEREFOR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a solid-state image pickup 

apparatus capable of reading out images signals while 
thinning them down in the horizontal direction, and a signal 
reading method therefor. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to a solid-state image pickup apparatus 
capable of processing image signals representative of, e.g., 
a scene picked up and outputting the processed image 
signals while using the image signals for a control purpose. 
The present invention is desirably applicable to, e.g., a 
digital still camera, image input apparatus or similar imag 
ing apparatus of the type automatically adjusting a focus and 
an exposure with image signals representative of a scene 
picked up. 

2. Description of the Background Art 
An imaging apparatus of the type described includes an 

image pickup section having CCDS (Charge Coupled 
Devices) or similar photosensitive devices each forming a 
single pixel or cell. Today, the number of pixels required of 
the image pickup section is increasing to meet the increasing 
demand for higher image quality. This, however, increases a 
period of time necessary for image signals to be read out of 
the image pickup section. 

Japanese patent laid-open publication No. 136244/1998, 
for example, teaches an electronic image pickup apparatus 
capable of reducing the above period of time for driving an 
image pickup section. The image pickup apparatus taught in 
this document implements the display of a movie with a 
drive frequency of less than 20 MHZ despite that it uses an 
image sensor having about 1,000,000 CCDs. Specifically, 
the apparatus uses color filters arranged in a Bayer pattern in 
combination with the CCD image sensor. In a high speed 
mode, the apparatus drives the image pickup section in Such 
a manner as to output one line of image signals every three 
lines, i.e., to thin down the lines in the vertical direction. 
This is successful to read image signals at a high speed with 
a low drive frequency. Particularly, when automatic focus 
(AF) adjustment, automatic white balance (AWB) adjust 
ment and automatic exposure (AE) adjustment are effected 
during movie display, control data is required frame by 
frame. In this case, the apparatus selects a mode for adding 
three consecutive lines of signals and outputting the result 
ing Sum. In this manner, to reduce the signal reading time, 
the apparatus thins down the lines in the vertical direction. 
For the AF, AWB and AE adjustment, the apparatus adds up 
three consecutive lines of signal charges in order to produce 
a control signal, i.e., reads all of the three primary colors R 
(red), G (green) and B (blue) separated by the color filters 
and then combines them. 

As for the generation of control data for AE and AF, a 
luminance signal plays an important role, as well known in 
the art. In addition, in a Solid-state image pickup apparatus, 
only the color G contributes to the generation of aluminance 
signal, as also generally accepted. For photometry, therefore, 
only the color G may be read out in order to promote 
effective signal reading. However, it is difficult with the 
Bayer arrangement to read only the color G because the 
colors R, G and B exist together in an array. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide 
a Solid-state image pickup apparatus capable of reading only 
the color G and eventually reducing a period of time 
necessary for signal charges to be transferred in the hori 
Zontal direction, and a signal reading method therefor. 
A solid-state image pickup apparatus of the present inven 

tion includes an image pickup section. The image pickup 
section includes a color separating section having color 
filters assigned to three primary colors R, G and B for 
separating colors of light incident from a desired scene. The 
color filters assigned to the color G are arranged in Stripes. 
A plurality of photosensitive cells are arranged bidimen 
sionally in one-to-one correspondence to the color filters 
each for transforming light output from a particular color 
filter to a corresponding signal charge. A plurality of vertical 
transfer paths each have transfer elements vertically 
arranged for vertically transferring signal charges fed from 
the adjoining photosensitive cells. A horizontal transfer path 
perpendicular to the vertical transfer paths has transfer 
elements horizontally arranged for transferring the signal 
charges fed from the Vertical transfer paths. Signal reading 
circuitry shifts the signal charges from the photosensitive 
cells to the vertical transfer paths. Charge Sweeping circuitry 
Sweeps out needless ones of the signal charges stored in the 
photosensitive cells. A mode selecting section selects, when 
the operation for reading the signal charges out of the image 
pickup section is represented by a mode, either one of an all 
pixel read mode for reading the signal charges from all of the 
photosensitive devices and a particular pixel read mode for 
reading only the signal charges representative of the color G. 
A drive signal generating section feeds horizontal and Ver 
tical drive signals to the image pickup section, and provides 
the horizontal drive signals with a period shorter in the 
particular pixel read mode than in the all pixel read mode. 
A controller controls the drive signal generating section in a 
particular manner in each of the all pixel read mode and 
particular pixel read mode. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The objects and features of the present invention will 
become more apparent from the consideration of the fol 
lowing detailed description taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically showing a 
Solid-state image pickup apparatus embodying the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram showing a specific 
configuration of an image pickup section included in the 
illustrative embodiment; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram showing a specific 
configuration of an H (horizontal) driver also included in the 
illustrative embodiment; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a relation between electrodes 
arranged on a horizontal transfer path included in the image 
pickup section of FIG. 2 and horizontal drive signals applied 
thereto; 

FIGS. 5A-5I are timing charts representative of a specific 
relation between drive signals fed from the H driver of FIG. 
3 in a still picture shoot mode and a photometry control 
mode available with the illustrative embodiment; 

FIG. 6A is a view showing another specific configuration 
of the image pickup section; 

FIG. 6B shows color signals R, G and B read out of the 
image pickup section of FIG. 6A in a specific sequence; and 
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FIG. 6C shows the color signals G read out of the image 
pickup section of FIG. 6A in the photometry control mode. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Briefly, to read image signals at a high speed, the present 
invention replaces the conventional thinning of lines in the 
vertical direction with thinning in the horizontal direction. 
For this purpose, in accordance with the present invention, 
a color pattern output from a color separating section and 
horizontal drive signals output from a drive signal generat 
ing section are fed to an image pickup section in order to 
implement a particular pixel read mode different from the 
conventional all pixel read mode. It is to be noted that 
structural elements not relevant to the understanding of the 
present invention are not shown or described, and that 
reference numerals attached to various signals correspond to 
reference numerals designating connection lines on which 
the signals appear. 

Referring to FIG. 1 of the drawings, a solid-state image 
pickup apparatus embodying the present invention is shown 
and implemented as a digital still camera by way of 
example. As shown, the digital still camera, generally 10, is 
generally made up of an image pickup section 10A, a signal 
processing section 10B, a signal output section 10C, a drive 
signal generating section 10D, a system controller 12, and a 
release shutter 14. The image pickup section 10A includes a 
lens 102, an AF adjustment 104 including a focusing mecha 
nism, not shown, an AE adjustment 106 including a stop 
mechanism, not shown, and an image pickup 108. If desired, 
a shutter mechanism, not shown, may be positioned in front 
of the image pickup 108 in the direction light incidence in 
order to fully intercept light. 
The lens 102 focuses incident light representative of a 

scene on the photosensitive surface of the image pickup 108. 
The AF adjustment 104 moves the lens 102 to an optimal 
position matching with information output from the focus 
ing mechanism and representative of a range between a 
desired subject and the camera 10. At this instant, the system 
controller 12 processes the range information and deter 
mines the optimal position of the lens 102. More specifi 
cally, the system controller 12 feeds a control signal 12a to 
the AF adjustment 104. In response, the AF adjustment 104 
drives its focusing mechanism with a drive signal 104a So as 
to move the lens 102 to an optimal focal position. 

The system controller 12 includes an exposure control 
circuit, not shown, for calculating the photometric value of 
the scene including the subject. The AE adjustment 106 
adjusts, under the control of the exposure control circuit, an 
iris diaphragm included in the stop mechanism, thereby 
restricting an incident beam to an optimal quantity. In the 
illustrative embodiment, photometry is implemented by part 
of image signals. The system controller 12 calculates an 
exposure and feeds a control signal 12b representative of the 
exposure to the AE adjustment 106. In response, the AE 
adjustment 106 delivers a drive signal 106a to each of the 
stop mechanism and shutter mechanism for setting up an 
optimal exposure indicated by the control signal 12b. 

FIG. 2 shows a specific configuration of the image pickup 
108. As shown, the image pickup 108 has photosensitive 
cells or photoelectric transducers 108a arranged bidimen 
sionally in rows and columns. The photosensitive cells 108a 
each transform incident light to a corresponding electric 
signal or signal charge. Color filters for color separation, not 
shown, each are positioned in front of a particular photo 
sensitive cell 108a in the direction of light incidence. The 
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4 
color filters are implemented as a single plate and arranged 
Such that, e.g., three primary colors R, G and B separated by 
the filters are selectively input to the photosensitive cells 
108a, as indicated by letters R, G and B in FIG. 2. The 
arrangement of the colors R, G and B shown in FIG. 2 is 
generally referred to as a G vertical stripe, RB full checker 
pattern. 
The image pickup 108 receives a control signal 12c from 

the system controller 12 and receives drive signals 12B from 
the drive signal generating section 10D which will be 
described later specifically. The photosensitive cells 108a 
are implemented by CCDs. As shown in FIG. 2, transfer 
gates or signal read gates 108b each are connects between 
one photosensitive cell 108a and a vertical transfer path 
108c adjoining the cell 108a, preventing a signal charge 14a 
stored in the cell 108a from leaking. Specifically, the transfer 
gates 108b transfer signal charges 14a stored in the associ 
ated photosensitive cells 108a to the vertical transfer paths 
108c adjoining the cells 108a in response to field shift pulses 
not shown. The field shift pulses are fed to the transfer gates 
108b via electrodes not shown. 
The drive signals 12B fed from the drive signal generating 

section 10D to the image pickup 108, as mentioned earlier, 
are made up of vertical drive signals 100a and horizontal 
drive signals 100b which will be described specifically later. 
Each vertical transfer path 108c sequentially transfers, in 
accordance with the vertical drive signals 100a, the signal 
charges 14a read out of the adjoining photosensitive cells 
108a via the transfer gates 108b in the direction of columns, 
i.e., vertically as indicated by arrows 14b in FIG. 2. As 
shown in FIG. 2, the signal charges 14a transferred verti 
cally downward along the transfer paths 108c are handed 
over to a horizontal transfer path 108d. The horizontal 
transfer path 108d transfers the signal charges 14a horizon 
tally to the signal processing section 10B via an amplifier 
108e in accordance with the horizontal drive signals 100b. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the signal processing section 10B 

includes an ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) 110, a sig 
nal processing 112, and a buffer 114. The ADC 110 converts 
the analog image signals, or signal charges, 14a output from 
the image pickup 108 to digital image data 14c in accor 
dance with a control signal 12d fed from the system con 
troller 12 and a clock signal, not shown, fed from a clock 
generation 116 which will be described specifically later. 
The signal processing 112 executes white balance correc 
tion, gamma correction, aperture correction and other con 
ventional correction with the digital data 14c input thereto 
from the ADC 110. Subsequently, the signal processing 112 
processes the corrected digital data in accordance with either 
one of two different modes selected via the release shutter 
14. The two modes are a still picture shoot mode for storing 
at least a still picture picked up in a recording device 130 
included in the signal output section 10C, and a photometry 
control mode or preshooting mode for simply controlling the 
AE mechanism and AF mechanism of the image pickup 
section 10A. 
The system controller 12 feeds a control signal 12e 

representative of the above still picture shoot mode or the 
photometry control mode currently selected on the camera 
10 to the signal processing 112. In the still picture shoot 
mode, the corrected image data 14d are Subjected to com 
pression or similar preselected modulation under the control 
of the system controller 12. In the photometry control mode, 
the image signals 14a are read out of the image pickup 108 
at a rate, e.g., two times higher than the conventional reading 
rate under the control of the system controller 12. In 
addition, the image signals 14a are thinned down in the 
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vertical direction, so that they can be displayed on a display 
132 also included in the signal output section 10C. The 
compression or similar modulation effected by the image 
processing 112 in the still picture shoot mode transforms the 
image signals 14a to video signals capable of being written 
to the recording device 130. The signal processing 112 
delivers only the image data 14d to be displayed or recorded 
to the buffer 114. 

The system controller 12 controlling the entire camera 10 
receives a signal 12f from the release shutter 14 and deter 
mines which of the still picture shoot mode and photometry 
control mode is selected by the operator. The system con 
troller 12 controls the drive signal generating section 10D on 
the basis of the result of the above decision. The system 
controller 12 includes a record control 12A. The record 
control 12A controls the buffer 114 and the recording device 
130 of the signal output section 10C in accordance with a 
timing signal output from the system controller 12. 

The drive signal generating section 10D includes a clock 
generation 116 and a timing signal generation 118. The 
system controller 116 feeds a control signal 12i to the clock 
generation 116 and causes it to generate a synchronizing 
signal 16a. The synchronizing signal 16a is derived from an 
original oscillation clock causing the camera 10 to operate 
with an NTSC (National Television System Committee) 
system or a PAL (Phase Alternation by Line) system. The 
synchronizing signal 16a is fed from the clock generation 
116 to the signal processing 112 and timing signal genera 
tion 118. In addition, the clock generation 116 delivers a 
particular clock to each of the ADC 110 and buffer 114 as a 
sampling signal or a write/read enable signal. 
The timing signal generation 118 outputs, in accordance 

with the synchronizing signal 16a, various timing signals 
including a vertical timing signal 118a and a horizontal 
timing signal 118b as well timing signals, not shown, for 
effecting a field shift and a line shift. The vertical timing 
signal 118a and horizontal timing signal 118b are respec 
tively applied to a V (vertical) driver 120 and an H (hori 
Zontal) driver 122 for driving the vertical transfer paths 108c 
and horizontal transfer path 108d, FIG. 2. The V driver 120 
and H driver 122 respectively output the previously men 
tioned drive signals 100a and 100b in accordance with the 
timing signals 118a and 118b. Generally, the vertical drive 
signals 100a output from the V driver 120 are switched in 
accordance with the mode selected in order to adjust the 
signal reading rate. The timing signal generation 118 addi 
tionally outputs timing signals, not shown, for controlling 
the AF adjustment 104 and AE adjustment 106. 
When the system controller 12 delivers a control signal 

12g indicative of the photometry control mode to the timing 
signal generation 118, the generation 118 causes the Sub 
strate voltages, i.e., overflow-drain (OFD) voltages of the 
photosensitive devices 108a assigned to the colors R and B 
to rise. This will be described more specifically later. Gen 
erally, the signal reading rate is adjusted also by the vertical 
drive signals 100a output from the V driver 120 in accor 
dance with the mode selected. 

In the illustrative embodiment, not only the V driver 120 
but also the H driver 122 are switched in accordance with the 
mode selected. FIG. 3 shows a specific configuration of the 
H driver 122. As shown, the H driver 122 is made up of four 
H drivers 122a, 122b, 122c and 122d and a mode adaptive 
selector 122e. Voltages of 12 V and 5 V are applied to the 
H drivers 122a and 122c, respectively. The outputs of the H 
drivers 122a and 122c are dependent on the level of a 
horizontal timing signal H1 input to the H drivers 122a and 
122c. The horizontal timing signal H1 corresponds to the 
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6 
horizontal timing signal 118b, FIG. 1; the label H1 is used 
to adequately show the feature of the signal. Voltages of 8 V 
and 1 V are applied to the H drivers 122b and 122d, 
respectively. An inverter 122f inverts the horizontal timing 
signal H1 to thereby output an inverted horizontal timing 
signal H2 and feeds the signal H2 to the H drivers 122b and 
122d. The outputs of the H drivers 122b and 122d are 
dependent on the level of the horizontal timing signal H2. It 
follows that the outputs H1S and H3S of the H driver 122a 
and the outputs H2S and H4S of the H driver 122c each have 
an amplitude between 12 V to 5 V, and that the outputs H1B 
and H3B of the H driver 122b and the outputs H2B and H4B 
of the H driver 122d each have an amplitude between 8V to 
1V. 

The system controller 12 feeds a control signal 12h to the 
H driver 122 in accordance with the mode selected. The H 
driver 122 causes the mode adaptive selector 122e to output 
a signal level dependent on the control signal 12h. Specifi 
cally, the mode adaptive selector 122e has four switches 
S10, S12, S14 and S16. The control signal 12h causes the 
selector 122e to select output signals H2S and H4S of the H 
driver 122c and the output signals H1B and H3B of the H 
drivers 122b in the still picture shoot mode or select the 
output signals H1S and H3S of the H driver 122a and the 
output signals H2B and H4B of the H driver 122d in the 
photometry control mode. FIG. 3 shows settings of the 
switches S10, S12, S14 and S16 matching one of such two 
conditions, the photometry control modes for reading only 
the color G. The eight signals H1S-H4S and H1B H4B each 
are fed to two of sixteen electrodes E1–E16 shown in FIG. 
4. The electrodes E1-D16 each are associated with a par 
ticular transfer element of the horizontal transfer path 108d. 
FIG 2. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, the buffer 114 included in the 
signal processing section 10B has a function of amplifying 
the video signal 14d output from the signal processing 112 
to a preselected amplitude and a function of adjusting a 
period of time at the time of recording as well as other 
functions. The buffer 114 outputs a video signal 14e repre 
sentative of an image to the signal output section 10C in 
accordance with a control signal 12i output from the record 
control 12A of the system controller 12. 
The recording device 130 of the signal output section 10C 

includes a semiconductor memory applicable to, e.g., a 
memory card, an optical recording medium, a magnetoptical 
recording medium or similar recording medium not shown. 
The recording device 130 records the video signal 14e in the 
recording medium in accordance with a control signal 12k 
output from the record control 12A. The recording device 
130 is capable of reading the video signal 14e out of the 
recording medium and display it on the display 132, as 
desired. If the recording medium is removable from the 
recording device 130, then the medium may be removed and 
mounted to an apparatus for reproducing a video signal or 
printing out an image. 
The illustrative embodiment allows the operator to press 

the release shutter 14 stepwise to either one of two positions, 
i.e., a half-pressed position and a full-pressed position. In the 
half-pressed position, the release shutter 14 selects the 
photometry control mode and sends the signal 12frepresen 
tative of the mode to the system controller 12. In the 
full-pressed position, the release shutter 14 provides the 
system controller 12 with an image pickup timing while 
sending the signal 12f representative of the still picture shoot 
mode to the system controller 12. Further, if the power 
Supply to the release shutter 14 is set up and if a monitor 
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Switch, not shown, mounted on the camera 10 is turned on, 
the system controller 12 causes the display 132 to operate in 
a movie mode. 
The operation of the digital camera 10 having the above 

configuration will be described hereinafter. First, the opera 
tor intending to shoot a desired scene presses the release 
shutter 14 to the half-pressed position assigned to the 
photometry control mode. In this stage of operation, among 
the color signals R, G and B produced by the image pickup 
108, only the color signal G is read out under the control of 
the system controller 12. This is effected at a high speed in 
accordance with the drive signals 12B, as will be described 
specifically later. The resulting image signals 14a output 
from the image pickup 108 are fed to the signal processing 
section 10B in accordance with the control signal 12c output 
from the system controller 12. The signal processing section 
10B digitizes the image signals 14a and delivers the result 
ing image data 14c to the system controller 12 as photometry 
data via a signal line not shown. 
The system controller 12 performs calculation with the 

above photometry data so as to produce the control signals 
12a and 12b for AF adjustment and AE adjustment, respec 
tively. The control signals 12a and 12b are respectively fed 
to the AF adjustment 104 and AE adjustment 106, as stated 
earlier. In response, the AF adjustment 104 and AE adjust 
ment 106 each perform particular adjustment by use of the 
respective mechanism. The AF adjustment and AE adjust 
ment are repeated so long as the photometry control mode is 
selected. 
The operator presses the release shutter 14 deeper to the 

full-pressed position assigned to the still picture shoot mode 
at any desired time for shooting the scene. In response, the 
release shutter 14 feeds the signal 12f for recording the scene 
to the system controller 12. As a result, the image pickup 
section 10A picks up light incident from the scene in the 
same manner as in the photometry control mode. In the still 
picture shoot mode, however, the image pickup 108 executes 
processing for outputting all of the three color signals R. G. 
and B. This is, of course, done by drive signals different 
from the drive signals used in the photometry mode. The 
resulting image signals 14a are digitized by the ADC 110 
and then fed to the signal processing 112 as the digital data 
14c. The signal processing 112 processes the digital data 14c 
in Such a manner as to further extend their frequencies to the 
high frequency side. Subsequently, the signal processing 112 
executes compression and other conventional processing 
with the digital data 14c and delivers the processed data to 
the signal output section 10C via the buffer 114. In the still 
picture shoot mode, the signal output section 10C writes the 
input image data in the recording device 132 in accordance 
with the control signal 12k output from the record control 
12A. The recording device 132 is, of course, capable of 
reading the recorded image data in accordance with the 
control signal 12k, as stated previously. 
The drive signal generating section 10D is so constructed 

as to adapt to both of the photometry mode and still picture 
shoot mode, as stated earlier. Reference will be made to 
FIGS. 3 and 5A-5I for describing the operation of the H 
driver 122. As shown in FIG. 3, the horizontal timing signal 
H1 is applied to the H drivers 122a and 122c while the 
horizontal timing signal H2 is applied to the H drivers 122b 
and 122d. 

In the still picture shoot mode, the image pickup 108 
receives the previously mentioned OFD voltages for deter 
mining the signal charge storing capacities of the photosen 
sitive cells 108a, and a transfer gate timing signal, not 
shown, for effecting the field shift of signal charges from the 
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8 
photosensitive cells 108a to the vertical transfer paths 108c 
via the transfer gates 108b. Specifically, the signal charges 
14a stored in the photosensitive cells 108a are transferred to 
the associated vertical transfer paths 108c in response to the 
transfer gate timing signal. The vertical transfer paths 108c 
sequentially transfer the signal charges 14a toward the 
horizontal transfer path 108d in synchronism with the ver 
tical drive signals 100a fed from the V driver 120 to their 
transfer elements. The signal charges 14a reached the ends 
of the vertical transfer paths 108c are handed over to the 
horizontal transfer path 108d. 

Thereafter, the horizontal timing signal H1 is fed to the 
horizontal transfer path 108d. 

In the still picture shoot mode, the signal charges are 
sequentially input to the horizontal transfer path 108d in the 
order of G, R/B, G. R/B, G and so forth by way of example, 
as shown in FIG. 5A. FIG. 5A shows the R, G and B color 
pattern 10 at its upper portion and the horizontal drive signal 
H1 at its lower portion. As shown, the horizontal timing 
signal H1 having a preselected period is fed to read the 
signal charges 14a out of the horizontal transfer path 108d 
by four-phase drive. At the same time, to read out all of the 
pixels, the H driver 122 combines the horizontal timing 
signal H1 of FIG. 5A and the inverted horizontal timing 
signal H2, not shown, and delivers the combined drive 
signals to the image pickup 108, as shown in FIGS. 5B 
(drive signal) and 5C (another pattern). 

Consequently, the signal charges 14a advance one step in 
the horizontal direction for one period of the above drive 
signals. 
The photometry control mode for reading out only the 

color G by use of the G vertical stripe, RB full checker 
pattern will be described hereinafter. In this mode of opera 
tion, the drive signal generating section 10D raises, among 
OFD voltages fed to the image pickup 108, the OFD 
voltages for the photosensitive cells 108a assigned to the 
colors R and B. As a result, all the signal Voltages derived 
from the colors R and B are swept out to the substrates. At 
the same time, the drive signal generating section 10D feeds 
an OFD Voltage allowing an expected amount of signal 
charge to be stored to the photosensitive cells 108a assigned 
to the color G. In addition, at the time of field shift following 
the shot, the transfer gate timing signal is fed only to the 
transfer gates 108b associated with the color G. Conse 
quently, only signal charges derived from the color G appear 
on the vertical transfer paths 108c. These signal charges 14a 
are transferred to the horizontal transfer path 108d, as stated 
previously. 

In the illustrative embodiment, the above signal charges 
representative of the color G and existing on the horizontal 
transfer path 108d may advance two steps at a time for one 
period of the drive signals, as follows. In the photometry 
control mode, no signal charges exist in the transfer ele 
ments of the horizontal transfer path 108d originally 
expected to form R/B packets. Such transfer elements are 
regarded as elements belonging to G regions. Then, the 
range of each step of the drive signals remaining at a given 
voltage is doubled. Stated another way, the signals H1S and 
H2B may, in principle, be considered to represent the same 
State. 

The mode adaptive selector 122e selects, based on the 
above concept, the signals H1S, H2B, H3S and H4B in place 
of the signals H1B, H2S, H3B and H4S, respectively, under 
the control of the control signal 12h. Consequently, the drive 
signals H1S, H2B, H3S and H4B related to each other as 
shown in FIGS. 5D-5G are output. At this instant, the drive 
signals cause the color G selectively obtained, as shown in 
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FIGS. 5H and 5I, to advance two steps corresponding to 
eight electrodes at a time. That is, the drive signals double 
the amount of movement by a single drive, compared to the 
previous all pixel reading. Translating the amount of move 
ment into a period of time, it will be seen that the drive 
signals have a period only one half of the period of the drive 
signals fed at the time of all pixel reading. By so transferring 
the signal charges 14a by two steps at a time, it is possible 
to thin down the image signals to one half in the horizontal 
direction. As a result, despite the G vertical stripe, RB full 
checker pattern, only the signal charges 14a derived from 
the color G are read out of the image pickup 108 in half an 
amount, compared to the amount read out in the still picture 
shoot mode. 

If the above horizontal thinning operation is effected at a 
two times higher speed, the signal charges 14a will be read 
out at a two times higher speed. This is successful to reduce 
the horizontal reading period to one-fourth of the horizontal 
reading period particular to full pixel reading. 
By the unique drive scheme described above, image data 

for photometry control are output at a high speed on the 
basis of the signal charges 14a derived from the color G. The 
system controller 12 performs calculation with Such image 
data and then executes AF adjustment and AE adjustment 
described previously. Considering the ever increasing num 
ber of pixels, this kind of scheme is particularly desirable 
when, e.g., AF adjustment uses only a luminance signal. As 
for AF adjustment using only a luminance signal, the camera 
10 is capable of doubling the conventional photometry 
control speed. 
The above embodiment has concentrated on the G vertical 

stripe, RB full checker pattern in implementing the rapid 
read-out of the signal charges 14a in the photometry control 
mode. Also available for the rapid reading of the signal 
charges 14a from the horizontal transfer path 108d is a 
so-called honeycomb type G square lattice, RB full checker 
or checker pattern. This type of pattern has been proposed to 
solve a problem that the sensitivity or area of the individual 
photosensitive cell, for example, decreases due to the 
increasing number of pixels. Specifically, in the honeycomb 
type pattern, pixels adjoining each other are shifted from 
each other by half a pitch in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. 

The honeycomb type G square lattice, RB full checker 
pattern is shown in FIG. 6A specifically. As shown, the 
photosensitive devices or cells 108a assigned to the colors 
R, G and B each are shifted by half a pitch from adjoining 
ones with respect to the center. The honeycomb pattern is the 
combination of a pattern in which the G cells 108a form a 
square and a full checker pattern in which the R cells 108a 
and B cells 108a each diagonally face each other. In this 
pattern, too, the G cells 108a are arranged in vertical arrays 
or columns not including the R cells 108a or the B cells 
108a. By using this relation effectively, it is possible output 
the R, G and B color signals to the horizontal transfer path 
108d in the still picture shoot mode, as shown in FIG. 6B, 
or output only the G color signals to the path 108d in the 
photometry control mode, as shown in FIG. 6C. In FIG. 6B, 
the color signals R, G and B appear on the path 108d in the 
order of R, G, B, G, R, G, B and so forth. In FIG. 6C, only 
the color signals G appear every other pixel. When the 
signals G of FIG. 6C are read out, or horizontally trans 
ferred, at a rate double the rate of the horizontal timing 
signal assigned to the still picture shoot mode, the total 
reading time is reduced by the intervals between the color 
signals G. 
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10 
As stated above, at least in an application in which the 

photosensitive cells with the color G are arranged in the 
vertical direction, i.e., in the direction of columns, signal 
charges of necessary color or colors can be read out in either 
one of the still picture shoot mode and photometry control 
mode. That is, the signal charges can be selectively read out 
even when the number of pixels increases. This insures 
simple, rapid transfer of signal charges with no consider 
ation given to the order of reading. It follows that processing 
with data derived from signal charges can be executed more 
rapidly in the photometry control mode than in the still 
picture shoot mode. Assuming that a digital still camera 
effects photometry control within a given period of time, the 
above reduction of reading time Successfully reduces the 
load to actually act on the individual mechanism. In addi 
tion, the camera 10 reading the signal charges in the above 
manner is practicable even with a Bayer pattern. 
The entire disclosure of Japanese patent application No. 

315510/1998 filed on Nov. 6, 1998 and including the speci 
fication, claims, accompanying drawings and abstract of the 
disclosure is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

While the present invention has been described with 
reference to the illustrative embodiment, it is not to be 
restricted by the embodiment. It is to be appreciated that 
those skilled in the art can change or modify the embodiment 
without departing from the scope and spirit of the present 
invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A solid-state image pickup apparatus comprising: 
an image pickup section including: 

a color separating section including color filters 
assigned to three primary colors R (red), G (green) 
and B (blue) for separating colors of light incident 
from a desired scene, the color filters assigned to the 
color G being arranged in Vertical Stripes; 

a plurality of photosensitive cells arranged bidimen 
sionally in one-to-one correspondence to said color 
filters each for transforming light output from a 
particular color filter to a corresponding signal 
charge; 

a plurality of vertical transfer paths, each one offset 
from each vertical column of said plurality of pho 
tosensitive cells, each comprising transfer elements 
arranged in a vertical direction for vertically trans 
ferring signal charges fed from adjoining ones of 
said plurality of photosensitive cells; 

a horizontal transfer path perpendicular to said plurality 
of vertical transfer paths and comprising transfer 
elements arranged in a horizontal direction for trans 
ferring the signal charges fed from said plurality of 
vertical transfer paths: 

a plurality of signal reading circuits, one for each one 
of said plurality of photosensitive cells, for shifting 
the signal charges from said plurality of photosen 
sitive cells to said plurality of vertical transfer paths, 
offset from said plurality of photosensitive cells; and 

charge Sweeping circuitry for Sweeping out needless 
ones of the signal charges stored in said plurality of 
photosensitive cells; 

a mode selecting section for selecting, when an operation 
for reading the signal charges out of said image pickup 
section is represented by a mode, either one of an all 
pixel read mode for reading the signal charges from all 
of said plurality of photosensitive cells and a particular 
pixel read mode for reading only the signal charges 
representative of the color G; 
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a drive signal generating section for feeding horizontal 
and vertical drive signals to said image pickup section, 
and providing said horizontal drive signals with a 
period shorter in said particular pixel read mode than in 
said all pixel read mode; and 

a controller for controlling said drive signal generating 
section in a particular manner in each of said all pixel 
read mode and said particular pixel read mode. 

2. An apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
color separating section has any one of 

a G Stripe pattern, 
a G stripe, RB checker pattern, and 
a G stripe, RB full checker pattern in which the color G 

is arranged in a square lattice while the colors R and B 
each are diagonally arranged at opposite sides of the 
color G. 

3. The apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
color filters assigned to the colors R and B being arranged 
diagonally with respect to the color filters assigned to the 
color G. 

4. The apparatus in accordance with claim3, wherein each 
of said plurality of photosensitive cells being shifted in 
position by half a pitch from adjoining ones of said photo 
sensitive cells. 

5. The apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
mode selecting section generating a different phase of the 
horizontal drive signal selected from a plurality of signal 
levels in response to a horizontal timing signal fed from said 
drive signal generating section and a control signal fed from 
said controller. 

6. The apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein said 
drive signal generating section includes a horizontal signal 
driver, wherein the horizontal signal driver includes: 

a first plurality of horizontal line drivers configured to 
output a first set of horizontal output signals based on 
a horizontal timing signal; and 

a second plurality of horizontal line drivers configured to 
output a second set of horizontal output signals based 
on an inverted horizontal timing signal, 

wherein said horizontal signal driver is configured to 
output said horizontal drive signals based on said first 
and second set of horizontal output signals. 

7. The apparatus in accordance with claim 6, wherein 
a Voltage of each said first set of horizontal output signals 

is one of a first high Voltage and a first low Voltage, 
a Voltage of each said second set of horizontal output 

signals is one of a second high Voltage and a second 
low Voltage, and 

an order of Voltages from highest to lowest is first high 
Voltage, second high Voltage, first low Voltage, and 
second low voltage. 

8. The apparatus in accordance with claim 6, wherein said 
horizontal signal driver is configured to output said hori 
Zontal drive signals based on 

all of said first and second set of horizontal output signals 
in all pixel read mode, and 

a Subset of said first set of horizontal output signals and 
a Subset of said second set of horizontal output signals 
in particular pixel read mode. 

9. A signal reading method for a solid-state image pickup 
apparatus including an image pickup section including a 
color separating section having color filters assigned to three 
primary colors R, G and B for separating colors of light 
incident from a desired scene, plurality of photosensitive 
cells arranged bidimensionally in one-to-one correspon 
dence to said color filters each for transforming light output 
from a particular color filter to a corresponding signal 
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12 
charge, and charge Sweeping circuitry for Sweeping out 
needless ones of signal charges stored in said plurality of 
photosensitive cells, said image pickup section transferring 
the signal charges of said plurality of photosensitive cells in 
a vertical direction, offset from vertical columns of said 
plurality of photosensitive cells, and then in a horizontal 
direction; said signal reading method comprising the steps 
of: 

(a) selecting, when an operation for reading the signal 
charges out of said image pickup section is represented 
by a mode, either one of an all pixel read mode for 
reading the signal charges from all of said plurality of 
photosensitive cells and a particular pixel read mode 
for reading only the signal charges representative of the 
color G; 

(b) generating drive signals for driving said image pickup 
section in accordance with said all pixel read mode or 
said particular pixel read mode selected thereby gen 
erating a different phase of a horizontal drive signal 
being generated in response to a control signal fed for 
said all pixel read mode or said particular pixel read 
mode selected; 

(c) storing, in said particular pixel read mode, the signal 
charges derived from the color G in response to said 
drive signals while Sweeping out the signal charges 
derived from the colors R and B; 

(d) effecting a field shift of only the signal charges stored; 
(e) vertically transferring, the signal charges derived from 

the color G and subjected to the field shift; and 
(f) horizontally transferring the signal charges vertically 

transferred at a period shorter than a period of time 
necessary for the signal charges to be read out in said 
all pixel read mode. 

10. A method in accordance with claim 9, wherein step (b) 
comprises: 

(g) generating first drive signals for storing, in said 
particular pixel read mode, the signal charges derived 
from the color G while Sweeping out the signal charges 
derived from the colors R and B; 

(h) generating second drive signals for effecting the field 
shift: 

(i) generating third drive signals for vertically transferring 
the signal charges Subjected to the field shift; and 

(i) generating drive signals for horizontally transferring 
the signal charges vertically transferred at a period 
shorter than a period of time necessary for the signal 
charges to be read out in said all pixel read mode. 

11. The method in accordance with claim 10, wherein said 
step () comprises: 

(k) generating a first set of horizontal output signals based 
on a horizontal timing signal; 

(1) generating a second set of horizontal output signals 
based on an inverted horizontal timing signal; and 

(m) outputting said drive signals for horizontally trans 
ferring the signal charges based on said first and second 
set of horizontal output signals. 

12. The method in accordance with claim 11, wherein 
a Voltage of each said first set of horizontal output signals 

is one of a first high Voltage and a first low voltage, 
a Voltage of each said second set of horizontal output 

signals is one of a second high Voltage and a second 
low voltage, and 

an order of Voltages from highest to lowest is first high 
Voltage, second high Voltage, first low Voltage, and 
second low Voltage. 
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13. The method in accordance with claim 11, wherein said 
step (m) comprises outputting said horizontal drive signals 
based on 

all of said first and second set of horizontal output signals 
in all pixel read mode, and 

a Subset of said first set of horizontal output signals and 
a Subset of said second set of horizontal output signals 
in particular pixel read mode. 

14. The method in accordance with claim 9, wherein the 
color filters are assigned to the color G being arranged in 
vertical stripes, the color filters assigned to the colors R and 
B are arranged diagonally with respect to the color filters 
assigned to the color G, and each of the plurality of 
photosensitive cells are shifted in position by half a pitch 
from adjoining ones of the photosensitive cells, wherein in 
the step (e), the signal charges derived from the color G are 
vertically transferred in a path offset from said vertical 
column of said plurality of photosensitive cells. 

15. A solid-state image pickup apparatus comprising: 
an image pickup section including: 

a color separating section including color filters 
assigned to three primary colors R (red), G (green) 
and B (blue) for separating colors of light incident 
from a desired scene, the color filters assigned to the 
color G being arranged in Stripes; 

a plurality of photosensitive cells arranged bidimen 
sionally in one-to-one correspondence to said color 
filters each for transforming light output from a 
particular color filter to a corresponding signal 
charge; 

a plurality of Vertical transfer paths each comprising 
transfer elements arranged in a vertical direction for 
vertically transferring signal charges fed from 
adjoining ones of said plurality of photosensitive 
cells; 

a horizontal transfer path perpendicular to said plurality 
of vertical transfer paths and comprising transfer 
elements arranged in a horizontal direction for trans 
ferring the signal charges fed from said plurality of 
vertical transfer paths: 

signal reading circuitry for shifting the signal charges 
from said plurality of photosensitive cells to said 
plurality of vertical transfer paths; and 

charge Sweeping circuitry for Sweeping out needless 
ones of the signal charges stored in said plurality of 
photosensitive cells; 

a mode selecting section for selecting, when an operation 
for reading the signal charges out of said image pickup 
section is represented by a mode, either one of an all 
pixel read mode for reading the signal charges from all 
of said plurality of photosensitive cells and a particular 
pixel read mode for reading only the signal charges 
representative of the color G; 

a drive signal generating section for feeding horizontal 
and vertical drive signals to said image pickup section, 
and providing said horizontal drive signals with a 
period shorter in said particular pixel read mode than in 
said all pixel read mode; and 

a controller for controlling said drive signal generating 
section in a particular manner in each of said all pixel 
read mode and said particular pixel read mode, 
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14 
said mode selecting section generating a different phase of 

the horizontal drive signal selected from a plurality of 
signal levels in response to a horizontal timing signal 
fed from said drive signal generating section and a 
control signal fed from said controller; 

each of said horizontal drive signals output from said 
drive signal generating section comprising: 

first horizontal drive signals different in phase from each 
other and used as one unit in said all pixel read mode 
and equal in number to electrodes to which said drive 
signals are fed in said all pixel read mode; and 

second horizontal drive signals different in phase from 
each other and used as one unit in said particular pixel 
read mode and two times greater in number than the 
electrodes used in said all pixel read mode. 

16. An apparatus in accordance with claim 15, wherein 
said second horizontal drive signals have a period which is 
substantially equal to one half of a period of said first 
horizontal drive signals. 

17. The solid-state image pickup apparatus of claim 15, 
wherein each of the plurality of the vertical transfer paths is 
offset from each vertical column of said plurality of photo 
sensitive cells. 

18. The Solid-state image pickup apparatus in accordance 
with claim 15, wherein said drive signal generating section 
includes a horizontal signal driver, wherein the horizontal 
signal driver includes: 

a first plurality of horizontal line drivers configured to 
output a first set of horizontal output signals based on 
a horizontal timing signal; and 

a second plurality of horizontal line drivers configured to 
output a second set of horizontal output signals based 
on an inverted horizontal timing signal, 

wherein said horizontal signal driver is configured to 
output said horizontal drive signals based on said first 
and second set of horizontal output signals. 

19. The Solid-state image pickup apparatus in accordance 
with claim 18, wherein 

a Voltage of each said first set of horizontal output signals 
is one of a first high Voltage and a first low voltage, 

a Voltage of each said second set of horizontal output 
signals is one of a second high Voltage and a second 
low voltage, and 

an order of Voltages from highest to lowest is first high 
Voltage, second high Voltage, first low Voltage, and 
second low Voltage. 

20. The Solid-state image pickup apparatus in accordance 
with claim 18, wherein said horizontal signal driver is 
configured to output said horizontal drive signals based on 

all of said first and second set of horizontal output signals 
in all pixel read mode, and 

a Subset of said first set of horizontal output signals and 
a Subset of said second set of horizontal output signals 
in particular pixel read mode. 
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THE EBS-1 
AN EPROM-BASED SEQUENCER ASIC 

Mark D. Brown, Jeffrey A. Small, John A. Vincent 

A custom EPLD 
and several unique 
based around three 
surrounded by both 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Rochester,, NY 14650 

Abstract 

with a pipelined architecture 
features has been built. It is 
custom EPROM NOR-plane cores, 
standard and custom cells. 

Introduction 

When building large state-machine systems, it 
is frequently necessary to include a large number 
of components such as counters, registers, MSI 
chips and delay lines in addition to PLD devices. 
In many applications, this is prohibitive owing to 
size, power, performance and economic constraints; 
thus, we have built an ASIC (Fig. 1) that replaces 
all of these components. This ASIC requires a 
single 5-volt 60 mA supply and was built with a 
1.6 uM CMOS process that includes n-channel EPROM 
transistors [l]. Parts with input clock speeds up 
to 52 MHz have been obtained and used in several 
systems, and the two wafers probed so  far both 
have yields exceeding 60%. The die size is 80.1K 
sq mils (517K sq microns). 

Descr ir, t ion 

The EBS-1 (Fig. 2) contains the equivalent of 
two large AND-OR EPLDs. It also contains two 
counters, 16 state-variable flip-flops, a block of 
dedicated high-speed logic, and a block of 
externally adjustable delay elements. 

The lower EPLD is part of a state machine, 
which includes 16 state variables. This EPLD 
provides decoding to control the two counters, the 
high-speed logic block, and three D fl\ip-flops 
which drive output pins. 
output pins via 24 SR and four D flip-flops. 
Output pins from either EPLD can also be fed back 
via the eight external input pins to obtain 
additional state-variable bits. 

The upper EPLD drives 

Hiph speed loeic 

The state machine's lXCLK is derived from the 
external 4XCLK by the high-speed logic. The lXCLK 
period is normally four 4XCLK periods. 
be extended to six 4XCLK periods by the HICCUP 
signal which is generated by the lower EPLD. Thus 
the state machine may have a resolution of two 

This may 

4XCLK periods, even though the fastest clock rate 
of the state machine is four 4XCLKs. 

The high-speed logic also provides nine other 
signals at the lXCLK rate. Four of these signals 
may be either gated on or forced off by the lower 
EPLD's flip-flops. 
have edges that may be smoothly adjusted with 
external resistors via the internal delay cells in 
the ANALOG DELAY block. These delay cells use 
current mirrors to control the pullup currents 
(and, hence, rise times) of inverters. 

The high-speed logic was designed 

The remaining five signals 

specifically to provide clocks for external CCD 
shift registers such as are used in solid-state 
imagers [2]. It may be used for other 
applications and could be redesigned either for 
more generic application or for other specific 
applications such as DRAM control. 

EPROM cores 

The EBS-1 contains three EPROM-based 
wired-NOR cores. One of these cores forms the 
equivalent of two interleaved AND planes, and the 
two remaining cores each form the equivalent of OR 
planes. The net result is two AND-OR EPLLs, each 
with 50 inputs, 64 minterms, and 52 outputs. The 

Fig. 1: EBS-1.1.1 Die Photograph 
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inputs to both of these EPLDs are common, but the 
two EPLDs' minterms and outputs are independent. 
It should be noted that because these EPLDs are 
actually formed of NOR planes, the "AND" plane 
inputs must be interchanged with their complements 
and the "OR" plane outputs must be complemented in 
order to provide the equivalent to the traditional 
AND-OR architecture, To obtain maximum speed, 
pipeline registers are inserted at all inputs, 
minterms, and outputs of these EPLDs. Scan-in 
flip-flops are used for the pipelines, in order to 
facilitate programming and readback of the EPROM 
[ 31 .  

EPLD circuit 

A simplified schematic of an EPLD NOR plane 
is shown in figure 3 .  If any word line that 
intersects an unprogrammed bit line EPROM 
transistor is high, that transistor will turn on 
and pull the bit line low, realizing a wired-NOR 
function. When an EPROM transistor becomes 
programmed, its threshold voltage becomes too high 
to allow a word line to ever turn on the EPROM 
transistor during normal voltage (read) 
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operation. Thus, a given bit line will realize 
the wired-NOR function of only those intersecting 
word lines whose EPROM transistors are 
unprogrammed. The EPROM transistors are 
programmed in the usual fashion by simultaneously 
applying high voltages to the gate and drain [ 4 ] .  

Care must be taken to limit the bit line 
pullup voltage during read operation to no more 
than 2 volts; otherwise, unwanted programming of 
the EPROM transistors may occur over extended time 
periods. Due to the slow rise time, the low 
pullup voltage, and the relatively high voltage of 
a bit line with only one EPROM transistor turned 
on, the difference between a logic 1 and a 
worst-case logic 0 will be only a few hundred 
millivolts, requiring differential amplifiers to 
be used for sensing the states of the bit lines. 
These sense amplifiers must have a common-mode 
range that extends below a single EPROM 
transistor's "on" voltage and must have an 
accurate reference voltage that tracks both the 
EPROM "on" voltage as well as the bit line pullup 
voltage. 

64 BIT 
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Fig. 2: EBS-1 Block Diagram 
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In EPROM (memory) arrangements, address 
decoding allows many bit lines to be multiplexed 
to one sense amplifier; thus, an elaborate design 
may be used for the sense amplifier. 
arrangements, the outputs of all the bit lines 
must be sensed simultaneously, requiring a sense 
amplifier for each bit line. Also, a high voltage 
driver is required on each bit line for use during 
programming. Because of this, the bit line pitch 
is determined by the sense amplifier and high 
voltage driver pitch rather than by the EPROM 
transistor pitch. Similarly, the word line pitch 
is determined by the pitch of the word line 
drivers. Thus, to minimize die size, word lines 
are interleaved from opposite sides of each core 
and bit lines are also interleaved from the two 
remaining sides of each core, where possible, so 
that the drivers and sense amplifiers may be 
placed on all four sides of each core, rather than 
on just two adjacent sides. 

In EPLD 

Fig. 3: EPLD NOR Plane 

Usinv the EBS-1 

Programming 

The ease in programming the EBS-1 allows 
rapid and painless implementation of system 
changes. EBS-1 devices are programmed in minutes 
with a low-cost PC-compatible programming box and 
software, and are easily erased in a few minutes 
with a standard W EPROM erasing lamp. The data 
base is in a text format that is easily edited by 
someone who is familiar with PLDs. 

Voltape Levels 

All inputs (except the five delay controls) 
are standard CMOS inputs. The delay controls are 
each to be connected through external resistors 

(10K - 1 Meg ohms) to VSS, with the larger 
resistor values corresponding to longer delays. 
All outputs are synchronous to the internal lXCLK 
and are standard push-pull CMOS drivers. 

For normal operation, VDD and the programming 
voltage, VPP, are both tied to +5V. However, 
during programming the programming box supplies 
+12.5V pulses with controlled rise and fall times 
to VPP. No other voltages are required to operate 
or program the EBS, and normal operating current 
at a 4XCLK rate of 50 MHz is 60 mA (measured). 

Logic Considerations 

A master reset input is provided that 
asynchronously resets both counters, synchronously 
resets the lXCLK generator in the high-speed 
logic, and goes into both EPLDs. Separate reset 
inputs for the two counters (HRESET and VRESET) 
are also provided. The counters may also be reset 
by the EOL and EOF signals that are generated by 
the lower EPLD. Because the 4XCLK is external and 
there are three external reset lines (as well as 
the eight external inputs), it is very simple to 
synchronize the EBS-1 logic to an external system. 

The EPLDs in the EBS-1 differ from common 
PLDs in that they have internal pipelines. The 
delays of these pipelines must be considered when 
using the EBS-1. 

Testing 

The EBS-1 makes extensive use of scan-path 
pipeline registers; thus, it is inherently 
testable. 
to facilitate programming and readback of the 
EPROM transistors; thus, all of the "OR" plane 
EPROM transistors are easily tested. Due to an 
oversight in the scan-path control logic design, 
in certain cases the "AND" plane is not easily 
read back, but this will be corrected in any 
future iterations of the design. The remaining 
logic to be tested has many connections either to 
external pins or to the scan-path, and so it is 
easily tested. 

These registers were required in order 

The scan-path is 332 elements long, and each 
shift of the scan-path requires four test vectors 
(because each shift clock requires four external 
4XCLK cycles); thus, a single load/unload of the 
scan-path requires 4 x ( 3 3 2  + 1) - 1 3 3 2  test 
vectors. Many load/unload sequences must be 
performed, resulting in a large number of test 
vectors; therefore, testing is done in three 
steps. 

Pre-Droeramming test. A short test sequence 
is used at both wafer and package level to test 
unprogrammed EBS-1 devices. This sequence 
verifies the 1/0 cell connectivity and DC 
parameters, the scan-path, and all of the logic 
exclusive of the EPROM cores. It also verifies 
that all bits in the two "OR" planes are initially 
unprogrammed. 

SDeed test. This test sequence may be done 
at both wafer and package level. It programs the 
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slowest bit lines in both the "AND" plane and the 
upper "OR" plane, then uses these bit lines in a 
test that measures the maximum speed at which each 
EBS-1 will operate. Because only a few bits may 
be programmed per programming cycle and each cycle 
takes over 1300 test vectors, this test sequence 
takes several minutes per device. Other than 
speed failures, insignificant yield loss occurs 
with this test; thus, this test may be eliminated 
if only slower parts are needed and 
post-programming testing is done later. 

Post-uroeramminv test. The third testing 
step (done only on packaged parts) is to program 
and readback the EPROM cores. This is not done on 
a tester because of the excessive programming time 
and number of test vectors required; instead, it 
is done with a dedicated programming box (which 
may be used in a ganged configuration) and a 
personal computer. Again, the AND plane is not 
easily read back. However, after programming 
either "golden part", signature analysis [5] or 
conventional testing methods may be used to verify 
correct programming. 

Imvrovements 

There are several improvements that could be 
made in subsequent iterations. The first of these 
would be to correct the AND plane readout problem, 
use multiple scan paths, and to connect the 4XCLK 
directly to the lXCLK during scan-path shifting. 
These improvements would greatly improve the 
programming and test times. 

The EPROM cells could be redesigned using 
approaches such as multiple transistor memory 
cells or precharge techniques to improve speed as 
well as to reduce the sensitivity to read current 
variations. Because the cores are limited by the 
pitch of the peripheral circuitry, a more complex 
memory cell should not increase die size. It 
would also be easy to add a security bit as well 
as serial number bits to the EPROM. A ROM version 
of the EPROM cores would be easy to design, and 
would provide significant cost savings for those 
high-volume applications where EPROM is not a 
requirement. 

The basic NOR plane core (including the 
scan-path pipeline registers) could be made 
available as a standard cell, as either 
configurable or silicon-compiled cells or as a 
discrete part. 
modified for specialized applications by 
customizing the high-speed logic. 

The present EBS-1 design could be 

Auulications 

The range of applications for the EBS-1 is 
large, such as in system consolidation of several 
PLDs and EPLDs, in DRAM controllers, and in 
digital encryption and decryption systems. It is 
especially useful in all manner of video system 
controllers and clock generators (the function for 
which it was originally conceived). 

Conclusions 

The EBS-1 has been used successfully in 
several different video applications and is not 
limited to any particular television standard. 
has potential use in a wide range of other 
applications. The EBS-1 reduces the time to 
implement a system change from weeks to just 
minutes, and it provides an order of magnitude 
improvement in level of system integration over 
present EPLDs. 

It 
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